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Abstract of thesis

This study
criminal law.
the

examines the defence of duress in the
The first two

problem of what acts

undertaken from the

are

concerned with

be considered to have been

can

performed under duress.

chapters

An analysis of coerced acts is

point of view of the philosophy of

action.

The

legal treatment of the defence begins with

discussion of its
the courts

juridical basis.

regarded duress

whether it affects

mens

This is followed
threat

rea

by

an

a

On what grounds have

defence?

The question of

is discussed.

analysis of the nature of the

required to establish the defence.

ments in the
an

as

cases

are

a

Modern develop¬

discussed, attention being drawn to

emerging liberal view of the law in this

area.

Finally, two issues raising moral problems are
considered.

The first of these is the

requirement of the

prior innocence of the accused^

the second is the vexed

question of duress and murder.

Can

duress

and still claim the defence?

decisions

on

this matter

are

one

take life under

Recent

scrutinised.

important

INTRODUCTION

ii.

Introduction

This is

study of

a

committed under duress

criminal law.

are

-

particular sort of act
and of its

In the earlier

examined from the
What acts

a

acts

implications in the

chapters, such acts

are

point of view of the philosophy of action.

'unfree'

in this

attract the attribution of

'free'

the act

-

Why should they not

responsibility in the

In the later

do?

sense?

chapters, the

way

same way as

in which

the criminal law deals with such acts is discussed with
view to
duress

a

identifying the principal features of the defence of
and the way

in which it is currently developing in the

criminal law.

The

reason

terms of the

for

analysing acts performed under duress in

philosophy of action is demonstrated in those

chapters concerned with the substantive criminal law.
Criminal law often

with

develops in

a

rather haphazard fashion,

comparatively little attention being paid to the juris¬

prudential analysis of its concepts.
criminal law

In the

rationale of the defence and to the
The recent

generated by

cases

as

to the

precise

implications of its

history of the defence of duress

illustrates this rather neatly;
been

of certain

defences, this is particularly true, with the

result that there is often confusion

extension.

case

such

as

the discussion which has

Lynch

v.

The Director of

Public Prosecutions for Northern Ireland demonstrates

some

the

give

jurisprudential problems to which the defence

rise.

may

of

iii.

For this reason,

the

question of duress from

view.

a

philosophical point of

The first section of this

to be

an

it seemed appropriate to examine

study does not purport

complete treatment of the concept of duress

a

it attempts rather to point to

excuse;

some

major aspects of such a treatment, dwelling
features of the

which may

excuse

by the criminal lawyer.
discussion of
which

play

on

as

of the
those

profitably be considered

In particular, there is a

concepts such

as

intention and voluntariness,

major part in the legal discussion of the

a

defence of duress.

Problems such

as

that of the coercive

offer, which have received considerable attention in
recent

philosophical writing,

examination would be

the

appropriate to

an

as

such

an

analysis of

legal section, which forms the major part of this

study, begins with
the defence.

well

not examined,

concept of economic duress in the law of contract.
The

are

more

are

an

analysis of the juridical basis of

The various

the expediency and justice arguments, as

examined;

the view that the defence is founded

as

'mens read

on

the

threat which is
a

an

a

lack of

discussion of the nature of the

alleged to have caused the accused to

criminal act.

demonstrate

on

part of the accused.

This is followed by a

commit

suggested bases of the defence

In this area,

interesting

move away

certain recent

from the strict

cases

iv.

traditionally required, to the application of a

standards
more

liberal

accused,

important requirement of the successful

an

raising of

The prior innocence of the

approach.

duress defence, is discussed, and the final

a

chapter deals with the problem of duress and murder, by
far the most

significant issue faced in this

criminal law.
the defence.

acute moral dilemmas

Here

are

There is

that it should be denied in these
have been breaches in the

a

strong

consensus

principle and, at the time of
a

change of the

respect.

legal system examined is English law, although the

law of other
case

who

one

circumstances, but there

writing, the Law Commission has recommended
law in this

by the

raised by

Should the defence be available to

has killed under duress?

The

area

common

law has been

the law of

law countries is considered.

American

used, and extensive reference is made to

Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and South Africa.

The inclusion of South

Africa, which is

a

Roman-Dutch

jurisdiction, is explained by the closeness of its criminal
law to

English law, and by the citation in Commonwealth

decisions of South African

On the

and

'duress'

'duress'

is

Scots law

precedents.

question of terminology, the terms 'coercion'
are

both

used, although in the legal section

preferred.

(where there

'Coercion', however, is used in
are

virtually

no

decisions

on

the

matter), and it is the term which tends to be used

more

frequently in philosophy.
The issues dealt with in this thesis have been
discussed with
Mr. Robert

number of

colleagues, especially with

Black, Advocate, Mr. Robert Bamford, of the

Saskatchewan
A

a

Bar, and Professor Alan Watson

as

supervisor.

particular debt of gratitude is also due to Ms. Cheryl

Speirs, of the Department of Civil Law, who undertook the
typing of this thesis.
I have

attempted to state the law

December, 1978.

as

at the 1 st
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1.

CHAPTER 1

The Nature of Coercion

2.

The Nature of Coercion

There is

important moral and legal difference

an

between those acts which

Consider these

not.

cases:

told that if he does not

perform act

x,

he

are

coerced and those which

(i)

are

A is approached by B and

comply with his instruction to

(A) will

be killedj

(ii) C

sees

the

opportunity to perform enriching act £, and for motives of
personal satisfaction proceeds to perform it.
language
was

would probably not hesitate to

we

coerced or,

C*s act

uncoerced act.

for act

was

would be inclined to describe

we

of moral

alternatively, that it

From the

say

that Afs act

not

a

as

a

free act.

free and

point of view of the attribution

responsibility, A would be relieved of responsibility
x

while

These two

C_ would be held to account for y.
cases

to be obvious, but they are

may appear

only two extremely simple statements of what
difficult
can

In ordinary

philosophical concept.

be asked about coercion.

consequence

a

What is the nature of the

with which the agent is threatened in order for

distinguished from influence
a

moral concept?

under coercion
his action?

be

Many further questions

coercion to be deemed to exist?

inevitably

can

or

How is coercion to be

persuasion?

Is

an

Is coercion

agent who performs

an

always to be relieved of responsibility for

act

3.

Coercion and moral responsibility

There is

that coercion

strong

a

or

consensus

in philosophical writing

compulsion relieves the agent of

responsibility for acts performed
coercion.

Aristotle

Ethics with

a

of

are

ignorance.

begins Book Three of the Nichomachean

discussion of those acts that

and those that
those which

are

involuntary.

a

performed under compulsion

a

agent

states,

may

man's parents

a

they

cause

of

1

Such

a case,

tyrant who has in his

children orders

or

perform

itself is the result of

alternatives.

a

a

him to perform

to have their lives

are

voluntary act, since the act

deliberate choice between

Yet such acts

special circumstances of the

are

voluntary only in the

'in themselves they

case:

involuntary, yet they have

them, since conduct is

more

a sequence

of the voluntary about

of acts, and the

particular things done in the circumstances

1)

result

In Aristotle's analysis, to comply with the

threat would be to

are

are

subject to the

or person

arise where

dishonourable action if

spared.

or as a

external

some

compulsion contributes nothing to it1.

power a

voluntary

An act is thought to be done under

nature that the

Aristotle

are

Involuntary actions

compulsion when 'it originates in
such

result of the

as a

Thomson trans.

(London, 1933)

we

have supposed

are

voluntary'.

but

involuntary' actions merit 'condonation'.

of such

Nonetheless,

action would be where

an

some

a

of these 'voluntary

man

does

An example

something

in the face of torture which is too painful to be

wrong
borne.

Although admitting that responsibility will not
attach in such

circumstances, Aristotle limits the

application of this principle by arguing that there
certain

things which

a man

are

cannot be compelled to dos

'which he will rather die than

do,
painful the mode of death.
Such a deed is matricide;
the
reasons which "compelled" Alcmaeon
in Euripides' play to kill his
however

mother carry their
face of them.'3

In not all cases,

responsibility.
may

absurdity

on

the

then, will compulsion relieve of

An assessment of the nature of the act

give rise to the attribution of responsibiliiy if the

act is such that it cannot be

justified by the desire of

the

agent to avoid the consequences threatened should he

not

comply.
Not all

2)

p.79.

3)

ibid.

philosophers, though, have accepted that to

p.78.

5.

act under coercion will in the

majority of

being relieved of moral responsibility.
a

less lenient view is

Studies.^

Ethical

cases

entail

An example of

provided by Bradley in his

Bradley begins his discussion of

compulsion and responsibility by distinguishing between
'absolute'

and

'relative'

compulsion:

'..

compulsion will be the production,
body or mind of an animate
being, of a result which is not related
as a consequence to its will,
in the
highest sense of will.
And to that we
in the

must add that the result must be

contrary to the actual desire of the
person forced, or, given knowledge,
would have been contrary; e.g. if a man
is first

drugged and then robbed, it is

compulsion.*3
There

can

be

no

under this form of
is the

This

responsibility for acts performed

compulsion unless, Bradley

agent's fault that he

presents

no

able to be compelled.

of the question of whether

agent's 'will' has been forced.

with the

will;

proposition that

if I

am

it

major problem, but, he suggests,

difficulties arise in respect
the

was

argues,

we can never

Bradley disagrees

act against our

faced with two alternatives

alternative of not

(including the

acting), neither of which I like, I

U)

Ethical studies,

5)

p.i|2, 1+3.

(Oxford, 1927)

may be

6.

compelled to an alternative.

Whether what I do is 1morally

imputable depends on whether it is my fault that I am in the

position I

in'.^

am

Apart from such cases, Bradley takes the view that
there
not

are

circumstances in which the will

relatively but absolutely.

can

be

forced,

This proposition is upheld

provided the term 'will' is used in the 'lower sense', the
'higher sense' being 'choice', 'volition', the conscious
realising of myself in the object of
widest

sense), which has been separated from and put before

the mind

higher

as

sense

a

possibility not yet real (the will in this

not being capable of being

justification for saying that the will
in the fact that the
the

desire (in the

one

me

may

so

The

be forced lies

application of compulsion

'psychical conditions of volition,

impossible for

forced).

may suppress

that it becomes

to decide myself for this and not for that'.

Bradley makes it clear in his account of

cases

in which

the conditions of volition

are

circumstances in which the

agent performs 'automatic actions',

ones

the nature of which he does not

example, he cites the

case

under threat of violence:

6)

suppressed that he contemplates

p.UU.

appreciate.

of a woman who signs

As an
a

document

7.

•She, I suppose may be so frightened by
violence, that she signs, knowing that
she is signing, but not at the moment
knowing anything but that is signing.*
„

Here there is

no

knowledge of the

consequently there
The

be

of the act, and

accountability.

no

inability to collect oneself is thus

condition

pain

may

wrongness

may

relieving of responsibility.

seen as a

Violent physical

produce this condition:
'In such cases the agents do not collect
themselves so as to will, and though
with knowledge, yet with pain and feeling
of

guiltiness,

some

as in a dream, they perform
act which is abhorrent to them, and

which

they impute to themselves as guilt,
(provided always their fault has
not led to it) the sober onlooker may be
unable to impute them, in their character
but which

as

These

imputed

are

a

cases

moral

agent.'°

in which moral

responsibility will not be

then distinguished from those in which

compulsion will not affect the attribution of responsibility.
Relative

compulsion, Bradley

responsibility, since it
a

'must

only in

case

p.U£.

8)

p.l±6.

means

not

an

does not relieve us of

unconditional must, but

I make up my mind to have this, or decide

that I cannot face that'.

7)

argues,

In such cases, we can

collect

8.

and decide which

ourselves

cause

we

choose to follow.

Bradley's account of compulsion and responsibility has
been discussed

by Glover, who draws attention to the contrast

between the former's view of
modern view.

between
account

of

a

man

9

compulsion and the

more

lenient

Glover draws attention to the inconsistencies

Bradley's paragraph on 'alternatives' and his general
cf

compulsion and responsibility.

Taking the example

living in Germany during the Nazi period having his

family threatened and being himself ordered to take part in
mass

murder, Glover points out that Bradley might be tempted

to relieve him of

passage

responsibility under his 'alternatives'

(provided he did not assist in bringing the regime to

power), but adds that under Bradley's general account,such
man

would not be

be held

a

acting under compulsion and would therefore

fully responsible.

This strict view, Glover suggests,

and its conflict with the lenient view is

typical of

many

disagreements about responsibility which cannot be settled by
'any evidence

or

by the results of logical analysis', being a

conflict between moral attitudes.

Although he takes

Bradley, Audi provides

a very

us

with

different view to that of
a more

recent challenge to the

proposition that compelled actions will not attract moral

9)

'Responsibility', London, 1970.

9.

10

Audi's initial position is that the

responsibility.

proposition that A is morally responsible for intentional
act

does not entail that A

x

illustrate

freely performed act x.

this, Audi poses the problem of the guard whose

duty it is to protect a missile launcher.
that his

If he realises

duty is to take his life rather than release the

information that
of innocent

might lead to the deaths of

many

thousands

people, and if, in spite of this realisation,

he submits after
of

To

a

threat of death and

physical abuse, it

may

a

certain amount

be argued that he is morally

responsible for his action although the information
cannot be

said to have been

given freely.

developed by Audi is that compulsion
certain

circumstances, but whether

or

may

The thesis
be present in

not it relieves of

responsibility will depend

on an

other factors.

gravity of the act performed

The moral

assessment of certain

compulsion (a consideration to be taken into account

under

in the

example of the guard) is relevant in assessing

ponsibility for compelled action,
the

res¬

as

is the question of

degree of compelling force used.

By not regarding

compulsion

as an

to hold that

absolute concept, Audi makes it possible

exculpation

may

in

some cases

not be in order
11

with

respect to acts performed under compulsion.

10)

'Moral responsibility, freedom, and compulsion' 11
American

11)

Philosophical Quarterly (I97ii) 1.

This is discussed infra p.5>0.

10.

Why should compulsion be
Most

a

defence?

philosophical discussions of coercion have been

concerned with

identifying the boundaries of the concept of

coercion and

distinguishing those circumstances that

be described

as

coercive from those that may

there has been little
of

why

reason

we

for

exploration of the fundamental issue

relieving the agent of responsibility.

we

answer

to this question will depend

take of the

reasons

ponsibility in the first place.
the
in

pointless.

attributing

are

full and

cases

res¬

A utilitarian approach to

cases

punishment'.

where the

12

no

point

In Bentham's view,

penal clause might exercise 'a

prevailing influence,

were

some

it to act alone, yet by

opposite cause upon the

will, it must necessarily be ineffectual.'
this is that the evil

Two instances of this

The

reason

are

option presented by the law.

given:

physical danger, where the

of nature bring about the evil;

and 'threatened

'Principles of Morals and Legislation', New York,
ed.1973, 16.

Anchor

for

option presented by failing to act is

less attractive than the evil

12)

the

because punishment would be

predominant influence of

powers

on

Bentham adopts this approach in his discussion

'Cases unmeet for

there

the

for

problem of punishment would hold that there is

punishing in such

of

Yet

tend to regard the presence of coercion as a

Inevitably, the
view that

not.

may¬

11.

mischief' where the unattractive

by human
If

prospect is brought about

agency.

one

that

assumes

from the attribution of

argument provides

a

those who commit

an

liability to punishment will flow

responsibility, the utilitarian

justification for not holding responsible
act

as

result of coercion.

a

threatened sanction will not deter them from
would rather face the
connected with

Another

The

acting

as

they

sanction of the law than the sanction

non-compliance with the threat.

position is to

the attribution of

argue

that the justification for

responsibility is the

in the

presence

agent of moral blameworthiness.

This is the account which

tends to reflect most

common

closely the

distinguish between acts which

are

tional and between consequences

intuition.

We

intentional and uninten¬

which

are

wanted and

un¬

wanted, in order to lay blame against those who commit an
act of which
we

disapprove.

we

apply standards of what

and what

we

In determining our disapproval,
we

feel is acceptable behaviour

feel it is reasonable to do.

however, whether
responsibility

we

on

In either case,

choose to base the attribution of

utilitarian

or

moral grounds,

we

recognise the fundamental importance of excuses in

distinguishing those

cases

with which

we

feel

we

should be

12.

concerned from those which

punishment

can

provided by coercion.

he did and any

as

inefficacious.';

guilt

One such
Here

a

object of
excuse

can

one

likewise

because he acted under

was

compelled

punishment would therefore be

who is

say:

is

utilitarian

'A is not to be punished because he

say:

to do

not the proper

moral condemnation.

or

that which is

are

more

concerned with moral

'A is not to be held responsible
compulsion and is therefore morally

blameless'.

It is

important, however,

as

Austin emphasises, to

distinguish between the concepts of justifying and andexcusing,

a

distinction which is sometimes blurred in the

legal discussion of the issue.
say

that it

was

13

To justify an act is to

not the wrong thing to do in the

circumstances, that in itself there
blameworthy about it.
testifies to the moral
evaluation based
courses

on

probity of the act in question,

the relative merits of the

Justification may
or a

nothing morally

A justification statement thus

of action with which the

objective

was

agent

was

an

possible

presented.

involve the application of either

subjective standard.

an

According to the

objective interpretation, to justify an act is to say that

13)

'A plea for excuses', 57 Proceedings of the Aristotelean
Society, (1956-7), 1.

13.

it has been

certain
of

a

judged

the morally correct action against

as

externally valid criteria.

justifiable act

be independent of the agent's

may

state of mind at the time

performance, though in most

the state of mind and the

cases

the act will be

Thus the performance

justifying qualities of

closely related.

What is objectively

appropriate behaviour will be determined according to
criteria of

expedient
reasonable

expediency and possibly the assessment of the

course

that

in the circumstances.

man

The alternative
more

be expected to be made of the

may

interpretation of justification

attention to the

agent's state of mind than to

objective test of appropriate behaviour.

Oakeshott, for example,
in terms of certain
a

demand that he

an

an

.

According to

agent justifies his behaviour

accepted moral rules:

justify

pays

an

act,

an

agent

in
may,

response

to

in this

view, respond by explaining the sentiment with which he
•j

acted.
then it may

If

an

objectively

nonetheless be justified if the agent is able

to show that he

The obvious

acted

selflessly

or

conscientiously.

objection to this view is that it blurs

the useful distinction between

1U)

choice has been made,

wrong

justification and

Oakeshott, On Human Conduct,

excuse.

(Oxford, 1975) p.69 et

seq.

1U.

To act

conscientiously

or

action turns out to be
moral

condemnation,

not constitute

a

one

in good faith, even if one's
which is later the

provide

may

a

justification.

object of

moral defence but need
Justification is

concept which is stronger than the concept of

a

and

excuse

a

serves

moral

quite different

a

norms

that will be
necessary

purpose.

In that/system of

necessarily requires the formulation of
objectively applied, justification is

concept if the boundaries of rules

are

a

rule

a

to be

satisfactorily identified.
With

justification the emphasis is on the identif¬

ication and

public clarification of rules.

orientated rather than

It is system-

agent-orientated and is not

primarily concerned with the considerations which dominate
the

concept of excuse, namely, the identification of

appropriate objects of imputability and punishment.
end result may

Its

be the same, in that innocent persons are

not attributed with

responsibility for offences, but its

prime function remains distinct.
Justification involves the assessment and weighing of

values, something which is not the object of excusing.
Excusing
this

an

precise

agent

means

processj

that the agent is exempted from
his act is not subjected to the sort

1?.

of moral
(

.

& »

'
an

analysis involved in justification because he

agent is exempted from moral judgement.

the act of

an

because the

In the

case

sense,

is not subjected to scrutiny

agent is not the

is excused.

is

insane person

In this

as

proper

of

object of scrutiny^

he

justification, the act itself

placed in the moral limelight.
Up to this point, the sort of justification under

discussion has been
other than the

sources

agent responsible for the act under

consideration.
upon

justification statements from

The

agent himself, however, may be called

to justify his action and it is possible that he

invoke other considerations
In the

case

reasons

for

of

in his

purposive action,

acting,

an

justificatory statements.
agent has certain

which will be related to

reasons

may

an

end

the

agent is pursuing and which he sees as desirable.

the

agent in question, this end is to be consciously sought,

although he

may

accept that the end is either immoral or

undesirable from the

point of view of others.

is immoral in this latter sense,

agent might accept his act
be able to

as

If the end

it is possible that the

unjustified, but nonetheless

point to certain tjustifications' within the

context of his

15)

To

1

private aim.

5

The term 'justification',

Gewirth, 'The normative structure of action', 25 Review
of Metaphysics', (1971), 2U8.

16.

then,

be used in

can

above.

broader

a

sense

than that postulated

The existence of this broader

justification

may

confusion between
in the

provide

action and it is

excuse

excuse

that

these concepts.

on

of

explanation for the

justification and

legal discussion

justification and

some

sense

concentrate

on

occurs

Both

explanations for

perhaps understandable that the moral

reference of these

explanations might be confused in

ordinary language.
The nature of the defence of

relationship with the
illustrated in the
defences.
of

an

excuse

justification and its

defences is clearly

operation of certain criminal law

In the defence of

self-defence, the victim

-unprovoked attack is entitled to take steps to

defend himself.
of course,

an

The act of

attacking his assaillant is,

act of assault and prima facia criminal,

but is deemed in the circumstances to be
victim is not

required to

excuse

justified.

himself in

because what he has done is deemed not to be

act.
use

In
more

guilty of

The

any way
a

criminal

warding off his attacker, however, should he
than

a

reasonable

degree of force, he becomes

crime and is held responsible for the

of his action.

consequences
rather than

a

a

Were self-defence

an excuse

justification, the extent of the original

17.

victimfs response

would be relevant only in

indicated the state of his mind.

The

far

so

it

as

significant factor

in such circumstances would be the accused's purpose

performing the act and his motive behind it.

in

The

appropriateness of the accused's reaction, while

an

important factor in assessing justification, would not
affect the

availability of

insane person,

if excused

an

on

extreme and still be excused

Does coercion

provide

excusing defence.

those grounds,

can

An

act to

any

liability.

an excuse

or

justification?

Although it is generally assumed that coercion
provides

an excuse

to argue

that in certain circumstances it

for

a

the characteristics of
as

the criteria of

appropriateness of
whether

an

may

justification the rightness
an

act, the

sense

bear

justification defence.

answer

16

some

of

Adopting

or

to the question

act committed under coercion

(in the objective

16)

a

wrongful action, it is possible

can

be

justified

described above) must depend upon

'If under a dire threat a person commits some
comparatively minor misdeed, like telling a lie, he
might in some circumstances think he had done the
best thing possible in a bad situation.
That would
be more like a justification than an excuse.'
Hunter,
"Acting freely and being held morally responsible", 12
Dialogue (1973), 233.

18.

whether it

can

be viewed

as

morally correct act.

a

Initially it

can

coercion

have less serious consequences

can

be accepted that

threatened to the
made from the

applying

a

law surely

agent.

An

minor infraction of the

may

instructions avoids the social cost

both in terms of the

injured.

This cost

may

be assessed

outrage caused to the community

of the material cost of

injured victim.

result from the carrying out

agent who in such circumstances complies

incurred should he be

treating and compensating

as

well

an

According to considerations of expediency

convenience, the agent's compliance with the

instruction of the

is therefore the

coercer

preferable

of action.

course

But

can

this test of

applied to all
an

a

provides less inconvenience to society than the

with his coercer's

of

than the harm

This assessment need not be

test of social harms,

of the threat.

and social

act performed under

point of view of the victim of the coercion;

major inconvenience that

as

an

cases

expediency

of coercion?

or

convenience be

If we take the example

agent who is threatened with serious physical harm

unless he commits

a

violent

assault, there

may

be

a

disparity between the injury with which he is threatened
and the

victim.

injury which he is instructed to cause to his
Let

us

imagine that the latter injury is

more

19.

serious, possibly involving grave disfigurement with all
that that entails in
the

long term suffering.

Provided that

injury threatened to the coerced agent is itself

stifficiently serious to justify his invoking the defence of

duress, then the fact that the injury he himself

causes

is

greater should, and would according to the existing law,
be irrelevant.

applied in
coerced

This

a

case

the

balancing of evils

necessity defence would weigh against the

agent.

should be

applies

a

In such

Under the defence of duress, however, he

exculpated.
example illustrates

as a

'full-blown1

in which coercion

a case

excuse.

In other

excusing characteristics of the defence

may

take second

place to the requirements of justification.
is

coerced, for example, to commit

an

the

cases,

If

an

atrocity of

agent

some

magnitude, then according both to the majority of jurists
and certain

philosphers, he

responsible for his action.

may

still be held morally

Audi's example, quoted

above, provides an instance of how this might happen.
In the

majority of legal systems in the common law world,

the defence

cf duress will not be available to

takes life under coercion.

In these

one

who

situations, there is a

weighing of evils, something which should not be part of
an

excusing condition.

20.

Baker argues
on

three

we

are

for the treating of duress as

principal grounds.

inclined to

duress' for

where

cases

17

Firstly, she suggests that
the

reserve

an excuse

expression 'He acted under

'the justifiability of what was

done is less than evident'.

Secondly, when

an

action is

performed under duress the agent is not inclined to
accept 'total responsibility' for his situation;
situation of
of total
an

necessity,

one

an

more common.

action he is

wanting to perform the action.
he is

a

might expect the acceptance

responsibility to be

agent justifies

in

more

Finally, where

likely to admit to

Where he acts under duress,

unlikely to want (in the strong sense) to perform the

action, and this not wanting to perform the action has
of the characteristics of

The conclusion
coercion may

an

as an excuse

others it may

be

threatened is

demonstrably (and in

some cases,

but in

It is only when the harm
a

quantifiable way) shown

by the coerced agent's act,

always be treated

alternative to this is the

17)

in

justification.

to be less than the harm caused

that coercion may

justification.

suggested by these arguments is that

operate
a

than

excuse

more

as an excuse.

The

application of the balance of

'Acting under duress'3 Canadian Journal of Philosophy,

(197U), 515.

21

evils test in all
a

course

.

The disadvantage

cases.

would be the difficulty of

material

rights

are

weighing evils when

involved, and the

the defence in many cases

involved in such

necessary

non-

denial of

where the agent has clearly acted

under duress.

Coercion

an

mitigation

far,

we

have considered interpretations of coercion

excuse

or

a

So
as

as

that of coercion
is

as

a

A third possibility exists,

mitigating defence,

possibility which

a

rarely considered in philosophical discussions of coercion

but which has

this

frequently been raised in legal debate.

view, the fact that

coercion does not
of

justification.

some

an

agent has performed

an

18

In

act under

totally exculpate him, but relieves him

of the blame for

acting

as

In the legal

he did.

context, this would operate either to reduce the seriousness

(for example, by reducing

of the offence

to

one

of

manslaughter

a

charge of murder

culpable homicide)

or

or

to act in

mitigation of punishment.
There has been little

mitigation, but
of the notion.

19

a

recent
Blatz

investigation of the nature of

paper

by Blatz provides clarification

investigates three forms of defence

18)

See, for example, Lord Simon's comments in the case of
Lynch v. D.P.P. (N.I.), discussed infra.

19)

'Mitigating and meliorating defenses', American
Philosophical Quarterly, Monograph No.7, 1 .

22.

to

a

charge that the agent has brought about a 'morally

untoward state of affairs'.

exculpating defence to

a

(£)

production of £

show that the
which is

In
in the

(S) is

occurrence

of

a

logically

a

morally

necessary

£( 1 )

state of affairs

untoward, but less untoward than £

following

a

£, and the defence does not

agent brought about

a

logically

that implies that a

one

(provided that £ is

contrast,

a

present at the time of the agent's

was

condition for the

analysis,

charge of bringing about

untoward state of affairs

circumstance

In this

itself).

20

mitigating defence is defined by Blatz

way:

'A defence d is

a mitigating defence against
charge that P produces a particularly
morally untoward state S (for which he is
blameworthy) if and only if:
a

(a) d shows that P brought about
of affairs

(b) d and
not £

some

state

£(1),
any

other true statement £ (but
was some

alone) imply that there

circumstance

production of

£ present at the time of P's

£(1)»

(c) the absence of £ is a logically necessary
occurrence of
£,

condition for the

(d) £(1) is less morally untoward than £, and
is
be

20)

at

p.6.

21)

at

p.I*.

morally untoward in such a way that P might
morally blameworthy for it.'2'

23.

In Hart's
Blatz is

view,

a

mitigating defence

as

defined by

plea in formal mitigation, that is, it is

a

which will

one

formally reduce the seriousness of the charge.

What Blatz terms

a

'meliorating' defence is the

equivalent of Hart's plea in informal mitigation.

22

A

meliorating defence will be available where there is

a

normatively blame relieving circumstance present at the
time of the

addition,

performance of the act but there is, in

an

attenuating circumstance present.

Thus the

original fault (mistake, negligence etc.) is accompanied
by

a

factor which

that 'too much is at stake' for

means

an

exculpating defence to apply, the exculpating factor being
attenuated

by the untowardness of the act itself.

From this

account, it will be

to view the presence

mitigating

or a

of coercion

manslaughter

or

that it is possible

constituting either

as

meliorating defence.

advocate that the presence
to

seen

For those who

of coercion should reduce murder

culpable homicide, the agent is

having brought about

a

a

seen as

morally untoward state of affairs

(culpable homicide) although it is

one

which is admittedly

less morally untoward than the alternative state of affairs

(murder).

At the same time, applying Blatz's analysis of

mitigating defences, they must accept that the agent is in

22)

Hart, 'Prolegomenon to the Principles of Punishment'
in

'Punishment and

Responsibility' (Oxford, 1968).

2h.

some

way

morally blameworthy for the state of affairs
In

concerned.

some

cases

this is

accepted, it being

argued that the victim of coercion should rather die
himself than take innocent life.

ledgement

an

acknow¬

moral blameworthiness is not made, however,

or

difficult to

it becomes

Where

justify the mitigation argument

in the context of coercion.

A

more

acceptable analysis in such

to treat coercion

defence.
factor

as

giving rise to

Here there is

a

(coercion) but there

a

cases

might be

meliorating

normatively blame relieving
may

in addition be

an

attenuating circumstance which diminishes the effect of
the blame
of

so

Taking the

killing committed under coercion

that the
the

relieving factor.

as an

case

of

example,

we see

attenuating circumstance is the seriousness of

taking of life, something which is regarded
serious

Blatz1s

act

an

as

not to admit of ready

as

condonation.

being
In

terms, too much is at stake for the agent to be

completely exculpated, though his blame must clearly be
reduced

by virtue of the coercion under which he acted.

The basis of exculpation

Accepting that coercion will in certain circumstances
lead to

exculpation, attention

basis of this

exculpation and

may now
on

be focussed

on

the question of how

the

25.

coercion relates to other excuses.

are

two ways

of

(1) from the point of view

looking at the coerced act:
of agency or

There

(2) from the point of view of act-description,

the first of these

being the most important.

In

(1 ) the

position of the agent in relation to his act is investigated
concepts of ability/inability and causation

in terms of the

criteria for the

as

ascription of responsibility.

Ability/inability
Most

philosophical writers follow Aristotle in

suggesting that

be classified according to

excuses can

whether they are based on the
the

agent.

The latter form

forms the basis of

present purposes.
our

Briefly,

does not know of the moral

or

where the

a

few problems for

poses

ignorance

an

person

of his action is

punished in spite of ignorance

provides

for which

we

or awareness

are

to be held

one

of which he

where

excuse

one may

can

is

be

the legal rule 'ignorantia

-

an

general rule nonetheless reveals

knowledge

on

performs the act)

The ignorance

limited and there may be circumstances

that

relies

quality of his act (as, for

reasonably be said to be ignorant.

iuris neminem excusat'

excuse

our

responsibility where the agent

mentally defective

consequence

where ignorance

or excuse,

exculpation,

reluctance to attribute

example, where

inability of the ignorance of

forms

a

example of this

-

but the

deep-felt moral conviction
an

important part of

responsible.

any

act

26.

The

inability

coercion.

Inability

which is the most

is

excuse

describe
where the

on

action

as

being realistic

us

be

some cases may

physical inability,

discussion of

as

or

real

what

a

we may

This last category

options available to the agent

and this leads

way

a

'convincing' form of inability, psychol¬

relative inability.

as

relevant in

take the form of physical inability,

may

ogical inability, which in
constraint

more

occurs

limited in

are

some

to reject certain concepts of action

as

ones.

Physical inability

may

be present in

cases

of direct

physical coercion and is dealt with in the law by describing
such acts

as

arises.

If A seizes B and forces his

involuntary

ones

from which

responsibility

no

arm

to

perform act

by pushing it through the motions, we do not regard this

being

a proper case

grounds.
with

of action at all and exculpate B

x
as

these

on

Alternatively, where A is charged, for instance,

failing to perform

an

act which he would normally be

required to perform (for example, when he is in the position
of

guardian to B and he fails to

may

drowning) he

B from

be able to plead physical inability as an excuse.

Failure to rescue,
his

rescue

in the

case

physical inability to swim.

that there will be

spite of inability.

cases

where

just quoted,

on

be due to

It is possible, of course,

responsibility

This would be

independent culpability

may

so

may

where there

the agent's part;

attach in
was

some

where, for

27.

example, he has failed to minimise the consequences of his
inability

or

where he has not drawn it to the attention of

those who should be informed of it.

The
may

categories of psychological and relative inability

be closely linked in the context of coercion.
that A is faced with

assume

harm from B unless he
two

alternatives, he

threat of serious

a

performs
can

Let

us

physical

Here A is faced with

x.

comply with B's instruction and

thereby avoid the undesirable consequence of physical harm,
or

he

open

can

refuse to

comply, in this

way

to B's implementing his threat.

in these circumstances has

a

laying himself

It is clear that A

choice between

non-compliance, yet in ordinary language
tempted to

that he has

say

real choice.

no

choice,

One alternative may

be

or,

compliance and

we may

well be

at least,

no

being

so

seen as

unattractive that

nobody could be expected to choose it.

This would be the

case

of death.

In most

threat of death

as

if the threat

no

a

choice but to

present but
is

we

were one

circumstances, when faced with
sanction for

would not hesitate to say

'has

imposed by B

non-compliance,

a

we

that the victim of the threat

comply'.

Where two alternatives

are

nonetheless exclude one, we do so because it

thought to be ineligible.

28.

The

theory of ineligible alternatives has been

pounded by Benn and Weinstein in a joint
forward the

choice'

23
paper.

ex-

Putting

proposition that the phrase 'he really had

suggests that

a

better

way

no

of characterising

conditions of unfreedom is that they restrict choice by

making alternatives 'unavailable
authors

explain the application of this principle in

of economic
or

the

than
is

a

ineligible', the

or

use

duress.
of

some

They point out that exploitation,
special bargaining

commodity would cost in

freedom when the person

a

becomes based

on

one

more

restriction of

or

services, suffer

The standard of duress thus

the fact that the

agreement would not

have been made had it not been for the weak

position of

'to demand

suffering the exploitation would,

by not availing himself of the offer

hardship.

power

normal circumstances'

some

always unfair, but only involves

considerable

cases

of the parties.

bargaining

It is this position which

deprives the agent of realistic alternatives.

23)

'Being free to act and being a free man' 80, Mind (1971)
19U.
Goldman, in 'A Theory of Human Action' (New Jersey,
1970), develops a similar argument in dealing with excuses.
He points out that there are some actions which are so
'costly' to the agent that it becomes correct to say that
he 'could not' perform them.
Citing an example of a
parent whose child has been kidnapped and who is told that
the child will be killed unless he performs a certain act,
Goldman writes:
'Because S_ (the parent) is extremely averse
to letting his child be killed, and because he realises that
his not embezzling the money and giving it to the kidnappers
would result in their killing the child, he proceeds to
embezzle the money and give it to them.
In this case it
would be appropriate for S_ to say that he 'could not help'
embezzling the money, that he was 'forced' to do it.' (p.211).

1
29.

The views of Benn and Weinstein have been criticised

by Day in his survey of the significance of threats and
offers in

compulsion.^

in the standard gunman

will refuse to hand
life.

We may

Day

that it is possible

argues

example that the victim of coercion

over

his money and

describe the victim

as

thereby lose his

having been unreasonable

(although it is possible that he

may

for

for example, believe that

refusing to comply5

he

may,

threats of this sort should

Alternatively,

even

never

have admirable motives

complied with).

be

if he himself recognises that he is

behaving unreasonably and just does not
would argue

this would

is unfree to do.
may seem

in

mean

care

about it, Day

that he is doing something he

Although at first blush this objection

fatal to the ineligible alternatives theory, it

fact, be defused quite simply.

can,

If the victim chooses

non-compliance, knowing that it will lead to his death, he
clearly does not regard his chosen option as ineligible.
It may

be

an

unreasonable

way

of acting, and he himself may

recognise this, but the alternative itself is not unreasonable
in terms of Benn and Weinstein's

ability in this context is
unacceptability

2k)

or

explanation.

synonymous

Unreason-

with the concepts of

ineligibility, and need not be defined in

'Threats, offers, law, opinion and liberty', 1i| American
Philosophical Quarterly 0977), 2f>7.

30.

terms of the extent to which it

rational behaviour.

provides

upon
to

as a

we may say

die, then

possibility to be

Certainly, if later called

his act,

instance of

If the victim chooses to

clearly he does not regard that
excluded.

an

upon

to pronounce

that it would have been unreasonable

expect him to have chosen that alternative, but this

judgement would be made from an objective viewpoint,

possibly for

of attributing responsibility.

purposes

The second

objection which Day voices is based

example in which H holds out to T
offer of

a

gift.

rejection.

or

as

argues,

contradicts the view expressed by

the human norm,

in this context is

a

do not diminish freedom.

could

one say

Only assuming

that it is un¬

The concept of reasonability

gift.

clearly reserved for circumstances in

which life and death issues

are

involved, and

we

surely not apply it to less serious matters.
an

This

objection to this criticism is that the

reasonable to refuse

not

acceptance

decline the money.

rejection of the gift is not ineligible.
avarice

money as an

According to Day, the latter is ineligible

Benn and Weinstein that offers
An obvious

amount of

T then has two alternatives:

and T is therefore unfree to

conclusion, he

an

on an

agent performs

an

would

Whether

or

act which is marginally deleterious

or

beneficial to his financial

we

would

position is not

a

matter which

usually employ the concept of reasonability.

31.

A similar answer

be

can

given to Day's third counter¬

example in which T is asked by H to give him the
is

carrying, which happens to be all the

money

money

he

that T

To accede to the request would, according to

possesses.

Day, be ineligible and T is therefore unfree to hand over
the money.
is

given

action
that

Once again, it is only when unreasonability

a very

as

wide

that

compass

would describe T_'s

we

unreasonable for the purposes

particular alternative

of stating that

ineligible.

was

Possibly Benn and Weinstein's thesis lends itself to
attack because of the
is

a

of the term

use

distinction between

being in

freedom is restricted and

the

former,

and not

agent

others;

exercising
rare

an

any

may

one

a

'unfreedom1.

There

state in which one's

in which

one

is unfree.

In

be free to perform certain acts

in the latter he should not be capable of
choice whatsoever.

indeed that

an

agent will have

Yet it is clearly very
no

choice at all; only

in the most restrictive circumstances conceivable would he
find himself in such
may

a

position.

refer to people as not being free

unfree) but this does not
deprived of choice.
certain
or

In

which

mean

many cases,

(or,

more

then,

clumsily,

that they are totally

What they will be deprived of is

degree of the choice to which they
they feel they

are

we

are

a

accustomed

reasonably entitled to expect.

32.

Freedom, then, is not commonly considered an absolute,
but is

regarded

condition which

as a

given circumstances to a greater

or

be present in

may

lesser degree.

Applying this to the gunman example, the victim (A)
normally expects to keep his possessions and to continue
to live.

The gunman

radically interferes with these

expectations, but does not deprive A of all choice with
respect to these goals.

In that Ass

is limited

(he cannot have both),

freedom is

restricted,

or, more

range

of options
that his

we may say

loosely, he

ceases

to be

free.

Because

those who

were

the extreme

forced to

we

do not hold

responsible for their actions

not free to do otherwise

example where the agent's

perform

a

arm

certain act) in the

have not exercised any

(as is the

as an

in

is physically

sense

that they

choice in the matter, we

prepared to regard coercion

case

are

exculpating factor.

The

exculpation of the completely unfree is extended to apply
to those whose freedom is

This results from the

merely interfered with

or

limited.

generalisation of the principle that

exculpation is appropriate where the agent could not have
done otherwise.

33.

Coercion and causation

Another basis for the

agent
of the

be found not by looking at the state of mind

may

agent at the time of commission of the act but

by focussing

on

the causal background of the act.

Fundamental to the process
is the causal

imputed.

(such

as

linking of the agent with the act

Unless

specific form of responsibility

a

responsible for

between A and the event

of

the

or

responsibility) is in question, the

status

statement A is

course

of attributing responsibility

of the act for which responsibility is to

consequence
be

exculpation of the coerced

events, when

or

an

x

implies

a

causal link
In the normal

consequence x.

imputation of this sort is

made, concepts of remoteness and foreseeability will be

applied.

Evaluative rules* excluding from the imputation
which

we

do not expect the agent to have

taken into account

or

to have

consequences

reasonably foreseen,

operate to limit the implications for responsibility of
purely physical causation.
morally accountable for event
his

Thus A will not be held
x

if

a

reasonable

person

position could not be expected to have foreseen the

possibility of
Where

an

x

resulting from

an

action

on

his part.

agent is coerced into committing

an

act,

normal considerations of causation will determine his

in

3U.

responsibility (should this not be excluded by coercion in
the first

place).

In another sense, however, causal

considerations may

Where coercion has

of the act.
certain

the

be significant in the moral assessment

result, not

one

but two agents

production of the result

coerced

agent.

-

involved in

the coercing and the

consequences,

in the

agent until he has succeeded in rebutting

coercion defence.

Although joint causal responsibility

exists for the act in
not

question, the rules of causation do

normally operate so as to 'exempt' the coerced agent

from

being considered the principal causal agent.

looked at with the aim of

the role causal considerations may

play.

example, stresses that in order for
responsible for

an

in order for
some

an

agent to be held

This

things, the popular notion that

responsibility to be imputed there must be

form of causal identification between

The

see

Bradley, for

act, it must be 'his act'.

expresses, amongst other

Yet,

analysing the grounds for

exculpation of the coerced agent, it is possible to

to

case

presumption of responsibility through the raising of

any
a

are

Normally both will be held responsible

(at least prima facie) for the
of the coerced

operated to produce a

agent and act.

problem involved in using causal considerations

exculpate the coerced agent is

a consequence

of

35.

reluctance to

accept that a voluntary human action

Hart and

caused.

or

be

Honor! describe the general principle

of the traditional doctrine that
informed act

can

omission of

a

'the

human

free, deliberate and

being, intended to

produce the consequence which is in fact produced,
negatives causal connexion.'
intervention of

causal

an

25

agent provides the point beyond which

investigation does not

admit that there

In general, the voluntary

are

go,

but Hart and Honor!

exceptions to this rule:

'By contrast, actions which in any of a
variety of different ways are less than
fully voluntary are assimilated to the
means by which or the circumstances in
which the earlier action brings about
the consequences.
Such actions are not
the outcome of

informed choice made

an

without pressure from others, and the
different ways in which human action may
fall short in this respect range from
defective muscular
of consciousness

or

control, through lack
knowledge, to the

vaguer notions of duress and of
predicaments, created by the first agent
for the second, in which there is no

"fair"

This

choice.'^o

possibility of exceptions to the notion that

voluntary acts cannot be caused is further explored by

Feinberg, who suggests that there

25)

'Causation in the Law'

26)

at. p.70.

are

circumstances in

(Oxford, 1959), 129.

36.

which not

only

the 'less than fully voluntary'

may

category of acts be regarded as caused, but in which it
will be

a

possible to find 'the cause' of
27

voluntary intervention.

the

event behind

an

Feinberg also discusses

legal defence of entrapment,

a

defence which

be

can

analysed in causal terms, although concepts of 'fairness'
rather than causation may
rationale.

trap

may

In

crime.

entrapment, the officer setting

be said to

him with the

form the dominant expressed

cause

opportunity and the temptation to commit the

theless, voluntary in the strict

to

the

the criminal's act by providing

The criminal's commission of the crime

As

up

is,

none¬

sense.

suggested by Hart and Honore, it may be possible

proceed in causal investigation beyond the act of the

coerced

agent and to identify

as

the principal agent

responsible for the act not the victim of coercion but
the

coercing agent.

terms that

If

we are

able to

say

A, the coercer, rather than B, the coerced

agent, caused evert
rationale for B's

x,

then this provides

exculpation.

a

further

Although specific

causal statements in such circumstances may

notions of causation may form
of

27)

in causal

be rare, such

part of the underlying basis

exculpation.

'Causing voluntary actions' in 'Doing and deserving'

(Princeton, 1970), 1f>2.

37.

Closely connected with this argument is the theory
of the coerced

In the

coercer.

and

agent

as an

inert instrument of the

superior orders defence in international

municipal law, this notion plays

role.

The moral basis of the

confused.

Some writers have

a

fairly important

superior orders defence is
explained it in terms of

28

coercion, others have argued that it is based
idea of the soldier

unthinking automaton.

as

the

upon

In the

latter

view, the soldier subject to military discipline

is not

expected to consider his acts in the

the

way

in which

normally reasoning, morally accountable agent is.

Military discipline is traditionally designed to produce

unthinking obedience,

compromised by

any

an

obedience which would be

critical assessment by the soldier of

his orders.

It flows from this

rests with the first

approach that moral imputability

'responsible8 agent behind the agent

who commits the criminal offence.

superior' principle, viewed in
suppositions.

This

one sense,

'respondeat
rests

causal

on

The soldier subject to military discipline

is not to be held

responsible for the act in question

because not he but his

superior is the cause of the

occurrence.

28)

a discussion of this view, see Dinstein,
defence of obedience to superior orders' in
international law (Leyden, 1965), 75 et seq.

For

'The

38.

What constitutes coercion?

It has been
in most

cases

argued

as

an

limitation it

(c)

and that
the

though in

excuse,

it has the features of

basis for coercions

far that coercion (a) operates

so

a

that (b) the

justification;

exculpating function lies in the

imposes

on

freedom of choosing options;

causal explanation may also play

a

must be the

concern

coercion?

the proper

Coercion

a

role in

a

a

an

agent

commonly expressed view that coercion is

agent's action.

a

opinion not only decides

on

wrong

30

a

normative assessment of

29

some

free.

hold

moral concept

discusses this notion at

right and

we

acting and therefore not to be

concept which involves

the coerced

what constitutes

object of moral blame?

as

It is
moral

questions:

In what circumstances will

to have been coerced into

29)

circumstances

acceptance of causation as an exculpating factor.

Our next

was

some

Bronaugh, for example,
length, arguing that moral

what actions

are

considered

but also whether the action of the agent

Questioning the view that there is

some

Bayles, 'A concept of coercion' in 'Coercion' (ed.
Chapman) (New York, 1972), 17; Gert,
'Coercion and freedom', ibid., k2;
Audi, op.cit.

Pennock and

30)

'Freedom

as

(196U), 163.

the absence of

an

excuse', 7h Ethics,

39.

logical entailment between 'ought' and 'could' which is
morally neutral, Bronaugh writes:
'So far as I can see, what factual
conditions excuse and what we morally
do not excuse are discernable only on
the

grounds of what

demand and what
in certain

Bronaugh

we

we morally do not
do demand of agent's

conditions.'31

that responsibility requires that the

argues

agent should have exercised a choice, and takes the view
that whether

depends
are

what

on

certain

possible to
choice;
choice

not

or

we are

no

morally prepared to

that

say

as

agent both had

an

depends

on

choice

'factual

an

one

are

no

choice and
there is

There

no
a

is prepared to acknowledge
of

an

agent that he

excusing facts and this is not

report per se'.

demands

a

one says

To say

excuse.

excuse.

is, in Bronaugh's view, merely to signal

'whether there is

Some

whether

choice

a

outlined above, where it is

it might be that whether

that there

one

hold that there has been

circumstances,

the existence of
had

we

as

an

excuse

by what

one

'How
is

one
as

disquiet has been felt

between coercion and

p.163.

31)

at

32)

at p.172.

decides,' he argues,

much managed

excuses.'

a

by what

32

over

the close association

questions of moral responsibility.

hD.

Dworkin, for example, has attacked the Bronaugh thesis,
arguing that it is possible to develop criteria for
coercion which

are

independent of normative evaluation,

although he accepts in

many

circumstances moral factors

will be taken into account.
coercion

as

a

moral category

that the statement
with the

In this

'he

was

view, taking

applies only if

compelled' is

we

hold

synonymous

expression 'he should be excused'.

The

implication of this is that it should be possible to
postulate purely descriptive criteria for coercion which
will

serve

to

without any
of the

identify instances of coerced behaviour

judgement being made

agent's choice.

faced with

a

described

as

Under such

to the appropriateness
a

alternatives, his action

performed under coercion

disapprove of the choice that he made.
threatened with minor assault
he

can

be

if we

even

Thus if A is

(for example,

a

performs act x (a major assault on another

then if he feels that to him

sanction, he

may

is

person),

preferable to the

with this analysis is that it merely

transfers the evaluative
a

x

slap) unless

be said to act under coercion.

The difficulty

to

system, if A is

threat which he feels forces him to choose

of several

one

as

subjective basis.

judgements made from an objective
In order for the concept of

U1.

coercion to have any
for the

meaning at all, it must refer to a motive

performance of the act stronger than
In the

preference.
perform act

x

above, A's

case

must be that he

reasonable alternative.

sees

reason

himself

desirable alternative.

of mere

for choosing to
as

having

no

The normative element intrudes here

in his assessment of his alternatives:
because he feels it is

one

compliance is chosen

significantly preferable to
Yet

even

if

we

concentrate

an un¬
on

the

subjective assessment made by the agent in question, this
assessment is

likely to be made not only according to criteria

of

personal preference but also according to criteria defined

by

a

socially-orientated general code of conduct.

Only

totally amoral actor would make the decision of whether
he is forced to

of

or

perform

an

consensus or

or

not

action completely without thought

reference to the status of the action in terms of

general moral

a

socially defined system of

a

33
norms.

What constitutes coercion?

Coercion distinguished from persuasion

Although there will be clear
the victim acts

33)

unwillingly in

cases

response

of coercion in which

to an overt threat of

Dworkin accepts this difficulty, but argues that it can be
if one postulates a society in which results are
important and in which good and bad intentions are
irrelevant:
'Such a society might reject a plea of coercion
outright. It would neither absolve nor diminish responsibility.
One could still explain why one acted in terms of coercion,
but it would have no relevance as an excuse.' 'Compulsion and
moral concepts' 78 Ethics (1968) 227.
overcome

all

k2.

physical violence, there will also be

severe

cases

of action

in which these classic elements of coercion will be absent but

which nonetheless differ from
An

spontaneous and autonomous action.

example of such action will be action performed at the

instigation of others but not Tinder their compulsion.
here
but
be

a

wide range

which, for the

of actions in which others
purpose

play

may

There is
a

part

of attributing responsibility, must

distinguished from croerced action.
•Persuaded action*

not

provides perhaps the weakest case of

truly autonomous action.

Let

undecided about whether he should

us

imagine that A is

perform

x.

In discussion

with

B, B tells him that in his opinion x would be an appropr¬

iate

thing for A to do and that A should proceed to do

The

persuasion emanating from B might be slight

only

one

it may

make

be intense (he may consistently inform A of his opinion

strong arguments in favour of

In the normal case,

x).

whether B has argued weakly or strongly

the performance of x should still be regarded as an

autonomous action of A.
cases

may

such remark before passing to a different subject) or

and invoke

for x,

(he

x.

he will have

persuasion

may

a

A has decided to do x,

clear motive for his choice.

Bfs

have served to re-inforce any view that A may

have had of the attractiveness of x,
then is that

and in most

but all that has happened

part of the reason for A's thinking that x is

attractive may be B's belief that

this is

so.

A's view

may

;

-

ii3.

have been confirmed

changed, but it nonetheless remains

or

his view and he is morally accountable for x.

Although this must be the general rule, it is possible
to

imagine circumstances in which the fact that B has

argued persuasively for

x

will affect in

responsibility for his action.
some

way

reach

a

affected by

a

some way

A's

Where A's status is in

factor diminishing his ability to

considered decision and to

accept responsibility

of

it, then B's programme/persuasion may affect A's moral

for

accountability.

If A is, for example,

a

youth and B is

adult, the persuasive arguments which B brings to bear
may

be such

as

responsible for

an

on

A

to make us unwilling to hold A fully
x.

Susceptibility to suggestion

on

A's

(because of his youth) and

we

do not

part is understandable

expect him to possess the resistance to suggestion that we
assume

in adults.

Other

aspects of A's character may

similarly determine the effect

on

him of persuasion j

senility and mental incompetency may both deprive him of
the

ability to resist persuasive advances.
Yet in

that

persuasion

remains the
pa*

spite of this recognition of the critical role
may

play in some circumstances, there

question of determining the precise affect of

suasion and of defining the forms of persuasion that may

affect the attribution of

responsibility.

As far as the

kh.

former

problem is concerned, persuasion must initially be

distinguished from coercion.

Stated simply, where an

agent acts under coercion, he acts as he does in order to
avoid
a

undesirable alternative.

an

result of

most

It is

order to avoid B*s constant

that he may
case

an

agent acts as

persuasion, this motive of avoidance will in
be absent.

cases

Where

regard

he will do

x

attractiveness.

possible that A does

harping

on

the point

in

(something

most undesirable) but in the

as

x

common

because B has convinced him of its

Where A is not

a

fully rational agent,

however, (as where he is too young to appreciate the
nature of his acts
then the

only

where he is mentally

incapacitated),

parallel between his act and the act performed

under coercion
x

or

as a

seems

closer.

In such cases,

result of Bfs intervention;

he accepts

the element of

personal acceptance of the act and consequent identification
with it is less

performed by

a

prominent than in the case where x is

rational agent acting freely.

Where the

persuasion is of such effect that the less than fully
rational

agent acts

upon

it, his status in terms of moral

accountability is affected in the same way as the status of
the coerced

the moral

agent is affected by the imposition of coercion:

spotlight focusses more on the ultimate instigator

of the action than the
the causal

agent most directly responsible

sense) for the action.

(in

U5.

Ire there circumstances in which
one

who suffers

particular disabilities

responsibility for
been

an

action

as a

discussed
involves
action

agent other than
be relieved of

can

result of its having

performed under persuasion?

the defence of

an

In the criminal law,

entrapment suggests such

an

example.

As

above, the acceptance of an entrapment defence
an

can

up

the trap

in

a

acceptance that certain forms of voluntary
be caused.

Persuasion by the officer

constitute

can

an

setting

unfair pushing of the agent

particular direction and

can

lead to his exculpation.

The boundaries of the defence

are

nonetheless

It

narrow.

applies, in the first place, only in cases where the
offence has been

instigated by the authorities themselves

and not in

where the offender has acted

of

cases

persuasion by

an

accomplice

or am

a

result

acquaintance.

This

as

suggests that although persuasion is seen as exculpatory,
it is

exculpatory not purely because the agent has been
criminal offence, but because this

persuaded to commit

a

persuasion has

from

it is felt

come

an

official

appropriate that the

one

source.

In

a sense

form of persuasion

debars criminal conviction while the other does not.

Essentially what operates here is the notion that it is
unfair that the authorities should benefit by
criminal conviction which
other than

obtaining

a

they would not have obtained

by putting temptation in the way of the offender.

U6.

The element of

persuasion thus provides what is arguably a

subsidiary rationale to the provided by the element of
'fairness1.

The notion of

recognised

persuasive influence, although sometimes

criminal defence only in the specific

as a

circumstances of

entrapment, is given recognition in the

mitigation of punishment.
to

impose

a more severe sentence on an

charged with
offender.
the

an

In such cases,

which his older

explicit reference
younger

accepted

course, mean
as a

may

be made to

over

him.

This

that persuasion

or

influence is

defence to criminal conduct.

recognition of

persuasion falling short of economic duress.

doctrine of undue

a

concept

In the

influence, which allows, inter alia, for

setting aside of contracts in certain circumstances,

the role of

persuasion

bearing' of

one

The

a younger

accused and to the influence

accomplice may have exerted

In civil law there is clearer

the

court

constitute recognition of degrees of guilt, but it does

not, of

of

a

older offender who is

offence committed together with

susceptibility of the

may

It is not unusual for

as a

factor leading to the 'over¬

party to the contract is acknowledged.

operation of the doctrine of undue influence is

traditionally limited in English law to circumstances in
which

a

special relationship exists between the party

U7.

exerting the influence and the party subject to it, with
the result that the form of

doctrine's purposes

parent over
trustee

over

child,

a
a

persuasion recognised for the

is that exercised, for instance, by a
a

priest

over a

parishioner,

or a

cestui que trust.

The basis of the doctrine of undue influence is the

exploitation by the partyexerting the influence of
confidential
the

relationship.

a

Essential to the concept if

talcing of unfair advantage of the weakness of another's

position in order to benefit one's own.

Thus in its

testamentary application, the doctrine might come into play
in
ill

a

case

or

where

a

enfeebled

to the church.

been for the

priest

uses

priestly wiles to persuade

an

parishioner to leave the bulk of his estate
What is assumed here is that had it not

persuasion of the priest, the testator would

not have made the

provisions that he did, and that the

persuasion exercised by the priest was unfair because of
the

position of trust which he enjoyed.
Looked at from the testator's

of

point of view, the act

making the testamentory bequests in question becomes

less than

fully autonomous.

In contrast with coercion, he

probably does not act because he fears that he will face

1

148.

unpleasant consequences,

3ii

but because he accepts the

judgement of the person persuading him.
he may

comply with the exhortation purely in order to please
in authority over him.

someone

effect of the

autonomous and in

another.

In both cases, though, the

persuasion is to lead to the subject of

persuasion acting in
a

a way

way

that is less than fully

which is produced

or

planned by

Although differing from coercion in respect of

the motive with which the

agent acts, there is

between the coerced act and the

both

Alternatively,

cases

the autonomy of the

a

similarity

8persuaded act8 in that in
agent is diminished by

external pressure.

Except in those limited and strictly defined circum¬
stances in which

persuasion will be recognised in criminal

law

as

a

law

as

grounds for setting aside

grounds for mitigation of sentence and in civil

clearly too
same

is not
must

3I4.)

cases

recognised

The

applies in respect of its effect on the

attribution of moral

exceptional

transaction, it is

concept to be given legal effect.

vague a

consideration

a

responsibility.

Other than in the

of the not-fully rational agent, persuasion
as an excuse.

consequently be defined

so as

The category of coercion
to distinguish it from

It is possible, however, that in some cases in which
undue influence is

present an element of fear may also
the priest and parishioner,
priest may have held out
some prospect of later reward and relief from punish¬
ment.
In such a case a parallel with coercion exists.
exist.
In the example of
it is conceivable that the

k9.

lesser forms of influence.

The requirements of coercion

Although it is possible that
action will be

typical

ifiable

case

reason.

from other

instances of coerced

performed where the agent is in such

of fear that their status
the

some

action is

as

questionable,

of coercion the agent acts for
In order to

an

state

a

35

in

ident¬

distinguish coerced action

categories of action,

we

should examine the

particular motive with which the victim of coercion acts,
for it is in the nature of this motive that

one

finds the

essential qualities which invest coerced action with its

particular moral implications.
Taking

a

typical example of coercion where A threatens

B with violence unless he
to

performs act

x, we

might attempt

analyse B's compliance with the threat in terms of his

motive.

Assuming that B does not act in

panic, he will probably
him before

deciding

assess

a

state of blind

the alternatives

upon a course

of action.

open

Let

imagine that he chooses to comply, to perform act
because he feels that he has
that his motive for

doing

alternative rather than

35)

x

an

no

'real® choice.

to

us

x,
This

means

is the avoidance of the

acceptance of the intrinsic merits

Wright, Emergency behaviour, 17

Inquiry, h3.
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of

x

This motive

itself.

which will accompany many
which

different from the motive

seems

of

our

everyday purposive actions,

perform because we want to achieve something

we

through the performance.

But where precisely does the

difference lie?

Two

contemporary writers, Dworkin and Audi, have

discussed this
kernel of the

is

an

as

Audi's.

problem in their attempts to identify the
Dworkin*s treatment

concept of coercion.

interesting one, though not as full or as satisfactory
In Dworkin's

view,

a

key idea is expressed by

Aristotle in his statement that those who act under

compulsion and unwillingly 'act with pain*.

develops this idea, Dworkin

argues

coercion

from which

act,

or

we

act for

from which

reasons

we

As he

that when we act under
we

do not like to

would prefer not to act:

'Men resent

acting for certain reasonsj
they would not choose to be motivated in
certain ways.
They mind acting simply
in order to preserve a present level of
welfare against diminution by another.
They resent acting simply in order to
avoid unpleasant consequences with no
attendant

promotion of their own
welfare.*37

interests and

In the

example above, B acts with the motive of avoiding

36)

Audi, op.citj

37)

at p.377.

Dworkin, 'Acting Freely' i; Nous (1970),367.
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the
is

unpleasant consequence threatened by A.

His motive

self-protection, and it is possible to describe his

performing act x as * ensuring his own safety®.
is

aware

of the

argument that describing

x as

Dworkin
the

'ensuring of B's safety® would mean that B would not
normally be expected to be averse to acting with such a
But this

motive.
the

implies difficulties of act description:

re-description of actions in terms other than those

immediately suggested by the action is fraught with
normative

dangers and can only be justified in certain

limited circumstances.

dictator killed the
the statement
race'.

For

example, the statement 'The

physically weak® might be replaced by

'The dictator took action to

The latter

improve the

statement, although possibly

technically accurate, would be regarded as obscuring the
real moral

significance of the dictator's action.

If B's action is described as
then B would

that he is
these

®ensuring his safety®

probably acknowledge that this is something
Even if it is described in

happy to do.

terms, though, he would probably be averse to the

reason

for which he is

itself.

acting, that is, to the coercion

Dworkin suggests

that what distinguishes

coerced action from other forms of action is the resent¬
ment felt

by the agent at the fact that his own intentions

have been

supplanted by

an

externally imposed plan.

x.;/!
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Essentially, all that DworkLn's account does, is to
emphasise that coerced action is action performed

unwillingly,

action which the agent would prefer not

or

to do but which

eventually does with

some

form of

resentment at the external intervention in his affairs.
A fuller

made

exploration of the coerced agent's motives is

by Audi, who argues that one distinguishing aspect

of coerced action is the fact that the action is

performed without a motive of personal gain forming an

important part of the agent's motivation to perform the
OQ

act.

Audi

is that the
vague,

acknowledges that

concept of

a

a

difficulty with this

'motive of personal gain' is

but clarifies the notion by pointing out that

something that is intrinsically wanted will be wanted
for

a

motive of

illustrate this

employer's
under

point,

money

a

clerk who hands

over

his

in order to avoid assault will act

compulsion unless it is the

comply in order to satisfy
against his employer.

some

in his action.

op.cit. at p.6.

case

that he wants to

yearning for

revenge

Unless this latter condition is

satisfied, then there will be

38)

Using Audi's example to

personal gain.

no

motive of personal gain

53.

Another variety of motives of personal gain,

suggests, includes 'typical desires for

influence

power,
is

or

prestige...'

clearly not present in the

less

case

where the victim of

physical injury

complies with the threat, but there

straightforward

a

blackmailer acts for

is not
an

action

way as

of

one

a

may

be

An agent who complies

cases.

with the threat in order to avoid exposure
of

property,

more

This sort of motive

coercion is threatened with serious

unless he

Audi

at the hands

motive which Audi

suggests

personal gain, presumably because it is

designed to protect vulnerability in the

same

compliance is designed to protect the victim's

physical integrity where the threat is

of injury.

one

This discussion of the motive of the coerced agent
to the conclusion that

leads

us

is

aversion

an

on

the

which makes him act

part of the agent to the pressure
he does

as

motive is characterised
on

the

agent's part

-

typical of such motives

by

an

-

in other

words, the

unwillingness

or

reluctance

and the absence amongst his motiv¬

ating factors of personal satisfaction or enrichment.
This however is not

persuasion.

In

enough to distinguish coercion from

a case

of persuasion, where

a

priest

persuades the testator to leave pious bequests, it is
possible that there will be reluctance on the part of
the

testator, who

may

comply with the suggestion

5U.

unwillingly, acting out of
may

feel beholden in

a sense

some way

of duty or because he

to the priest.

too, the testator does not act in this
motive of

case

Clearly,
out of

a

personal gain, though it is possible in

different circumstances
under undue

(as where he

influence) that he

may

enters into

have

a

a

contract

motive of personal

gain.
To
action

separate adequately action that is coerced from

performed under

mere

persuasion

further criteria must be identified to
motives behind the two sorts of action.
the action

or

influence,

distinguish the
analysis of

An

performed trader coercion reveals three typical

features:

(a)

the issuing of a threat of a sanction;

(b)

the requirement that a certain action be
performed in order to avoid the carrying
out of the threat;
and

(c)

an

assessment by the recipient of the

threat that the performance of
action ordered to be performed

the
is

preferable to submission to the
threatened harm.

Along with these requirements there are certain other
features which must be satisfied in order for the action to
be considered to be coerced.

The

agent must believe that

the threat will be carried out should he not

instruction

comply with the

given by his coercer, and his reason for acting

55.

as

instructed must be his aversion to the consequence

Thus if the victim of coercion is

non-compliance.
instructed to

performed
he

of

perform

anyway even

action which he would have

an

if he had not been coerced,

or

if

willingly, finding it to be

performs the act

something he is not loathe to do, then his behaviour
cannot

properly be considered coerced.

These

requirements

difficulties arise is
of the threat made

over

reason

we

the

Audi, Baker and

cannot treat action

we

ascertain that there

was

In Audi's

must believe either that his

instruction and in this way

powerful

view, the agent

complying with the
avoiding the threat is so

substantially preferable to the alternative
and the

comply would simply have
another.

ordered to

The

very

comply, or that his failure to

very

bad consequences for himself

agents want to perform the action he is

perform must be substantially stronger than his

want to avoid the consequences
from his

(non-compliance

application of the sanction) that it would be

unreasonable for him not to

39)

some

as

motivating the agent to choose one course of

action rather than another.

or

where

question of the assessment

by its recipient.

Frankfurt all stress that
coerced unless

uncontroversial;

are

which he feels

may

doing the act which he is ordered to do.

Audi, op.cit., p.8.

follow
39

56.

How would this account deal with

cases

in which the

agent is threatened with minor harm unless he complies
with the instruction of his coercer?
where there is

obvious

an

rigorously the requirement of

more

unac ceptability or

In other words, the threat of

assault will not be
consequence

agent is ordered to

deal with this by interpreting

preferability.

that

disproportion between the harm

threatened and the harm which the
cause, we can

Audi suggests

regarded

a

minor

unacceptable if the

as

of avoidance is major damage to another;

avoidance of the threat to the

preferable to the

consequence

agent is not substantially

of compliance with the

coercer's instruction.

Baker likewise suggests that in order for action to
be considered coerced the
undesirable action

agent must perform a prima facia

unwillingly and, in respect of his

evaluation of the attractiveness
course

of action

standards in his
of

or

preferability of the

adopted, he must meet certain objective
'ordering of priorities' and 'assessments

comparative seriousness of harms and goods
For

Frankfurt, a satisfactory concept of coercion

requires that the agent should believe that he 'cannot

IiO)

'Acting under duress' 3 Canadian Journal of Philosophy
(197U) 515, at p.519.
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properly be blamed'for complying with the instruction of
his

and also that he believes this

coercer

^n objective assessment of the
in this way enters

A

into

our

course

correctly.^

of action chosen

concept of coerced action.

qualification should perhaps be added to this

consensus

on

the

requirement of the acceptability

reasonability of the agent's choice.
determined standard of
is to be

If

acceptability

or

an

or

objectively

reasonability

applied to the agent's action, latitude must be

shown in any such assessment and the element of fear in
the

agent's choice must be taken into account.

assessment of whether interest

jr

x

is

Our

preferable to interest

must be as close as possible to the assessment of interest

which

we

could

legitimate

imagine being made by

concern over

on

the

agent experiencing

his bodily safety.

self-sacrifice expected must be pay
human

an

Any notion of

adequate attention to

frailty and must not require unreasonable firmness

agent's part.

Institutional duress

A

any

lil)

category of coercion which has not been explored in

depth by philosophical writers but which is important

'Coercion and moral responsibility' in 'Essays on
freedom of action'

63, at p.76.

(ed. Honderich) (London, 1973),
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in any discussion of the

legal implications of coercion is

that form of coercion sometimes referred to

finstitutional duress'.
of any

This

my

arise in the absence

of the criteria of overt coercion identified

above, but
assuming

may

some

nonetheless lead to the agent's act

of the characteristics of coerced action.

Institutional duress exists when the
himself in
are

If

agent finds

position in which his surrounding circumstances

a

such that the

we

as

possibility of free action is diminished.

consider the

closed mental

case

hospital,

of

an

we are

inmate of

a

prison

or a

able to identify certain

features of the institution which circumscribe the

potential for independent action.

In

a

agent's

prison, the

everyday life of the inmate is likely to be narrowly limited

according to
The scope
limited

a

daily routine set out by the authorities.

for choice of activity is likely to be severely

and, in terms of potential action, the inmate's

freedom of choice is

considerably curtailed.

In circumstances of this

with the
a

sort, if

an

inmate is faced

possibility of making a choice of some significance,

feasible

opting for

case

a

can

be made out to the effect that the

particular

course

it would be if the choice

were

of action is not as free

as

made by someone whose overall

options were not limited by the very fact of incarceration.
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If, for example, the inmate
medical
than

research, his consent to do

so

as a

subject in

is arguably less

acceptable according to the criteria of free consent

which the law
an

to act

agrees

experiment

generally requires before submission to such
be regarded

can

having been undertaken

as

voluntarily.^
There

are

number of

a

justifications for regarding

suspect consent given in such circumstances.
there may
some

be

no

on

complies, it is possible

that the 'inherently coercive' nature of the

circumstances of
bear

Although

threat that the inmate will be visited with

form of sanction unless he

to argue

as

'total institution'

a

the inmate.

There is

no

bring coercion to

'normal motive' for

volunteering to participate in medical research, but the
ideal motive of altruism is
in the

prisoner's

tedium

or

These

are

case

more

likely to be overshadowed

by the motives

of desire to

desire to win favour with the authorities.

things that the inmate may feel he 'has to do'.

The notion of institutional coercion is
received

li2)

escape

one

only indirect recognition in the law.

that has

A recent

The concept of 'situational duress' in such circumstances
is discussed in Note, 'Medical treatment and informed
consent' 6 Rutgers-Camden Law Journal (1975) 538, at p.553
et seq.
See also Macklin and Sherwin, ' Experimenting on
human subjects:
philosophical perspectives' 25 Case
Western Law Review (1975) U3U, at p.Ul*8 et seq.
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American civil decision appears
of the

to be based

doctrine, but in the criminal law acknowledgement
I

of institutional duress is

is

room

for its

committed by
as

below, in order for

having been

an

require¬

usually be met in respect of

compliance with

an

instruction to

criminal act, attention has been paid in

to the

in which

prisoner of war

overt threat of physical injury which

results in the accused's

cases

a

Although,

defence of coercion the normal

a

ments of the defence must

a

Where there

inmates of prisoner of war camps.

to succeed with

perform

A

only indirect.

application is in respect of offences

will be discussed

there

acceptance

on

some

generally coercive nature of the circumstances

prisoners have been kept and the general climate

of fear and

uncertainty in which they were obliged to

conduct their

daily lives.

of institutional
from the

coercion, although involving

normally strict rule that

have been made in order for
have been

An acknowledgement of the role

an

a

a

departure

specific threat must

offence to be considered to

performed under coercion, would perhaps serve to

avoid

potential injustice.

h3)

This decision involved the consent of

an involuntarily
patient, the court observing that 'the
inherently coercive atmosphere to which the involunt¬
arily detained mental patient is subjected has bearing
upon the voluntariness of his consent... They are not
able to voluntarily give informed consent because of
the inherent inequality in their position.'
Kaimowitz

detained mental

Department of Mental Health,

19U3U-AW.)

(Michigan. Civ. No.73-

v.
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Coercion;

the philosophical and the legal definitions

compared
The criteria of coercion which

regulate the applic¬

ability of the criminal law defence of duress

investigated in

a

subsequent chapter but

are

briefly here for purposes of comparison.
law
a

requires that

an

are

stated

The criminal

accused person wishing to establish

defence of duress must have been faced with

of death
in
one

or

serious

which he

can

or,

This threat must be

inescapable.

In certain

the defence will be excluded, as where the accused

is ordered under coercion to commit murder or,

jurisdictions, other serious crimes.
that

threat

reasonably have expected to be carried

out and which is immediate and
cases,

a

physical injury either to himself

circumstances, to another.

some

fully

in

some

It is also required

finding himself in the circumstances in which

coercion has been

brought to bear

on

him should be

no

fault of his own.

From

our

analysis of the concept of coercion in

philosophy, it is apparent that the legal concept differs
from the

philosophical concept.

According to the criteria

suggested by philosophical writers, we can regard as

performed under coercion that action which is substantially
preferable to the alternative of non-compliance, provided
that the

agent accepts certain standards of reasonability

62.

in his assessment of

preferability.

might regard certain actions
does not meet the

that

a

If A is informed

minor crime

when the sanction

threat of physical injury

or

by B that unless he commits

(for example, commits

(B) will entirely destroy

he

as coerced

many cases we

requirements of the legal definition,

is, when it is not

death.

Thus in

a

a

a

road traffic offence)

valuable item of property

belonging to A and perhaps required for A's exercise of
his

profession, A would be excused under the definition of

coercion

generally accepted in philosophy, but would be

denied the

legal defence of duress.

Thus there is

a

major difference between the sort of threat which will be

accepted according to the criteria identified in

philosophical writing
threat necessary

as

giving rise to coercion and the

for the successful pleading of the

criminal law defence.

In

respect of the sort of action performed under

coercion which will be excused in the

philosophical and

legal context, there is also an important difference
between the two

excused

concepts.

according to the criteria suggested in philosophical

writing, there

are

imposed by the law.
the
to

Although not all acts will be

here none of the arbitrary restrictions
It could be excusable according to

philosophical concept of coercion to take life in order

protect one's own life

(the substantial preferability

63.

test

being satisfied in such

a case

along with the

reasonability test), but this would not be the

case

in the

legal context.

Finally,
the agent

the question of the blameworthiness of

on

attempting to set

up a

coercion defence, the

philosophical concept of coercion might deny him the
coercion

excuse

involve the

in

same

circumstances, but would not

some

rigid exclusion

the criminal law defence.

If A

as

would be the

joins

a

in

case

criminal

organisation knowing it to be criminal,but is later
coerced into

realise
of the

was

performing

an

act of

within the scope

a

sort which he did not

of the general activities

organisation, provided his action is clearly

coerced, his involvement in such
the defence

a case

would not exclude

according to the philosophical concept.

would not be the

case

defence, where the

in

mere

respect of the criminal law

fact of involvement in

organisation will, in

some cases,

the defence of duress

altogether.

a

criminal

be sufficient to exclude

The conclusion to be drawn from these
that

This

comparisons is

although the philosophical definition of coercion

coincides in many
the latter is

essentials with the legal definition,

narrower

and will be

applied

more

restrictively.

Consequently, caution must be observed in distinguishing the

6U.

two forms of coercion:

the link between coerced behaviour

(according to the criteria identified in the philosophy of
action) and behaviour which will lead to legal exculpation
is not

a

necessary one.

65.

CHAPTER 2

Coercion and the

Voluntary/Involuntary Distinction

66.

Coercion and the

The
ary

problem of distinction between voluntary and involunt¬

acts is

critical

a

philosophy.
and

for both jurisprudence and

frequency,

some

a

accompanying

an

separate

agent's acts.

In technical

difficulties,

as

the

philosophical debate

of the terms for the

are

envisage

usage,

however,

at least three

on

the physiological

purposes

of attributing responsibility}

significance of the terms for criminal law.

and the

When

we

of two

say

that A performed act x voluntarily we can mean

Usually

things.

we

will be referring to the fact

freely decided to perform act x and acted upon this

decision with the intention of
may mean

the

there

we

we are

the problem of the more general

analysis of involuntary acts}

that A

do the term volunteer.

in which the voluntary/involuntary distinction is

areas

relevant:

one

as we

particular state of mind which

certain

are

usage

the terms voluntary

we use

contexts, of course, it will be understood that

referring to

there

one

In ordinary language

involuntary with

In most

Voluntary/Involuntary Distinction

performing it.

More rarely, we

that act x was an act which A intended to perform in

sense

that it

was

an

act consciously

performed}

in other

words, one which was not performed during a period of uncon¬
sciousness

or

which A had

which

no

was

control.

not the result of a bodily process over

The statement 'A performed x
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voluntarily1 then
or

that

x

The
senses

not the

was

process on

use

product of

of the term

is best discussed

If

we

of several

one

that nobody compelled him to x,
some

uncontrolled bodily

the agent's part.

involuntary.
mean

may mean

say

'voluntary' in the first of these
by comparing it with the term

'A involuntarily

gave x

A's act of giving

things.

to B'

x

we may

to B is

performed involuntarily because he did not wish to give them
to him.

Nonetheless he

because he

might have given them to him either

forced to do

was

so

The first of these conditions

the second implies not

part?

unknowingness.
x,

then it

or

as

may

want in

mistake.
on

much unwillingness

as

so

A's

be said that he gives x to B involuntarily, but

case.

desires that B should possess

he may

a

If A mistook B for £, the person entitled to

giving in the second

possess

result of

implies unwillingness

clearly, the actual giving in this

there may

a

case

is different to the

A wants to give x to B;

it;

in the former

case,

he
where

be force applied, he may not desire that B should

it.

He

may

act at gunpoint, in which case although

be said to have wanted to give x to B, this is only a
a

weak

sense

and

to avoid the consequence
he does not

subject to his more pressing wanting

with which he may be threatened if

comply with the threat.

From these

examples, it will be seen that the concept of
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involuntariness

has, in ordinary

In certain cases,

involuntary acts

committed with reluctance.
described

need not

seem

a

fairly broad compass.

to be acts which are

Thus, acting out of duty

acting involuntarily, as in the

as

visit to

onerous

usage,

a

relative.

'He did not visit A

that the agent was

mean

but may mean that he went

of

case

compelled

or

be

may

an

voluntarily'

forced to visit A,

reluctantly, acting out of

a sense

of

obligation.
In the context of this broad usage
and

involuntary,

latter

a

of the terms voluntary

coerced act falls convincingly within the
As Jeffrie Murphy points out,

category.

normally resist calling

an

1

we

act performed under duress

would
a

voluntary act, whatever its description for legal purposes may
The

be.
is

reason

for this is that

we

recognise that where

an

act

performed under coercion, it is performed with reluctance by

the

agent and reluctance would appear to be an essential

element in
One who

our

everyday conception of involuntary behaviour.

willingly puts himself forward for military service is

described

as

reluctantly

a

volunteer?

serves

one

who is drafted into service and

is said to serve involuntarily.

The element

of coercion in the latter case is self-evident.

Our

certainty about describing in ordinary language acts

performed under coercion as involuntary acts may not be so strong
when the acts we are

1)

considering form part of a complex set of

Murphy, Involuntary acts and

(1971), 332.

criminal liability, 81 Ethics,
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If A is approached by B and presented with a threat of

acts.

adverse consequences

if he should fail to join B in criminal

activities, A's accession
There is

a

sense,

may

categorizing

as

voluntary

separated by

some

If
a

look different for the

an

our

as

involuntary.

or

even

of

purposes

involuntary if the act is

distance from the original force

agent's compliance,

influence

be described

however, in which the agreement to act and

subsequent acts

The

may

or

threat.

with mental reservations, may

view of the involuntariness of his behaviour.

agent is given time to reflect, to weigh alternatives in

considered way,

if he acts in

then his act

quick

response

description of the act
which the

may

may appear

less involuntary than

to the original threat.

Our

also be affected by the extent to

agent makes the act his own, for example, by the

extent to which he is

carrying out of

a

allowed and

uses

discretion in the

complex set of actions.

Moral considerations enter into the assessment of the
voluntariness of

an

act

of identification of the

through the consideration of the degree
agent with the act performed.

Two

examples of cases in which coercion factors are present
illustrate this

point.

unless he takes C's

If A, threatened by B with injury

life, immediately and with little hesitation

complies with B's instruction, we might well be inclined to say he
has acted

voluntarily.

A is expected here to

suffer injury rather than

70.

kill

£.

Hence, because he has shown less resistance than

expect of him, we might
did not need to do
where

that he has acted voluntarily ('he

it1) although reluctantly.

Conversely,

approval rather than disapproval is involved, if A, in

the coercive

surroundings of

others from

save

say

we

voluntarily.

a

prison

offers his life to

execution, he is certainly said to act

His act may be extremely reluctant and may be

performed because he feels he has
sacrifice may

camp,

no

real choice (his self-

be required to save the lives of his immediate

family) but it is nonetheless regarded

as

voluntary.

Attempts made in philosophical writing to clarify the

voluntary/involuntary distinction have recognised the
concealed in the
their
one

ordinary

of the terms and, indeed in

usage

('Here indeed,' writes Melden, 'is

philosophical use.

of the most

gravely misunderstood pair of terms in the

philosophical vocabulary.'

) In

one

should be used to describe only those
are

not

cases

snares

of 'real' action

or are

view, the term involuntary
muscular movements which
'non-acts'.

Kolnai, for

example, describes these as being 'below the level of volition
and action

proper'."^

This view is shared by

Lucas.^

(London, 1961), 216.

2)

Melden, Free Action,

3)

Kolnai, Agency and freedom, Royal Institute of Philosophy.

1966/67, 20, bh.
U)

Lucas, Freedom of the Will,

(Oxford, 1970), 8.
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.

Discussing the non-actions for which
Lucas

employs

which

are

his

a

reasons

for

sense

performing them.

unwillingly, in the

sense

that

involuntary but

agent has

a reason

voluntary.
face of

a

man

serious

in order to

done.
we

have

on

may

not strictly so.

agent

performed

commonly be described
In this view,where an

storm, does not act involuntarily:
for his doing what he does.

secure

The

he has

a

Likewise,

captor and who performs

their safety does not act

an

act

involuntarily,

well exculpate him in respect of what he has

temptation might be to confuse those acts over which
control with those which 'overstrain human nature'

and which cannot be resisted.
the

are

an

for performing an action, then it must be

reason

we may

no

cannot ask

that the agent does not want (in the

whose family is held by a

although

reflexes)

The sailor who jettisons the cargo of a ship in the

perfectly good
the

are

we

answerable,

spasms,

Acts which

strong sense) to perform the action,
as

not

are

(flinches,

category of acts

involuntary in the

we

Lucas makes another

point about

voluntary/involuntary distinction which throws further light
the

question.

The term voluntary, he suggests, is not the

contradictory of involuntary.

An act may be said to be

voluntary when it is performed for a reason other than one of a

typical sort.

Thus voluntary work is contrasted with paid work,
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because it is

performed for

motive and constitutes

expected of

an

motive other than the typical

a

something

over

and above what would be

agent performing that sort of action.

performance of paid work is not involuntary, nor is it

The

(in

one

sense) voluntary.
The

implication of Lucas' suggestion for acts performed

under duress is that

they need not be described

merely because to describe them
offend

our

as

voluntary would

as

saving of his life.

a reason

If the terms

of

a

contradictories, then it becomes

describe them

as

either.

nor was

the terms

an

to

involuntary action (or

to be attempting to undermine our reliance

voluntary and involuntary for purposes of attributing

responsibility,
Gustafson

not

unnecessary

it voluntary.

If Lucas appears
on

was

An agent

voluntary and involuntary

as

It

to

typical sort, the

not taken

reflex)

seem

ordinary notions of what the term implies.

threatened with death acts for

are

involuntary

a

different argument is advanced by

Gustafson.^

points out that voluntariness is currently linked with

choosing, deciding, or intending.

In his view, the concept

voluntariness is linked with fault and the

question 'voluntary

or

involuntary' arises only when the agent who performs the action is

6)

Gustafson, Voluntary and involuntary, 2h Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research (1963-6L0, h93»
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presumed to be at fault.

7

An action is

then if certain conditions

are

which involves

or

exculpation

could have avoided what he did
or,

thirdly, if the

his

action.^

person

met.

voluntary action

Firstly, the action is one

inculpation;
or

a

secondly, the agent

could have done

something else;

could have improved the performance of

Applying these tests to the act performed under duress, it
will be

seen

that it will

first two criteria.
an

offence is

who performs the actus reus of

negatives

mens rea.

can

be found that

The second test, the test

avoidance, is also clearly satisfied in the case of the act

performed under
criteria would
act

The person

presumed to be at fault unless it

his mental state
of

clearly not be voluntary under the

coercion.

Being not voluntary in terms of these

presumably mean that Gustafson would consider the

involuntary.

For Lucas, such a conclusion would be unnecessary

and indeed incorrect.

The restriction

suggested by Lucas of the category of

involuntary acts to those cases of reflex

movements and similar

non-acts, is not shared by a number of other writers.
for

Melden,

example, makes it clear that he regards the principal

application of the terms

7)

ibid., h9S.

8)

ibid., 14.98.

voluntary/involuntary

as

being within the

7k.

'

scene

of social and moral

conduct, where actions performed by
o

an

agent have

a

bearing upon the lives and action of others'.

Any reference to involuntary movements of parts of the body will
thus be made in terms of
there is

a

social

or

voluntariness/involuntariness only if

moral dimension which makes the

categor¬

isation necessary.

Melden

rejects the

common way

of distinguishing between

voluntary and involuntary acts which states that
action is
that
is

one

produced by the will while

voluntary

involuntary is

one

('Things that happen to us'

'proceeds from other events'.

an

an

a

expression occassionally
used to describe things
i

'proceeding' from a source other than the agent's volition.)
main aim is to establish that there
of

explaining action

-

very

much depends

consider the action and
in which the act is

wide variety of means

the agent's desires, intentions etc.

and that the assessment of whether

involuntary

are a

on

our

performed.

on

an

His

-

action is voluntary or

the point of view from which we

attitude towards the circumstances

Using the example of a

young man

who

gives himself up in a police station, Melden states that from

the

viewpoint of the police, his action is voluntary.

From the

youth's point of view, however, he may be giving himself up

involuntarily, only doing so in order to prevent the occurrence of
what

9)

is, to him, a less attractive possibility than the possibility

Melden, op.cit., 223

75.

of

punishment by the authorities, the threat of disinherison by

his father if he does not

accepts then that
it is

which is

one

than is the

act

an

more

give himself

the

with the

case

be described

may

Melden clearly

up.
as

involuntary

even

if

product of conscious mental states
limited

more

categories favoured by

Kolnai and Lucas.

Moore's 'Ethics' takes

involuntary question.
an

act is

a

different view of the

voluntary/

Under the terms of Moore's definition,

voluntary if it could have been avoided if, just before

performance of the act, the agent had chosen not to perform it.
This definition is

10

11

approved of by Vivian.

Applied to cases of

coercion, however, it does not, according to Vivian, lead to the
conclusion that the

agent is

ledges that the agent has
desires neither of the
his money.
mean

voluntary actor.

Vivian acknow¬

choice when he is at gunpoint, but he

alternatives, being shot

The fact that there is

that he chooses to

a

or

handing over

choice does not, in itself,

perform either of the actions.

'The

exists,* Vivian points out, 'between two actions either of

choice

which is
sense

a

a

performed under compulsion and cannot therefore in any

be called

The
limited

voluntary.'

argument presented by this view is that when options are
by some coercive factor, the act of choosing itself becomes

(London, 1912).

10)

Moore, Ethics,

11)

Vivian, Human freedom and responsibility,

(London, 196U), 128.
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involuntary.
possible

Thus although a choice is made between two

courses

of action, this is not

same

moral

been

brought to bear

is

implications
on

the agent.

involuntary.

choice does not per se

voluntary and

choice which has the

choice in which

justify

no pressure

has

Since the act of choosing

involuntary, then the act which follows

choice is itself

is

as a

a

upon

the making of the

In this view, the existence of a
our

saying that the resultant act

for which the agent should be held

one

responsible.

The

voluntary/involuntary distinction and the law.
If there is

writing

use

philosophical

implications of this are clearly reflected in the legal

of the terms.

erable,

certain amount of confusion in

to the ambit of the terms voluntary and involuntary,

as

then the

a

a

The extent of the

legal confusion is consid¬

fact which is commented upon by Lord Simon in his judge-

ment in the

important coercion case Lynch v. P.P.P.

12

'A

principal difficulty in this branch of the law,' he commented,
'is the chaotic

writings

or

terminology, whether in judgements, academic

statutes.

Will, volition, motive, purpose, object,

view, intention, intent, specific intent or intention, wish,
desirej

12)

necessity, coercion, compulsion,duress

(1975) 1 All E.R., 913.

-

such terms,
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which do indeed

overlap in certain contexts,

seem

frequently to

be used

interchangeably, without definition, and regardless that

in

cases

some

the

legal

usage

is

a

term of art differing from

the proper usage.

There

confusing

are

use

examples of the indiscriminate and

numerous

of the terms referred to by Lord Simon.
1

controversial Australian
discusses the

case

of Ryan v. The Queen

In the

)

Windeyer, J.

voluntary/involuntary distinction in the following

terms:

"That an act is only punishable as a crime when it
is the voluntary act of the accused is a statement

satisfying in its simplicity.
But what does it
What is a voluntary act?
The answer is
far from simple, partly because of ambiguities in
the word voluntary and its supposed synonyms,
partly because of imprecise, but inveterate,
distinctions which have long dominated men's ideas
concerning the workings of the human mind...
The
word involuntary is sometimes used as meaning an
act done seemingly without the conscious exercise
of the will, an 'unwilled* act:
sometimes as
meaning an act done 'unwillingly' that is by the
conscious exercise of the will, reluctantly or
mean?

under duress

The

purposes,

that it

was

not

a

wilful act."

judgement goes on to consider the act in question in

this case,
stimulus.

so

the pulling of a trigger in response to an unexpected
'I do not

think,' Windeyer states, 'that, for present

such an act bears any true analogy to one done under

13)

lynch, 933c

1U)

(1967) hO, A.L.J.R., 30k.
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duress, which, although done by
said to be

This
act

involuntary because it

in the

exercise of the will, is
1

was

compelled.*

5

judicial endorsement of the description of a coerced

involuntary is by

as

an

no means

unusual and is found not only

judgements of the courts but also,

out, in academic writings.
and Zellick
the latter

on

the

In

a

Lord Simon points

as

recent debate between Goodhart

question of perjury and the duress defence,

quotes with approval an editorial in the New Law

Journal^
'If then

an

act of the

act of falsehood is not

voluntary
accused, as is the case where duress
a

exists, how can it ever be said that he had the
opportunity to make up his mind in regard to the
act in question?*
At

a

later stage

negativing
17
one.

in his argument, Zellick talks of the duress

mens rea

Goodhart

by * transforming* an act into an involuntary

strongly disagrees with this view of the effect

Duress, he argues, cannot transform the mental

of duress.

element of the act of

perjury into an involuntary one:

*...the law may excuse without punishment a
witness*s voluntary act, i.e. intentionally

giving false evidence, but it cannot turn
voluntary act into an involuntary one.'

this

5o5.

15)

Ryan,

16)

New Law Journal, March

17)

Zellick, Perjury and duress, New Law Journal, September 23,
1971, 81i5.

18)

Goodhart, Perjury and duress
October

lit, 1971, 909.

25, 1971, 238.

-

a

rejoinder, New Law Journal,

79.

To illustrate his

illustration:
rather than

point, Goodhart quotes the 18th century stock

the

prisoner who decides to walk to his execution

being driven to it performs

a

voluntary act,

no

matter how reluctant it may be.

The

reason

for the

legal confusion

as

to what acts are

involuntary stems from the co-existence of terms of legal art
with

ordinary

same

as

where

the

usage.

In

a sense,

difficulty encountered in the philosophy of action

involuntary has acquired

legal thought however, the
are

the difficulty here is the

a

certain technical meaning;

consequences

in

of confusion of this sort

by virtue of the nature of legal reasoning potentially more

serious.

In their study on

causation and the law, Hart and

Honor! discuss the difficulties inherent in the using in legal
discourse of the word

involuntary in its ordinary sense.

Adopting a narrow view of what acts are involuntary by restricting
the term to those cases of non-action which are

by the law as involuntary, Hart and

properly regarded

Honor! avoid possible confusion

by using the term 1 non-voluntary' for those acts

which might in

ordinary language be described as involuntary.

It would seem,

however, that the category of non-voluntary can
acts

(in the strict sense).

19)

Hart and

include involuntary

19

Honor!, Causation in the Law, (Oxford,1959).
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An initial difficulty in dispelling this confusion
from the different usages
the law.

permissible in different branches of

In the law of evidence

involuntary if it is given in
set of

circumstancesj

is defined in

an

even

in

a

many

confession is described

a

branches of civil law, involuntary

there is much incorrect usage, an
any

as

certain reasonably well defined

wider sensej

meaning distinct from

springs

and in criminal law, although

involuntary act has

meaning it

may

a

technical

have in ordinary

language.
A confession is said to be

the

placing before the accused by the authorities of

of better treatment

in order to

secure

in which

cases

the

any

prospect

subjection of the accused to threats
Although there have been

attempts have been made to widen this definition

confessions, the classic definition of the

excluding involuntary confessions has survived unscathed.

As far
law

or

his confession.

of voluntariness of
rule

involuntary if it results from

as

the second

20

application is concerned, in ordinary civil

voluntary is used in a wide sense.

One legal dictionary

definition, for example, describes voluntary as, inter alia,
being, 'without compulsion'.

20)

21

In Attorney General v. Ellis

22

See, for example, R v. Isequilla, (1975) 1, W.L.R. 716j
Ratushny, Unravelling confessions, 13 Criminal Law Quarterly

(1971), U53.
21)

Jowett. Dictionary of English

22)

A.G. v. Ellis.

Law,(London 1959).

(1895) 2, Q.B. U66, Iffo.
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Lord Klllowen
a

C.J., discussing the

use

of the term voluntary in

statute, states:
'We are,

however, of opinion that in the

section under consideration the word

voluntary is not used in the

sense

of

"without consideration" but in its

ordinary sense of "freely, without
compulsion", and "not under any
obligation.
But it is in criminal
law of

and, to

a

certain extent in the

delict, that the major problems have occurred.

to the traditional view of human action

jurisprudence, in order to have legal

adopted in criminal

consequences an

proceed from the exercise of the agent's 'will'.
was

According

act must

This view

principally given expression and development by 19th century

jurisprudential writers, but has survived into contemporary
criminal law
A classic

long after it has been discredited in philosophy.

exposition of this view of human action is to be found

in Austin:

'Certain parts of the human body obey the will.
Changing the expression, certain parts of our
bodies move in certain ways as soon as we will
that they should.
Or, changing the expression
again, we have the power of moving in certain
ways, certain parts of our bodies.'23

Turning to Justice Holmes, we see that he, with brevity, writes:
'An act is always a

voluntary contraction and

nothing else.'

23)

Austin, Jurisprudence,

(3 ed.) I, lj.11.
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More modern writers

view.

on

criminal law endorse this traditional

Edwards, discussing the problem of automatism and

criminal

law, deals with the fundamentals of criminal

responsibility:
'This requirement, stated in its simplest form,
is that the act of the accused, in the sense of
a muscular
movement, must be willed.
It must
be a voluntary expression of the accused's

will...

'2li

The sorts of act which
as

being involuntary

used to force

a

which he has

clear

as

not to

recognised by tie criminal law

those in which physical compulsion is

limb of the agent to move in a certain way, or

those in which the
over

are

are

agent's act is caused by
no

control.

The first

finds acts which

automatistic
but

over

are

category is sufficiently

Within this category

committed while the agent

is in

an

state, reflex acts of which the agent may be aware

which he exercises

under inter

internal state

require much comment? it is in the second

category that the difficult cases occur.
one

some

no

control, and various acts committed

alia, hypnotic trances, epileptic fugues, or certain

drug-induced states.
The

rejection of this outdated view of human action which has

been the basis of the

legal notion of voluntary action, has

largely been based

the theories of Professor Hart.

2h)

on

2<

Hart

Edwards, Automatism and criminal responsibility, 21 M.L.R.

(1958), 375, 380.
25)

Hart, Punishment and Responsibility,

(Oxford, 1973), 92.
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directed his attack
the

the traditional

theory

on

two fronts;

rejection of the 'muscular contraction' theory

unscientific and
the

on

on

the

being

insupportable, and its inability to deal with

problem of criminal omissions.

centres

as

Hart's alternative account

cognitive state of the agent at the time of the

commission of the act.

An act is

a

voluntary act if it is

something that the agent takes himself to be doing, forms
part of his plans,

or can

be explained in terms of certain

which the agent may

reasons

some

have.

Hart's alternative account of voluntary acts comes under
criticism from

Murphy for its alleged failure to deal adequately

with the

problem of negligent acts.

of

repairing

a man

down

a

a

hammer which

This act from

a

Murphy adduces the example

roof who 'quite without thinking' tosses
slips off the roof and kills a passerby.

legal point of view is voluntary, but would

allegedly, in Hart's view, count as an involuntary act.

(The

agent would not take himself to be doing the act of tossing down
the

hammer.)

certain

Given that we wish to hold people responsible for

negligent acts and might wish to charge the man in the

hammer incident with

involuntariness
is based

on

culpable homicide, then other criteria for

might be needed.

The account Murphy suggests

control and describes acts and omissions as involuntary

if the behaviour in

question 'is explainable by factors which

81+.

causally prevent the exercise of normal capacities of control
eliminate such

capacities entirely*.

in these terms and normal

capacities

•drops out' for causation

purposes.

longer

say

When
are

an

act is involuntary

eliminated, the agent

In Murphy's view

we no

that the agent caused the harm in question;

caused by the factor

or

it

was

which eliminates his normal control

capacities.
It is obvious that under any

interpretation of the traditional

legal notions of voluntary behaviour, the act performed
result of coercion is not
will be

doing

nor

defies
It

no

an

involuntary act.

as a

Normally there

question of the agent not being aware of what he is

will there be

any

question of his acting in a way which

description in terms of such factors as reasons or motives.

might be argued that the definition of involuntary acts

suggested by Murphy could be applied in some cases to people

acting under coercion, but this would only be appropriate in those
cases

where the effect of coercive threats is to so distress the

victim of the coercion that he ceases to be

control

over

his action and almost

action which he is order to
to those who

26)

able to exercise full

automatistically performs the

perform.

This argument may appeal

suggest the extension of the criminal law defences,

Murphy, op.cit.,

3h0.
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for

example, to the encompassing of

unlikely to make

theless,
render

a

impact

on

defence of fear,

criminal law.

27

but is

(There is,

none¬

judicial pronouncement to the effect that fright
act

an

any

a

involuntary.

28

may

)

Coercion and Intentional Action

Is

an

act

performed under coercion

The relevance of this

am

intentional act?

question for criminal law is considerable,

it is for philosophical discussion.

If A is ordered to

shoot B under threat of death should he not

comply, A might well

just

as

be inclined to say

intend to shoot Bj

when accounting for his action that he did not
more

did not want to shoot B'.

the

use

for the

probably he would phrase his excuse 'I
For both criminal law and

philosophy,

of the word * intend' in this case would be of some

interest;

former, because of the significance of intention in

attributing criminal responsibility5
the wider

for the latter, because of

problems of the connection between the concepts of

intending and wanting.

27)

Intentional action has been the

subject of considerable

Paley, Compulsion, fear and the
Juridica,205.

doctrine of necessity, 1971

Acta

28)

Hart and

Honor!, op.cit., 130.

86.

philosophical debate.
are

irrelevant for

of intentional is

Many of the subtleties of this debate

our

current purposes,

state of affairs

a

performing the action.

with the fundamental

of

an

believes

or

an

action is

hopes it will bring into

contemplated by him at the time of

This definition, although possibly

adequate for day to day

consequences

working definition

proposed in the following terms:

intentional where the agent

existence

so a

purposes

and in the law, does not deal

problem of the intentional status of certain

act

or

of the application of the term

intentional' to consequences or

acts which

are

not wanted by

the agent.

In the

typical

ations that

we

assume

of coercion, there are certain observ¬

will be able to make about the

mind at the time of
that he will be

case

agent's state of

performing the coerced act.

aware

of the fact that he is

We can assume

acting, and

that he understands the nature of the act he is

we can

performing.

understanding would involve a knowledge of the likely

This latter

We can also assume

(indeed, it will

consequences

of his action.

be necessary

to assume this if we are to describe the action as

coerced at
or

all) that the agent performs the coerced act unwillingly

reluctantly.

In respect of the awareness requirement, the

agent's act satisfies some of the fundamental
intentional action.

criteria of

His action is directed towards some specific

87.

end:

it is not

at

gun

is

random,

as

is his pulling of the trigger.

it is clear that his motive for

his
is

survival.

own

His act of

acting in the

For this

of the gun

and the pulling of the trigger

as

to

an

they

end;

end in themselves.

way

Yet

he does is

compliance with the instruction

designed to achieve this end.

a means

If he points a

and pulls the trigger, his pointing of -the gun

someone

purposive action

a

is it mistaken.

nor

are

the pointing

reason

actions performed

are

not regarded by the agent as an

Expressed in another

way,

in performing act

x

(the shooting of the victim) the agent is also performing act

y

(the saving of his

out would
an

own

life).

clearly describe

as

The 'plain man',

intentional

an

as

action performed by

agent who, knowing he is doing A, knows he is doing B by doing

A, and wants to do B, but does not want to do A for
reason

than in order to do B.

Bentham deals with this
of the

an

serious of acts

produces

the consequence

is

The

29)

as

any

other

29

problem by distinguishing the concepts

'directly intentional' and the 'indirectly intentional'.

According to this view,

or

Kenny points

an

end in

one

agent performs an act voluntarily if a

a consequence

of which he is aware.

If

which is not produced either as a means

itself, then it is only obliquely intentional.

example adduced by Bentham and subsequently taken up by later

Kenny, Intention and purpose in law, in Summers
in Legal Philosophy, (Oxford, 1968), 114.6.

(ed.) Essays

88.

writers
If

Tyrrel

the
as

the

on

saw

subject is that of Tyrrel's killing of the stag.
the stag while hunting and at the

King, and realised that if he shot at

the

same

time

saw

stag he would be

likely to kill the King, then if he does shoot and kill the

King, the King's death is obliquely intentional.
because
death

Tyrrel did not want to kill the King

a means

If

an

to

attaining

a

nor was

so

the King's

desired end.

intentional consequence is not

then it will be either

This is

ultimately

or

obliquely intentional,

mediately intentional.

If

it is desired in itself and is not desired in order to achieve
any

other consequence, it is ultimately intentional, but if

desired

as

a means

intentional.
and had the

the

30

to

some

Had the

only

way

further end it is

King been standing in front of the stag

of killing the stag been by shooting through

King, then bringing about the King's death would be

considered

a

mediately directly intentional act on Tyrrel's part.

In terms of Bentham's

scheme,

coercion would fall into the
intentional.

There

are

some

that he will not see his

an

act performed under

category of the mediately directly
consequences

however, be described as obliquely

30)

mediately directly

of coercion which could,

intentional.

If A is told

kidnapped family again unless he complies

Hacker, Bentham's theory of action and intention,
(1976), 62, 89.

62 A.R.S.P.,

89.

with

an

of

a

nightwatchman

as

an

instruction to

as a

a

bomb in

warehouse, the death

result of the explosion may be described

a

problem which is peculiar to

essentially the D.P.P.

In in his

necessary

if there is
are

intentional, he draws

as

only

one means

or

and chosen

which has

means.

side effects should not be

attention to the fact that

our

if there is

more

than

one way

achieving this, the means adopted are chosen means.
a means

an

of achieving the agent4s ends, then

necessary means?

'chooses

of coercion,

analysis of intention in the law, Kenny makes

Taking the view that concomitants
described

cases

This,

Smith problem in another guise.

v.

interesting distinction between

these

a

obliquely intentional consequence of A*s act.

however, is not
but is

plant

a

If

of

an

agent

certain side effect knowing and

wanting this side effect, then it seems that he intends this side
effect, if that is his reason for choosing this rather than
another...1

point raises interesting questions as to what are con¬

This
comitants
a

or

consequence

borrow

a

The usual notion of a side effect is

that follows upon an act of the agent.

friend's

there may

31)

side effects.

car

to drive a dangerously ill man to hospital,

be side effects of my action

Kenny, op.cit.,

Thus if I

1f)6.

in the shape of damage

90.

done to the

car

incidental in the
the act of

under

route.

en

taking the sick

properly be regarded

but

we

an

as a

My principal end
may

damage to the

that it appears

sense

coercion, I kill

life?

Here the

man

is

less significant than

to hospital.

But if acting

innocent person, can this death
side effect of my acting to save my

may

be the preservation of

my own

life,

feel uncomfortable in describing the act of killing

the innocent

man

as

my

saving

my

life.

This calls into

question the legitimacy of regarding such

performed under coercion
certainly makes
effect of

car

some

as a mere means

an

to

act when
an

unwilling to regard the act

us

For this reason,

other act.

non-intentional necessary means might

it
side

as a mere

Kenny's category of

apply to

Those to which it

coercion and not to others.

end;

some cases

of

might be applied

would be acts in which the seriousness of the consequences is
not such

as

to make

us

unwilling to describe the act as

a

side

effect.

The

concept of the 'diffusiveness' or the

discussed by a number of writers

of intention is one that is
concerned with the

Meiland

'inseparability'

problem of side effects of concomitants.

distinguishes between purposive and non-purposive inten¬

tions, pointing out that the

relationship of inseparability can
32

be

32)

applied between the two

Meiland, The nature of

categories.

Quoting the example of

intention, (London,1970), 13-1U.

91.

Espinoza appointing Garcia (who is fifty

years

old), Meiland

points out that Espinoza intends to appoint Garcia and he also
intends to
is

appoint a fifty

year

old

The first intention

purposive, the second non-purposive, but the two

arable.

There

man.

thesis.

are

insep¬

serious objections to Meiland's

Audi argues that the

non-purposive intention in

question should not be considered
His

are

By appointing Garcia, Espinoza is appointing a fifty

old

year

no

man.

reason

for this is that the

an

intention at all.

33

description of the act forms

part of the agent's motive for acting in the way he did and

should therefore not be considered

an

intention

properly

so

called.

While

one

might be inclined to support Meiland's insep¬

arability thesis when applied to an example such as the

Espinoza-Garcia one, it is more difficult to sustain it when it
comes

Audi

to

non-purposive intentions of greater significance.

gives

us an

example in Tyrrel's shooting of the stag.

Making the example more clear cut than
that the
man

may

to shoot

33)

King

may

Bentham's, he suggests

be placed in front of the stag and the hunts¬

know that the only way in

through the King.

Audi, Intending,

which he will kill the stag is

If the huntsman shoots, knowing that

76 Journal of Philosophy (1973), 387.
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the

King's death will ensue,

the

King?

may

regard the killing of the King

he be said to intend to kill

Audi argues that if the huntsman is

killing the stag, and that
kill him.
as

can

Certainly

this would

we

as

could not

we

would not

imply mistake,

the

say

he

byproduct of his

was

would accept

statement 'I did not intend to kill the

perverse

that he intended to

that it

say

nor we

mere

so

King'.

unintentional,

as an excuse

the

Yet, he argues,

it would be correct to state that the huntsman did not intend to
kill the

King.

Audi's suggestion, of

huntsman is

exceptionally perverse.

would argue

that

a consequence

death would not be
be intentional.

regarded as
In Meiland's

only holds if the

In the normal case one

of such significance as the King's
a mere

byproduct and would therefore

Espinoza-Garcia example, Garcia's

is largely irrelevant and therefore can be described as an

age

unintentional concomitant of Garcia's
of

course,

a

criminal act

appointment.

In the

case

performed under coercion, the agent will

usually be aware of the significance of the act he performs and
he is

unlikely to regard it as a mere side

certainly be the case where he is

of his

perform is of minor significance

non

performance of it is so

that it dwarfs the act

itself.

This would

coerced into taking another's

life, though it might not apply in a case
forced to

effect.

where the act he is
and the consequence

overwhelmingly unattractive

93.

Chisholm raises the

consenting to

possibility of using the notion of

a consequence as a means of

describing the agent's

attitude towards conjunctive states of affairs.There are,
he argues,

some consequences

intended:
corner

that

if I drive off in

and which

a

are consented to but not

car

belongs to another,

which is
we

parked

on

the

do not have to

say

that I intended to drive off in another man's car.
this to the

Tyrrel example, Tyrrel may have consented to the

death of the
coerced

Applying

agent

King, but not have intended to kill him.
may

A

be said to consent to the death of twenty

people after he has been ordered to plant an explosive device,
but

might not, according to this argument, be described as

having intended to kill them.
to relieve

us

of the

consequences as

unease we

Although this argument appears
feel about describing such

intentional, it still has to overcome the

principle of the non-diffusiveness or inseparability of inten¬
Chisholm accepts this

tion.

objection and suggests that it is

'tempting' to say that the consequence which is consented to is
at least
more

3h)

part of what the agent intends.

sophisticated analysis of this concept in his theory of the

Chisholm, The structure of intention,
Philosophy

35)

Goldman provides a

ibid., 61*0.

(1970), 633, 637.

67 Journal of

9k.

action

plan.

desire

(a predominant desire) to do

(of greater

beliefs
one were

on

the

An action plan is defined

to

some

as

consisting of 8a

act A and

a

less certitude) to the effect that, if

or

perform basic act A1, this would generate
level

same

set of

(or be

as) various other acts, including the desired

act A.1

According to Goldman's analysis, if the first act

in

plan will generate further acts,

action

an

level

same

as

further

if the first act is

or

will be

on

the

acts, and the agent realises this, then

intentional, the subsequent acts

the plan

on

also intentional.

are

The coerced act is
what the
action

agent intends, and in most cases will form part of an

plan and will be intentional according to the criteria

proposed by Goldman.
some

obviously, in Chisholm's terms, part of

cases

It is possible, though, that there will be

where the coerced

agent has

no

action plan and need

not

necessarily relate the act he performs under coercion with

any

other sequence of events in an action plan.

that he has

a

If A finds

pistol to his head and is told to drive through a

police barrier, it is possible that he will act in a
acute

fear, having no clear idea

of why he is acting.

quite feasible that he will not have
his

captor pulling the trigger, nor

killed

or

36)

It is

assessed the probability of
the probability of being

injured while driving through the

in such circumstances he can

state of

barrier.

In a sense,

totally drop out of the description

Goldman, A theory of human

action, (N.J. 1970), 36.

95.

of the event

rationally
in

a

as

a

human agent in the sense of

assesses

purposive

being

one

who

the consequences of his action and behaves

In such

way.

Goldman's action plan

a case,

theory would clearly not apply and the agent's act might well
be described

as

unintentional.

Most writers agree
tional

even

if it is

that

own

doing A intentionally.

we

be described

as

inten¬

do not want to do.

sake" is not

sense

a necessary

For

of
condition

An act is often done intentionally

though the agent did not think the prospect of performing

that act attractive j
or

can

'wanting to do A, in the

wanting to do A "for its

even

act

something that

Goldman, for example,:

of

an

even

averse

to

we may

have been indifferent to that act,

it, at least considered for its own sake.'

37

Acting out of duty is often used as an example of actions which
are

intended but not wanted.

is asked what he is

elderly aunt.'
may say

out of

doing, he

If A,
may

an

elderly relative,

reply »I want to visit my

At the same time, in another, stronger sense, he

that he does not really want to visit her, but is going

a

sense

visit the

of family duty.

It is true that he wants to

relative, for otherwise he would not go and a more

poweful want (his desire to avoid her
prevailed.

37)

visiting

company) would have

This example shows that there are clearly two senses

ibid.,at p.95.
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in which want may
to want
term
on

everything

'want'

the

be used;

a sense

do, and

we

expresses a more

in which

we may

in which the

a narrower sense

positive feeling

be said

or

inclination

part of the agent towards the action in question.

Some writers take the view that the

restricted to the

its force and

narrower

to be

ceases

usage,
a

becomes instead

a

means

of

of want should be

otherwise it loses much of

useful

factors by virtue of which the

use

means

of

agent performs

describing the
an

action, and

saying that certain negative

or

no

prohibitive factors
Audi

suggests

were

a

absent in

a

particular

case.

distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic

wanting which is useful in the analysis of coercion.
agent wants
This

applies

further
for

x

intrinsically if he wants it 'for its own sake'.
even

if he believes that x may or will achieve some

x

x.

is wanted extrinsically if the agent believes

that it will achieve

the

An

goal, provided that the further goal is not his reason

choosing

reason

39

for

choosing

a

x.

further goal, and

this belief is his only

In these terms, where there is coercion,

agent can be said to want extrinsically to perform

coerced act.

the

If he is ordered to kill someone to save his own

life, his victim's death becomes an extrinsic want of his.

38)

Hacker, op.cit.,

39)

Audi, op.cit.
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In a

97.

broad sense,

his

ensure

against

our

he wants his victim to die, knowing that this will

own

safety, but to

this does, in a way, go

feeling for the term 'want', and it is only by

qualifying it in
can

say

a way

such

avoid the discomfort of

as

is suggested by Audi that we

saying that the coerced agent

wanted his victim to die.

An

unexplored distinction between

and aversion is made
On

an

example of

a

positive desire

by Goldman when discussing

a man

robbing

napped child from harm, Goldman

a

save

want

of coercion.

a case

bank in order to

or

his kid¬

says

'...in the bank robbery case it
that the agent acts not because

might be argued
of

a

(positive)

desire, but because of an aversion, an aversion
to having his child harmed.
I admit that
there is an important distinction here, a
distinction between acting in order to achieve
a positively valued end and acting in order to
avoid or prevent an aversive occurrence.
This

distinction, which Goldman does not discuss, is of great

importance from the point of view of understanding the moral
If A kills B in order to

status of coerced acts.

cially, he is using B's death as a means to an end.
B in order to avoid x,

to

an

If A kills

he is likewise using B's death as

a means

end, yet clearly there is a major moral difference between

the first

liQ)

profit finan¬

case

and the

Goldman, op.cit.,

second, provided that x is something which

.

98.

it is felt A is entitled to take serious action to avoid.
This distinction must be based

required in each
is
a

case.

on

the element of

justification

Where, as in the first case, the act

performed in circumstances where its performance constitutes
positive interference by the agent in the natural course of

events, then he must produce justification for what he does.
does not involve

The second

case

nature and

consequently the

in the first.

onus

an

intervention of the

same

of justification is lesser than

99.

CHAPTER 3

The

juridical basis of the defence

100.

The .juridical basis of the

In the

defence

judgement in Lynch the considerable difficulties

surrounding the theoretical bases of the defence of duress

explicitly referred to by the court.

were

The question is posed

initially by Lord Morris:
*In

a series of decisions and over a period of
time courts have recognised that there can be
circumstances in which duress is a defence.
In examining these and more particularly in

approaching the issues raised in this appeal
the question naturally presents itself - why
and

on

what basis

can

duress be raised?

acts under duress

someone

what he does?

-

If

does he intend

Does he lack what in

our

criminal law is called mens rea?
If what
he does amounts to a criminal offence ought
he to be convicted but be allowed in mercy
and in
from

These

mitigation to be absolved or relieved
^
or all of the possible consequences?1

some

questions have to

writers

on

faced with

a

duress defence.

negatives

courts which have found themselves

Some authorities have taken the

mens rea on

the grounds that the

agent does not perform a voluntary or

Others have

intentional act.

argued that duress properly refers to the actus reus

element in criminal

1)

greater or lesser extent concerned most

the defence and many

view that duress
coerced

a

Lynch, 917.

responsibility and therefore constitutes more

101

of

a

justification than

attention

legal concepts of

focussed

Finally, there is

an

in which duress is
a

factor that

the offence.
on

this

mens rea

and actus

the moral element of lack of

on

policy grounds for acquitting

as

Alternatively, less

an excuse.

might he paid to the status of the defence in terms of

the technical
more

.

and

reus,

guilt

or on

a coerced accused of any

the

offence.

extreme position, rarely expressed today,

rejected

as a

defence at all, but is regarded

might be taken into account in mitigation of

In

so

far

as

it is

possible to detect

a consensus

question, it is clearly in favour of complete acquittal

of the coerced

accused, provided that his defence meets certain

requirements.
Possibly the best known rejection of coercion as
comes

he

Stephen*s 'History of the Criminal Law*.

in

writes,*is itself

It is

a

a

system of compulsion on the

collection of threats of injury to

property if people do commit crimes.
withdrawn

as

soon

as

The law says to a man
will

hang

says,

2)

if

you.

you

they

are

a

defence

'Criminal law,*

wide^/ scale.

life, liberty, and

Are such threats to be

encountered by opposing threats?

intending to commit murder, if you do it I

Is the law to withdraw its threat if someone else

do not do it I will shoot you?*

2

Stephen qualifies

Stephen, A History of English Criminal Law, Vol.2,

107-8.
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the

severity of this view by admitting that it is

for

a man

to be

'placed between two fires', but

grounds of expediency that it would be
society at large if criminals
their agents

that of the

argues on

give immunity to

duress defence.

He

guilt of the victim of duress is less than

agent who commits

a

the effect of this should be to
to

a

'misfortune'

greater misfortune for

were able to

through the reliance of

admits that the moral

a

a

crime uncoerced, but argues that

mitigate

punishment rather than

acquit the accused altogether.
A similar attitude towards the nature of the duress defence

appeared in the trials of
Second World War.
based

on

a

criminals carried out after the

Confronted with

superior orders in which

the allied
with

war

military tribunals

substantial body of

a

were

a

succession of defences

duress element

was

present,

forced to decide how to deal

jurisprudence in which duress was

regarded as an exculpating defence.

Many of the tribunals

trying those accused of taking innocent lives were able to refer
to the

long established common law rejection of duress as a

defence to
as

the

murder;

necessity of

in other cases, technical requirements, such
a

'clear and present danger' to the life of

the accused enabled the duress defence to be
same

time, in

a

rejected.

At the

number of these trials coercion was accepted as

103.

a

mitigating factor

defence.
of

war

The

even

if it

was

not available

Norwegian Law of 13th December

on

as

complete

a

the punishment

criminals makes the status of the defence clear in

3:

Article

'Necessity and superior orders cannot be pleaded
exculpation of any crime referred to in
Article 1 of the present law.
The Court may,
however, take the circumstances into account and
may impose a sentence less than the minimum laid
down for the crime in question or may impose a
milder form of punishment.
In particularly
extenuating circumstances the punishment may be
entirely remitted.' 13
in

In the trial of Gustav

Advocate said in his
failed
in

as

a

Jepsen and others, the Judge

summing up that even if a duress plea

complete defence, it might be successful

as a

plea

mitigation:
'These considerations take

a different aspect when
considering not the question of liability
but the degree of heinousness:
a man who does
things under threats may well ask for a greater
measure of mercy than one who does things con
amore.'h
one

is

In Lynch, Lord
be

a

Morris rejects the view that duress should

mitigating factor rather than a complete defence.

Pointing

our

that it is too late anyway to take this view, given

the

already established authority on the point, he argues that

3)

U.N. War Grimes Commission.

Vol.13 ,172.

b)

ibid.

Trials of Major War Criminals,

10U.

to treat duress

as

because it would
whom such

the

same

a

nothing

than mitigation would be unjust

more

impose the stigma of conviction

stigma should not be

placed.''

on someone on

In his judgement in

Lord Edmund-Davies similarily rejects the miti¬

case,

gation argument, pointing out that the 'neatness' of Stephen's
position

'work intolerable injustice in individual cases'.

may

£

Quite apart from the obloquy involved in conviction, he argues,
if duress

factory
Lord

excluded at the trial there would be

were

satis-

of deciding whether the plea has substance.

means

Simon,

no

on

7

the other hand, who took a stricter view of the

defence than the other

judges in Lynch, appears to favour the

view that duress does not relieve an accused person

of criminal

responsibility, but should operate to mitigate the penalty.
Lord Simon states that to act under duress is not

inconsistent

f
with

acting intentionally or acting willfully, and to support

this he refers to the
cited by

Glanville Williams.

performed

an

'The actor under duress has

act which is capable of full legal effect,'

5)

Lynch, 918.

6)

ibid., 9U9.

7)

phrase of Roman law coactus volui, also

Morris, who does not share Lord
difficulty of establishing
conviction; lynch, 918.

Cf. the Argument of Lord

Edmund-Davies' doubts about the
duress after

Lord

105.

Simon says,

'if he is to have relief it should be discretionary.

Translated into terms of criminal
but he may

law, he is guilty of the crime,

at discretion be relieved against its potential penal

consequences

when it

comes

is consistent with the

the law of contract;
of the person

to sentencing.'

g

This, he suggests,

application of the doctrine of duress in
there is still

an

intention

on

the part

under duress to enter into the contract, the will

being 'deflected' rather than destroyed.
In

spite of this recurring argument that duress diould only

mitigate sentence,

on

the basis of substantial judicial

authority and doctrinal writing
more

than

a

or

responsibility.

The moral argument in

is, it is submitted, stronger than the technical

favour of this

against it.

it is clear that duress is

mitigating factor and is, in fact, a complete

defence to criminal

arguments,

9

the arguments of expediency that have been envoked
If conviction for a criminal offence did not

automatically imply moral reprehensibility, then it would be

appropriate to allow a conviction to be followed by mitigation
of sentence in the circumstances.

The stigma associated with

conviction, however, is not negligible

and should not be imposed

8)

Lynch, 938.

9)

Edwards, Compulsion, Coercion and criminal
lit M.L.R. (1951) 297? Glanville Williams,
2 ed. (London, 1961), 755.

responsibility,
Criminal Law,

106.

on

any person

is, there is
of moral

merely for the sake of legal exactitude.
a

strong enough view at present that the element

guilt involved in

offences has been

so

mens rea

devalued

flavour of the notion.
duress is

As it

10

as

to

in certain statutory

compromise the moral

To allow conviction in

where

cases

proved would only further devalue the moral element

in criminal

guilt.

The defence of
the law in

Provocation

provocation is sometimes treated both in

jurisprudence

as

being analogous with duress.

operates in English law

as a

11

mitigating factor

reducing the offence of murder to manslaughter.

Although its

application has been widened in Australia, in other jurisdictions
within the

common

law world it is still

mitigating defence to murder.

1 2

only available

as

a

In spite of the doubt caused
13

by the House of Lords decision in Holmes

10)

v.

P.P.P.

See, for example, Moodie, Refulgent mens rea eclipsed,

1973

N.Z. Univ. Law Rev. 230.
11

)

discussion, see Hunter, Acting freely
(1973), 233} 2lj3,
where provocation and duress are treated as excuses which
are both based on the
'human frailty8 factor.) Another
analogy might be with the defence of self-defence.
In a
case of self-defence, however, the accused has defended
himself by taking action against the source of the danger
rather than against an innocent third party.
Through such
action, no rights are being unjustifiably infringed.
For a philosophical
and

being held responsible, 12 Dialogue

12)

On its development in Australia, see Morris and Howard,
Studies in Criminal Law (Oxford, 1961|), 79 et seq.

13)

(191*6) A.C. 388.

107.

where the defence seemed to be limited to

cases

adultery) where there

kill, it is safe to

say

was no

intention to

(other

than

that the traditional doctrine is that the defence apply

when there has been

an

arisen from 'a sudden

intention to kill but this intention has

passion involving loss of self control by
*1

reason

of

)

provocation*.

The rationale of the defence is that the criminal law is

prepared to treat with leniency
understandably failed to live
restraint

up

normally required of

doctrine of

an

accused person who has

to the standards of self-

us.

As a consequence, the

provocation stresses that the criminal offence in

question must have been committed on a 'sudden impulse' or as
1
an

instinctive, * animal-like reaction to an unforeseen attack*.

Provocation, wrote Glanville Williams, is a compromise to the
frailty of human nature, without conceding the propriety of the
16
act

nor

exacting the full penalty for it.'

forward the

interesting proposition that the idea underlying

the doctrine of

provocation is that it is unjust to convict the

accused of the most serious form of

110

Howard puts

Per Lord Goddart in A.G.

homicide if the victim's

For Ceylon v. Don Jon Perera,

(1953) A.C. 200 (DC), 206.
On the decision in Holmes,see
Glanville Williams, Provocation and the reasonable man,
Criminal Law Review (1951*) 7h0, 7bk.
Crime, 12 ed.,

15)

Russell

16)

Glanville Williams,

on

(ed. Turner), 519.

Provocation, op.cit.,

7h0.

5

108.

death is

partly his

however, by

a

own

17

This view is

unsupported,

direct authority, although it is possible to

that it provides

argue

fault.

an

acceptable rationale for the

defence.^ ^
Comparing the provocation defence with the defence of
duress,

that they share certain elements in

we see

although they have
both duress and

present.

are

a

different effect in law.

cases

to commit murder does not

unavailable and in the
the offence is
Both defences
case

of

,

are

on

too there is

mean

case

an

actus

of

reus

intention

mens rea;

the defence of

case

provocation is

of duress intention to carry out

the better view, present in the agent.

'concessions to human

frailty'j

in the

provocation, it is thought unjust to treat as the most

serious crime of murder
moment j

In the

provocation, the requirements of

In both

common

an

act

performed in the heat of the

with duress, it is thought unjust to hold the accused

responsible for something which he likewise does as a result of his
own

human weakness.

Yet in their effect, the two

different consequences,
duress

defences have

provocation being mere mitigation,

leading to total exculpation.

(Melb.1965) 8H.

17)

Howard, Australian Criminal Law,

18)

There is indirect authority for Howard's point in the
judgement of Gowans J. in R v. Harding (197b) V.R. 129,

Ill3, where, examining the analogy between duress and
provocation, it is stated: 'Another analogy invoked is
that of provocation.
That concerns merely extenuation,
and not excuse, for a willed act.
And again the victim
is not an innocent person.
This has always been recog¬
nised as a ground of distinction.'
Certainly the rule
that provocation must originate with the victim of the
crime and not come from another quarter supports Howard's
rationale.

109.

If the two defences share these
the factors which

common

distinguish them?

explanations of this sort

are

To

a

features, what

are

great extent,

sometimes best sought in the

history of the development of the legal conceptions in

question.

Provocation is limited to its role of reducing

murder to

manslaughter because it has traditionally been

confined to that role and has not been
This does not
which is
current

mean

anything within the doctrine

inherently hostile to its extension beyond its

application.

occurred in

Indeed, such

an

expansion has

Australia, where Article 269 of the Queensland

Criminal Code

provides that the defence applies where the

crime concerned is
the

that there is

expanded outside it.

question

on

an

assault.

19

If

one were

to consider

the basis of the acceptable rationales of the

defence, certain distinctions may emerge between provocation
and duress.

In

provocation the state of mind of the accused

at the time of the commission of the act is one

which

we may

understand, but not one of which we necessarily approve.
If A,

with

19)

taunted
a

or

mildly assaulted by B, strikes out at him

knife, we may accept that he lost his self-control and

Morris and Howard, op.cit., 101.

110.

we

accept that he would not have acted

may

been in
even

a

if

he did had he

position to exercise normal self-respect.

we

of the reasonable person,

a

crime

as

he did.

From the

viewpoint

state, his act

performed under duress, we understand

with
about
was

sympathise with his plight.

we

our

view of the

acting,

Moreover, in contrast

provoked crime,

we

do not feel unhappy

saying that what the accused did was justified.

not,

we

have been satisfied.

proportionality between threat and act
For this reason,

the coerced accused of all

it is easier to relieve

responsibility while we impose a

degree of responsibility on the accused who has been

provoked into acting as he does.

Howard's suggestion that

provocation is admitted as a defence on the grounds of

partial responsibility of the victim for his own
possibly another reason why we make a
between duress and
this is

It

feel, a morally wrong thing to do, assuming that

certain criteria of

certain

When

was wrong.

that the state of mind of the accused at the time of
and

say

and from the viewpoint of the

accused himself in his normal
consider

Yet

accept this, we will probably be inclined to

that he should not have acted

we

as

as

an

the

death is

moral distinction

provocation, though it is unlikely that

important a factor as the

justification distinction.

justification/non-

111.

Duress

provides then not merely mitigation but

complete defence in most

cases

where

committed under its influence.

justified?
one

based

There

on

what basis is this

two broad approaches to the question,

considerations of policy or

on

other based

are

criminal act is

a

But

on

a

certain considerations

as

justice, and the
to the state of the

accused1 s mind at the time of the commission of the offence.

The expediency or justice argument.

In
certain

spite of the modern detachment of moral guilt from
species of criminal liability, there has been

long established reluctance
attribute criminal
is absent.

the part of the law to

responsibility where its moral counterpart

Professor Hart

"Punishment and

on

a

provides

an

eloquent defence in

Responsibility" where he argues that the major

principle in criminal responsibility should be that it is
wrong

to punish someone who did not voluntarily break the law.

principle were ignored, three distasteful consequences

If this

would ensue ;
us

will be

depend

on

"our power of predicting what will happen to

immeasurably diminished;

things other than our own choice;

suffer sanctions without

20)

20

and the doctrines of mens

responsibility, 35 University of Chicago
(1967), 92.

and criminal

Law Review

and we should

having obtained any satisfaction.

See Wasserstrom, H.L.A. Hart
rea

what happens to us will

112.

Holmes likewise stresses that

freedom,

the ability to choose

or

otherwise, is fundamental to the attribution

of criminal

ponsibility.

an

Discussing the requirement of

liability, Holmes
an

and

act

implies

a

'The

says:

requiring

reason

act for criminal
an

act is, that

choice, and that it is felt to be impolitic

unjust to make

a man

have chosen otherwise...'

duress per minas is to

answerable for harm, unless he might
21

To

Blackstone, the effect of

'take away...the guilt of many crimes

and misdemeanours at least before the human tribunal.'
passage was

quoted with approval in Lynch.

in that case,

res¬

22

This

In his judgemait

Lord Morris discussed the instinct of self-

preservation, which he described

as

'powerful and natural',

pointing out that the law recognised this fact in allowing

exculpation where

an

act is performed

law would be censorious and

as

self-defence.

'The

inhumane,' he said, 'which did not

recognise the appalling plight of a person who perhaps suddenly
finds his life in
Lord

jeopardy unless he submits and obeys.'

Simon, humanity does not require a legal system to

those who act under duress:

22

For

punish

'a humane system of criminal justice

does not extract retirbution from

those who infringe the substantive

provisions of its code under stresses

greater than ordinary

( London, 1968), 1*6.

21)

Holmes, The Common Law,

22)

Blackstone, Commentaries, IV,

2, 30.

113.

human nature

can

bear,

nor

attempt, by making

them, to deter those who in the

nature of

an

things

example of
beyond

are

23

deterrence.1

According to Howard, there is nothing *analytically
necessary' about admitting duress

as a

defence.

The

coherence of the criminal law and also its effectiveness

would not be lessened by the absence of a duress defence. The

only

reason

for the admission of the defence is, in his view,

that without it the law would
too

severe.^

being

as

It is not clear what criteria Howard would

require for 'coherence*.
fails to

currently be regarded

If

a

system of criminal justice

correspond to the moral standards and beliefs of the

population it controls, it is surely arguable that it might
become incoherent to them.

The reasonable

man

is probably

ignorant of all but a smattering of criminal law;

as

far as

possible, it must then be in accordance with his notions of
what should be considered
not be

so

considered.

linked with the
as

just.

concern

punishable behaviour and what should

Effectiveness too might ultimately be

degree to which a criminal law system

The repute of the law is a
of the courts in

23)

Lynch, 939.

2k)

Howard, op.cit.,

is seen

frequently voiced

contempt cases, and it is also true

Jj.06.

11U.

that

they

sentences

are
on

generally concerned with the effect of absurd
the

public's attitude towards them.

those who act under duress

moral

would, in

many cases,

To punish

offend the

susceptibilities of most people, and this could certainly

affect their view of the law's coherence and effectiveness.

If the duress defence is
of

widely accepted

justice, it is also acceptable

If one

accepts deterrence

for the criminal law's

as a

on

on

the grounds

grounds of expediency.

complete

or

partial rationale

punishing offenders, then it becomes

pointless to apply its sanctions where the offence is committed
under duress.

innocent
are

2%

Where the person

(a different rule applies, with

party to some criminal

find himself in
deterred

acting under duress in

a

reason,

to those who

conspiracy), he is most unlikely to

similar position again, and

will hardly be

by threat of punishment.

Although the expediency argument is persuasive
victim of duress is
circumstances

subjected to duress in 'accidental'

(where, for example, he has been an innocent

bystander at a critical time in a
circumstances in which
not

2£)

when the

bank robbery), there are

expediency may be used as grounds for

allowing the defence.

Where, for example, the offence

This argument is put forward by the United States
National Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal
Working Papers,

(Washington, 1970) I, 273.

Law,

115.

committed

by the coerced accused is regarded

serious, the courts
principle they

able from the

upholding,
a

way

if it

ance

of

a

a

person

there is reluctance

punishing

that is perfectly understand¬

Similarly,
may

make it

on

in his position.

the

For this

reason

grounds of expediency to allow the
a

member of

a

military force

recently, where terrorist offences are involved.

both of these cases,

criminal

or,

In

the individual injustice of imposing

responsibility on someone who acts under duress may

acknowledged, but the threat to society of doing so may be

regarded

as

being the more important consideration.

extent, the doubts expressed by Lord
reflect this and
'If the

places

a

provide an echo of Stephen's misgivings:

will be a good

who, at the behest of a mafia or

bomb in an aircraft and

McCall Smith, The Law

2^0 people

are

IRA boss,

killed'.

27

Commission and the proxy bomber,
266.

1975 Philosophical Quarterly,
Lynch, 9hh.

To an

Kilbrandon in Lynch

present law be altered, coercion

defence to one

27)

a

might compromise the demands that

defence where the accused is
more

so

exculpate him if it is felt that the accept¬

duress defence

must be made of

26)

means

special position which the accused occupied
difficult to

be

even

point of view of human frailty.

more

being

wish to emphasise the value of

who has behaved in

someone

the

are

may

as

116.

This does not necessary reveal so much moral distaste for the
act itself

the

as

taking into account of the potential practical

of the defences application.

consequences

The constituent elements of the criminal acts performed under
duress.

Conflicting views have been expressed
negatives

mens rea.

as

to whether duress

Glanville Williams is firm

'True duress is not inconsistent with act and will
of

the point:

on

as

legal definition, the maxim being coactus volui.'

a

28

matter

This

view is

accepted in a number of the cases where the question

of

rea

mens

case

of R.

is

Damascus and Others

v.

In the Southern Rhodesian

directly discussed.
29
,

MacDonald J. considered

suggestion that compulsion negatives mens rea, arguing that

the
if

mens

to

impose

rea

were,

any

in fact, not present there would be no reason

limitations on the circumstances in which the

defence is made available.
rea

involves

a

Only in those cases in which mens

particular element of malice would it be

negatived by duress.
In two

important decisions, courts have specifically

stated that there

might be no mens rea when an

has acted under duress.

28)

Glanville Williams,

29)

1965(U) S.A. 598.

30)

19U7 1 All E.R. 813.

In R. v. Steane

30

accused person

Lord Goddard's

Criminal Law, op.cit. 751.

117.

remarks in R.
on

the

mens

Bourne

v.

rea

31

have been the

issue.

appealing against

a

wife to commit

act of

an

In this case,

cause

of

some

the appellant

confusion

was

conviction for aiding and abetting his

bestiality.

In Lord Goddard's judge¬

ment, he expressed the view that if the wife had been charged
as

the

principal offender in

could have

a

pleaded duress and the basis of the plea would be not

that the offence had not been
she had
of

no

prosecution for bestiality, she

mens

imprisonment

punishment.'

rea

or

32

committed, but 'as showing the

because her will

violence

so

This observation has

Lord Edmund-Davies

overborne

by threats

that she could be excused from

both in the courts and in academic

come

under criticism

commentary.

In Lynch.

expressed the view that duress should

properly be regarded as
that it

was

a

plea'in confession and avoidance' and

is'probably best valuated without reference to its

supposed relation to either actus reus or mens rea....'
he found himself unable to

support the view

this

reason

this

question expressed by Lord Goddard in Bourne.

33

For

on

Notwithstanding the reluctance of Lord Edmund-Davies to
analyse duress in terms of the

technical components of actus

31)

09f>2) 36 Cr. App. Rep. 12f>.

32)

Ibid.. 128.

33)

Lynch,

9fJ1.

118.

reus

and

mens

rea,

defence has been

this is in fact the way in which the

approached in the majority of the decisions.

Duress has been considered from the
of the

point of view of the will

accused, the voluntariness of the act performed under

duress, and the accused's intention.
reference is made to

mens

rea

discussion within the terms of
many cases,

however,

the accused

merely provides

an

In

and its
mens

some

specific

requirements, in others,

rea was

analysis of the will
a

cases,

implicit.
or

In

intention of

general justification for his

being relieved of criminal responsibility.

Will

One of the most

common

rationales for the defence is that

the will of the coerced accused was ' overborne'
at the time of the commission of the

or

1 overpowered1

offence, and that

on

these

grounds he should be relieved of criminal responsibility.
does

This

not, however, represent a complete consensus and there are

statements to the
academic writers.

contrary eminating from both judges and
Glanville Williams, for example, makes it
"j)

a

reference cited above

are

not inconsistent with

clear in
duress

is

3U)

quoted with approval in the

Supra, at

p.116.

that acts committed under

will and intention.

This view

judgement of Lord Simon in Lynch,

119.

where it is argued that the will in

'deflected not
with the wish
coactus volui.
of R.

case

v.

destroyed';
a

-

so

a

case

of duress is

that the intention coincides

legal situation correctly described by the

35

In another recent
case,

Harding

the Australian

Gowans J. says at page

'Duress does not

destroy the will

or

1U3:
the

effective power to exercise it.
It merely
alters the direction of its exercise...
A
further analogy is that of necessity.
Here

again it is really

a

of action and not of

matter of preference
overbearing of the

will.'

In the

majority of cases, though, particularly the older

reference is made to the

ones,

affected

duress

by duress.

In R,

Taylor

v.

37

the accused's

Bourne, Lord Goddard refers to

case

excusable, and in R. v. Hudson,

Lord Widgery refers to the 'neutralising' of

will, its 'overpowering',

being 'overborne'
Irish

in which the will is

resulting in the 'overbearing' of the will in circum¬

stances that render conduct

R.

v.

way

as a

result of duress.

of Attorney General v.

35)

Lynch, 938.

36)

(1976) VR 129.

37)

(1971) 2 All E.R. 2UU.

38)

ibid., 2)4.6.

39)

ibid., 2U7.

UO)

(193)4) I.R. 518.

38
39

Whelan,^

and also to its

In the important
an

appeal heard

120.

before the Irish Court of Criminal
ution in the court
a

matter for

a

Appeal, in which the

had contended that duress

quo

was

prosec¬

merely

mitigation rather than acquittal, Mumagham J.

spoke of the juridical nature of the defence in the following
terms:

•All the elements

producing culpability concur
except the free exercise of
will, and the point is accordingly narrowed
in this conviction

down to the consideration whether there

such

an

absence of will

as

was

to absolve from

guilt.*^1
and:
'Where the

of duress is applicable it
clearly shown that the over¬

excuse

must further be

powering of the will was operative at the
time the crime was actually committed, and,
if there were reasonable
the will to reassert
can

opportunities for
no justification

itself,

be found in antecedent

threats.'**2
) "5

The Australian case of R. v. Williamson
tant issues of the

availability of the defence in murder cases

and of the nature of the threat.
case,
the
this

Lee J. talks both of the

'ordinary power of human

In his judgement in this

overbearing of the will and of

resistance'.

overbearing is that 'the man does

U1)

ibid., 525.

h2)

ibid., £26.

h3)

(1972)

I4I4)

ibid., 297.

2

involved impor¬

N.W.W.L.R.,

281.

The effect of

the act without the

121

.

LZ

guilty will appropriate to

a

crime.!

Widgery L.J.'s judgement in R.

j £
v.

Kray

provides

slightly different rationale for the defence.
the defence of duress raised
an

accessory

by

a

Dealing with

accused charged with being

an

before the fact to murder, Lord Widgery stated:

'We are...satisfied that Barry had a

viable

defence...that by reason of threats he was
so terrified that he ceased to be an

independent

actor...'**'

Although the term 'will' is not employed here, this rationale
appears

to be of the

same

sort

the 'overbearing of the will'

as

explanations.
In The State

Goliath^,

v.

the

case

which first fully

question of the

canvassed for South African criminal law the
defence's

availability in the

case

of murder, the court a quo

dealt with the accused's state of mind in

a

rather confusing

passage:

What was the state
Briefly,
it appears to the Court that his attitude was
that he did not really have any freedom of
volition, he was half willing and half unwilling,
or possibly more correctly stated, he was
completely unwilling to commit these acts, but
he still performed them, under the duress which
'The

question is therefore:

of mind in all these circumstances?

accused 1

inflicted

1;9)

ibid., 297.

I4.6)

93 Cr. Ap. R. 569.

U7)

at p.978.

It-8)

1972 (3) S.A.1.

U9)

1972 SALR Trans.

1|8U.

on

him.'h?
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The introduction of the terms

'willingly'

or

'wilfully*

add

a

The

problem of the word wilfully and its relationship with

further

possible dimension of confusion to the question.

duress occurred in the Canadian
was

a

decision of the

case

of

a

Carker^0.

v.

Supreme Court of Canada

from the British Columbia Court of
been convicted of

of R.

Appeal.

on an

appeal

A prisoner had

damaging prison property during the

violent disturbance in

a

prison.

This

course

During the initial

trial, the judge had refused to allow evidence of duress to be
led, and the Appeal Court ruled that the jury should have heard
such evidence in order to decide whether the accused had acted

'wilfully' within the meaning of the word
under which he was

as

used in the statute

In his judgement in the Court of

charged.

Appeal, Norris J.A. took the view that duress was
which could affect
committed

v.

decision

as

to whether

an

factor

offence is

To support his view, he quoted from the

wilfully.

judgement in R.
'wilful'

a

a

Griffen

where Grimmer, J. stated that

'imports design, intention and purpose' and that it

implies 'a deliberate purpose to accomplish something forbidden,
a

determination to execute one's own will in

defiance of the law.'

qp

Evidence of duress was accordingly

relevant in order for the judge

(1967) (2), 190.

50)

C.C.C.

51)

(1935) C.C.C., 286.

52)

ibid., 290.

spite of and in

to decide whether the act in

123.

question
the

done wilfully 'in the

was

appellant deliberately,

exercise of his

In the

erent view
act not

own

as a

sense

that it

was

free agent, and in the

will.'^

Supreme Court of Canada, Ritchie J. took
on

the

done by

a

diff¬

question of whether duress would lead to

an

being wilful in the terms required by the statute in

question.

The point

was

s.371(1) of the Criminal

relatively simply dealt with by
Code:

'371(1)

Everyone who causes the occurrence
by doing an act or by omitting
to do an act that it is his duty to do,
knowing that the act or omission will
probably cause the occurrence of the event
and being reckless whether the event occurs
or not, shall be deemed, for the purposes
of this Part, wilfully to have caused the
of

an

event

occurrence

In the view of the
was

not in any

a

Supreme Court (which decided that duress

event present in this case on the ground that

the threat lacked
was

of the event.'

immediacy),

an

wilful act for the purposes

From this survey

53)

seen

that the notions of

Carker (No. 2)

of the law in question.

of the manner in which the concept of

the will has been discussed in
be

act committed under duress

C.C.C.

the context of duress, it will

'the will' and 'willing' have a

1966(1;) 212.

12U.

meaning quite unaffected by contemporary discussion in the

philosophy of action.
defence of action

5h

Lawyers

can

be adamant in their

traditionally held by the criminal law:

'... the law also
axiom the concept

accepts generally as an
of free human will - that is

a potentiality in the conscious mind to direct
conscious action - spe cifically, the power of
choice in regard to action...
The term of
art used by the law to denote a person's

physical movement activated by his will is

The will then in these terms is
the

power

action is

of limbo

even

whereby

According to the

where the act in question is committed

(what

some

we

way

in the 'negativing'

or

'overbearing'

shall call the traditional view) purposive

accomplished but, it would

of the will.

the power

According to those who take the view that

duress results in

of the will

as

by Lord Simon and Glanville Williams, this

is exercised

under duress.

The will would appear

seem

without the exercise

to be placed in

some

sort

during the period in which the duress is applied;

this is indicated by

5U)

seen

agent brings about purposive action.

view favoured

an

'55

"act".

pronouncements to the effect that the will

Mel den says of the conventional treatment of willing:
'Willing is sui generis, indefinable, a bit of mental
self-exertion in which we engage - an activity nor
capable of further description but different from the
wonderings, thinkings, supposing, expectings,
picturings etc. that comprise our mental activities.
Tet the appeal to indefinables is a desperate defence
that purchases immunity from further attack only at
the expense of unintelligibility."
Free Action, op.cit.,lj.7.

55)

Lynch, 933.
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'reasserts8 itself after the threats
The inconsistencies of this view
the act is not

willed, then it

purposive action carried out

as

cease

a

applied.

self-evident.

are

can

to be

If the

hardly be described

as

result of the forming of an

intention to act.

It is easier to understand the traditional view if 'will8
is

given

a

special meaning,

would

seem

being

synonymous

to

one

which its

support quite naturally.

usage

cases

To treat the will

with the power of resistance

to resist pressure

in these

or

as

the inclination

is quite in keeping with the way in which it

is used in most of the decisions that

we

have considered.

In

ordinary language, when we talk of an agent's will being

destroyed, we are usually referring to a state of mind in
which he

certain way.

The

the self may

reason

to behave in a

for this collapse of the integrity of

be either through the coming into existence of a

general mental confusion or weakness perhaps caused by

state of
a

to resist external pressure

ceases

psychological onslaught of some sort, or it may be that the

agent has decided quite soberly to act in a
to avoid undesirable consequences.

the acts in
the

sense

reasons

56)

certain way in order

In such cases, he may will

question but he may do so only because his will, in

of any

previous determination he has had to act for

determined by him

See, for example,

and by no other, has been destroyed.

Murnaghan J. in Whelan, 526.
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It does

no

if this

meaning is given to it,and this

violence to the term will

as

used in these

cases

is also perfectly

usage

reconcilable with the usage advocated
by Lord Simon.
Lord Simon

is in

some

ation of
or

speaks of the will being * deflected* what he must

is that the

mean

in

a

way

agent's normally contemplated

changed.

duress, in

way

He acts, as

a way

a

power

before this
comes

This is

of resistance is overcome,

but it is not inconsistent with his power

'deflected' behaviour

of action

in which he would prefer not to act;

saying that his

overcome

course

result of the applic¬

in which he would not normally act.

different to

first been

When

of resistance having

pattern of deviating

or

into existence.

Duress and intention

As

an

intention to perform

ingredient of

if it

mens rea,

the actus reus is an essential

can

be shown that the agent

acting under duress does not intend to perform the act in

question, then the juridical basis of the defence might be the
absence of

mens

rea.

The most widely accepted view at present

and, it is submitted, the correct

view is that an accused

acting under duress possesses the necessary mens rea
offence and does not act

without intention.

likely explanations for the
question.
usage

for an

There are two

confusion surrounding this

The first explanation

of the term 'intention';

is concerned with the ordinary

when a person performs an act

127.

which, for example, harms another but performs the act only
under

compulsion, he

the act.'

Intention in its

concept.

been,

ment
been

bring about the act in question.

ordinary usage

may

have

a

an

ill-

specifically

particularly confused.

seen,

Since

judgement in Steane,the status of intention in

of duress has been all the

,

sometimes be

The second explanation is

as we

Lord Goddard's
cases

loosely,

more

The language of criminal responsibility in this

one.

has

area

perform

'I did not intend to perform the act®, meaning that

he did not want to

legal

to

mean

Alternatively, and using language

he may say

defined

well say !I did not

may

more

confused.

This

judg¬

which is the subject of adverse comment in Lynch, has

responsible for much of the uncertainty
Steane

was

this point.

concerned with the activities of

actor resident in Germany
Second World War.

a

British

immediately prior to and during the

On the outbreak of war,

arrested and interned.
of the German

on

He

was

the appellant

asked to broadcast

on

was

behalf

Broadcasting Service, something he did only after

it had become clear to him that he would be forced to do so by
various
into
for

a

unpleasant means, or his wife and children might be put
In his appeal against conviction

concentration camp.

aiding the enemy

Steane was successful, the ground being

that had not acted with the

constitute this offence.

specific intention necessary to
In his judgement, Lord Goddard

distinguished the motive with

which a man performs an act from

128.

the intention with which he

perform it, and went

in

on

a

crucial passage to state:

'In

opinion, it is impossible to

our

say that
in subjection
especially if that
other be a brutal enemy, an
inference that
he intended the natural consequences of his
acts must be drawn merely from the fact that
he did them.
The guilty intent cannot be
presumed and must be proved.
The proper
direction to the jury in this case would have
been that it was for the prosecution to
prove the criminal intent, and that, while
the jury would not be entitled to presume
itv

where acts were done by a
person
to the power of
another,

if the circumstances showed that the act was '
done as a result of the free, uncontrolled
action of the accused, they would not be

entitled to presume it if circumstances
showed that the act was done in subjection
to the power of the enemy or was as equally

consistent with
criminal

an

innocent intent

or

e.g. a desire to save
wife and children from a concentration

The

intent,

with

a

his

camp.'

significance of this decision is that it would

to establish that where

an

offence

seem

requires specific intent,

inference that specific intent was not

duress may

lead to

present.

In Steane, Lord Goddard suggests that a specific

intent

required for the offence of aiding the enemy to be

was

inferred.

In

an

an

interesting passage of the judgement, he

distinguishes between an act which was committed with the
intention of
order to
same

57)

aiding the enemy

guide

act in

enemy

(removing

aircraft) and

an

a

blackout curtain in

act which, though

the

externals, is not done with-that specific intention

Steane, 817.

129.

(removing the

blackout curtain in order to obtain fresh air).

In the former case,
a

a

particular motive exists, giving the act

character which is considered

wise in

a

case

the enemy,

and

does not act
we

may

duress,

may

In his

captive

may

do something which aids

say

or

unknowingly.

At the

that his objective

the life of his

time,

the aiding

family.

judgement in Lynch, Lord Simon deals with Steane at
In his opinion, the 'intent8 in Steane should be

construed 8 as the mental element involved in

i.e.

was

same

because he had another motive, such as the saving

or

length.

with the

Like¬

perform the act intentionally, in that he

be unwilling to

of his life

a

inadvertently

of the enemy

some

of

especially culpable.

object that

a

virtually, motive

Lord Simon's

view,

particular
or

seems

consequence

purpose.'

performing

should

an

ensue

act
-

Steane, however, in

to have assumed that there can be no

mixing of motives, and that if one purpose exists then all other
purposes are

excluded.

Thus if Steane acted with the purpose

of

saving his family, then he cannot have acted with the purposes

of

aiding the

purposes can
was

enemy.

co-exist in one person at the same time.

nothing inconsistent in Steane's saving

aiding the

enemy

at the same time.

the court in Steane

£8)

As Lord Simon points out, these two

Lynch,

9h2.

There

his family and

In Lord Simon's opinion,

really construed intent as desire.

Steane

130.

did not desire to aid the enemy and therefore it

inappropriate that he should be held

was

thought

to have acted with the

specific intention of providing such aid.
The
core

of the

In much
a

relationship between intention

and desire is at the

problem of the effect of duress

on

intention.

legal discussion of intention, it is defined

combination of

foresight and desire.

as

being

Turner provides an

example of this in his definition of intention:
'Intention denotes the state of mind of the
man

who not

the

possible

only foresees, but also desires
consequences of his conduct.
For example, I shoot at you, foreseeing and
desiring that I may kill you...139
It is obvious that desire here must have

It is

particular meaning.

quite possible to intend to do something and yet not to

desire it.
If I

a

Here duress affords the

forced to do

am

(in the strong

do it in order to avoid

as

a

synonym

do in fact

sense

of want), yet I

unpleasant consequences.

of

my

action.

If desire

Yet I cannot be said

perform the act, as we may assume that if I

perform it, my intention is my reason for acting as
of the fact that I am acting and I have some

I do.

I

purpose

in mind, thus fulfilling two criteria

39)

excellence.

for want in this context, then I do not

desire the consequences
not to intend to

par

something which I would prefer not to do,

I do not want to do it

is taken

example

am

aware

Turner, The mental element in crimes
Approach to Criminal Law,

The Modern

for intentional

at common law, in
(19h5)> 206-7.
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action

as

Brett

suggested by

Anscombe.^0

suggests the abandoning of the element of desire

in this definition of intention in favour of
the element of

a

stressing of

foreseeability of the probability of certain
He also discusses the issue which is raised

consequences.

by Lord Simon in his Lynch judgement, that of the co-existence
of

more

than

one

number of reasons,

essor1.

62

'each lying

as

it

on

which

we

are

'those that lie at the

may

were

Those which lie beyond the

the behaviour
which

Behaviour

purpose.

be motivated by

a

"behind" its predec-

particular aspect of

focussing attention

point of focus

or

are

motives,

within it

are

/ O

intentions'.

purposes';
In the

an

Motive, Brett suggests, are 'long range
intention is synonymous with'short range purposes'.

law, long

range purposes are

usually regarded as irrel¬

evant, though this need not always be the case.
that where duress is

Brett suggests

involved, the long range purposes may be

taken into account.

In

spite of the doubt caused by the decision in Steane' s

case,

it is made clear in most judgements that

60)

Anscombe, Intention,

61)

Brett, An inquiry into

62)

ibid., 91.

63)

ibid., 91.

(except when the

(Oxford, 1963).
criminal guilt, (London, 1963),82-9£.

132.

offence

requires specific intent) duress does not negative

intention.
tion to

In

Lynch,

bring about

Sard Simon emphasises that an inten¬
of

a consequence

the desire that the consequence

an

should not

committed under duress is therefore not

just

it is not

as

an

act

involuntary

act.^

an

can

co-exist with

ensue.^

An act

unintentional

In the

act,

same case,

Lord Edmund'-Davies likewise endorses the view of the act

committed under duress

being unintentional.

66
67

In the Canadian case of R. v.

with which the accused was
to the

charged

Falkenberg
was

perjury.

the offence

According

defence, the accused had given false evidence at a

preliminary hearing only because he had been subjected to
threats.

It

was

accepted by the court that it must be

established that the accused had the
commit the offence with which he is
nonetheless that in this

case

specific intent to
charged, but it was held

the accused did intend to

6U)

Lynch, 93b-

63)

Lynch, 9U0.

66)

Lynch, 9^1, Quoting Lowry C.J. in the N.I. Court of
Appeals: "Apart from philosophical argument, it seems
clear that the defendants Whelan, Gill, Subramanian,
and Hudson intentionally received stolen goods, stole,
took possession of ammunition and committed perjury,
even though the reason that they did so was that their
respective wills were overborne by threats!.

67)

13 C.C.C.

(1973), 362.

133.

mislead the court.

In his

judgment, Lyon J, drew

distinction between motive and
that
to

even

if the accused had

intention, further arguing

given false testimony in order

protect himself from the threat

of direct

only the underlying motive for his action.
the

firm

a

harm, this is
'For

example',

judge says,
'if

a

person

charged with

felt that
an

someone was

falsely

offence he may, with the

motive

as he saw it in seeing justice
done,
give conflicting testimony.
His intention

in such
court

a

case

would be to mislead the

although his motive

may

be of the

highest.'^8
The
was

question of the effect of duress

also considered in R.

to the

v.

on

specific intent

Hurley and Murray

69
,

an

appeal

Supreme Court of Victoria against a conviction for

being accessories after the fact to an escape from prison.
The facts in this
two

prison

threats

case

escapees,

were

that the

appellants had assisted

Hurley being allegedly subjected to

by the escapees, Murray being threatened only after

voluntarily agreeing to assist in the first place.

In a

dissenting judgement, Smith J. considered the question of
the intention

from

required for the offence of assisting escape

imprisonment.

To constitute the offence charged in this

case,

he stated, there needed to be an

68)

ibid., 566.

69)

(1967) V.R.

526.

intention in the sense

13U.

of

desire that the arrest of the
escapee

a

prevented.

70

In his view, the court

explained to the jury that
was

an

should hindered
should have

a quo

intention of

or

a

specific sort

required for the offence in question and that because

this had not been

done,

determining whether the
accused's
presence

a new

trial should be ordered.

necessary

In

desire was present in the

mind, the court should take into account the

of threats:
as is illustrated by the decision in
Steane... in any case in which the
elements of the crime charged include

'For

R

v.

"intention", in the sense of a desire to
produce a particular result, any evidence
of serious threats may, by producing an
alternative explanation, prevent the
Crown from persuading the jury to infer
the necessary desire existed, and may
thereby provide an answer to the charge,
making it unnecessary for the tribunal
to determine whether a defence of duress

existed.'71
The effect of duress on the
of
the

a

'common intention* to commit

formation along with others
murder was considered by

Supreme Court of Canada in R. v.

against the accused in this case was
Canadian Criminal Code which

Pequette

3U0.

ibid.,

71)

ibid., 5>1|1

•

72)

30 C.C.C.

(2d) (1976/7), 1+17.

.

The charge

based on s.21(2) of the

provides:

70)

72

135.

'Where two

or more persons form an intention
to carry out an unlawful purpose
and to assist each other therein and any one
of them, in carrying out the common purpose,

in

common

commits

an offence, each of them who knew
ought to have known that the commission of
the offence would be a probable consequence
of carrying out the common purpose is a party
or

to that offence.'

Although the judgement of Martland J. does not consider at
lengths the
effect

King

73

on

reasons

for rejecting the view that duress has

any
no

intention, the rule to this effect in Dunbar v. The

is overruled.

Common intention will not be inferred

if it is shown that the accused did in fact act under duress.

73)

(1936)1+ D.L.R., 737.
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The Nature of the

threat

137.

The Nature of the Threat

In order for the defence of duress to be available it
must be established that the duress

certain minimum

designed to
fear for his

requirements.

ensure

applied satisfies

These requirements are

that the accused acted out of

convenience.

These

which the reasonable

would have made.
but

motive, such

as one

of

requirements also aim to establish

that the choice which he made in
one

real

safety, and that he did not comply with his

coercer's instructions for any other

was

a

man

complying with instructions
in similar circumstances

Duress is a concession to human

frailty,

only to that degree of frailty which it is thought

permissible to manifest.

Unusual vulnerability or an

unreasonable assessment of the likelihood of threats

carried out

are

fatal to the establishing

of

a

being

successful

duress defence.

The

objective standard applied in the duress defence

has been the
excuse

whether

subject of some criticism.

rather than a
an

justification, then it is questionable

objective standard is appropriate.

pathologically terrified of even very
threatened

with

an

If duress is an

by B with such consequences

instruction to commit a

If A, is

mild violence and is
should he not comply

crime, the defence of

138.

duress will not

normally be available to him.

however, may be

as

real from his point of view

threatened him with considerable

His terror,
as

if B had

bodily violence.

The

application of the objective rather than the subjective
standard nonetheless will

recognised
The
a

as

mean

being sufficient to admit

a

duress defence.

objective standard applied in criminal law affords

marked contrast with the

found in

that his fear will not be

some

subjective standard that is

applications of the duress principle in

contract law.

An

example of this in American contract law
1

is the

judgement in the case of Weisert v. Brainman

where

it is stated that

'the modern rule of duress., is

that

"duress is to be tested, not by the
of threats, but rather by the state
induced in the victim"j
and that
ultimate fact in issue is whether

nature

of mind

"the
the

alleged injured party was bereft of the free
exercise of his will powerj
and of which,
the means used to produce such state of mind,
the age, sex, capacity, situation, and
2
relation of the parties are all evidentiary.."'

The Corpus

Iuris Secundum states the

1)

216 S.W. 2d. 3U0.

2)

at p.

h3h

propositions

139.

'Under the modern doctrine there is no
standard of courage or firmness with
which the victim of duress must
comply
at the risk of being without
remedyj
the question is merely whether the
pressure applied did in fact so far
affect the individual concerned as to

,

deprive him of contractual volition...'

Although,
cases

in which

there

are

will be discussed below, there

as

a more

obvious

ive rule.

From

for the existence of the

practical point of view,

victims of duress in
persons

subjective approach has been taken,

reasons

a

reported

who have not been in

credibility

any

are some

a

cases

many

object¬

of the

have tended to be

position to plead with

special sensitivity.

(A possible

exception to this have been prisoners of

war,

detained for

long periods in inhuman conditions and subjected to
that has had considerably distorting effect

pressure
their

personalities.

ations of
go

far in the direction of allowing a more subjective

person

In the majority of duress decisions, the

exposed to the duress has been an adult male, often

with

some

previous association with crime.

circumstances it is not

little

3)

Here, however, particular consider¬

military policy have made the courts unwilling to

approach.)

one

on

In these

surprising that there has been

attempt at pleading special circumstances on the

17 Corpus Iuris Secundum,

s.17£.

1ltO.

part of the victim of duress.
the victims of

women were

observe that

a

one

recent

in which

case

threats, it is interesting to

fairly liberal view

ment of the

immediacy of the

however, it

was

was

threat.**

taken of the

require¬

In this case,

not made explicit that the particular

itivity of the accused
More

In

sens¬

was a factor in the decision.

important than this explanation, however, is the

fact that criminal

policy

can

only allow the introduction of

subjective standards of determining guilt in strictly
limited circumstances.

Although the law in England

on

the

question of the presumption of the intending of consequences
was

changed by legislation after the controversial decision

of P.P.P. v. Smith
may

,

the admission of a subjective standard

have little effect on the extent to which an objective

assessment is used in

In the criminal

practice.
law, if a defence of the nature of the

duress defence is to be confined to

acceptable bounds, the

determination of its existence can be made

grounds.

R. v.

on

objective

This might result in the rejection of defences in

which the accused may

U)

only

have been faced with what was for him

HudsonT R. v. Taylor, 2

All E.R. 2hh;

cf.

R. v Falkenberg, 13 C.C.C.(2d) 562, in which, despite
similar circumstances, a different view was taken.

5)

(1961) A.C. 290.

11*1.

a

terrifying threat, but which by objective standards is

regarded

as

comparatively minor.

require the rejection of such
abuse of the
to

Policy, however, will

cases

defence, and also to

in order to prevent the

enable the criminal law

emphasise the standards of behaviour

which it feels

should be observed.

The threat

There

three

are

have been the

subject of legal controversy and in respect of

which the law is not

consequences

aspects of the threat itself which

always clear.

with which the

should he not

coercer

the threat in terms of
a

are:

(2) the

person

and (3) the nature of

immediacy and directness.

large degree of

(1) the

threatens his victim

comply with his instruction;

against whom the threat is directed;

there is

These

consensus over

While

the first of these

aspects, the law is in the process of changing in respect of
the latter two.
to the

It is in this area that the liberal

approach

defence, the approach which is in favour of its broad

interpretation in order to widen the extent of its application,
is

currently coming into conflict with the

to the defence.

This stricter approach tends to be

persuaded that there are
that the
narrow

powerful policy grounds for ensuring

application of the defence is kept

limits.

stricter approach

within fairly

1U2.

The consequences

The older statements of the law

the

requirement that in

are

against the victim

of death

bodily harm.

serious

prevailed, although there

This view, in fact, has

echoed in the

life.^

important

death'.

a

threat of death

or

This stringent requirement is

case

of McGrowther, which specified

that the victim of coercion must be in

7

lesser

In his Pleas of the Crown,

Hale takes the view that there must be

danger to

to

of coercion must be

are some cases in which

threats have been admitted.

at least

as

order for the defence to be available

the threats uttered
or

unequivocal

In the United States

case

'present fear of

of Respublica v. McCarty,

McCarty had been charged with treason after he had enlisted
in the British forces while

a

prisoner of

In its

war.

judgement the Supreme Court stated that
'.. nothing will excuse the act of joining
the enemy, but the fear of immediate deathj
not the fear of any inferior personal
nor the apprehension of
property.'

injury,
upon

In the

cases

which

arose

United States courts

any

outrage

from the American Civil

War, the

began to abandon the strict 'fear of

death' rule in favour of

a more

6)

Pleas of the Crown, I,

7)

18 St. Tr., 391-

8)

2 Dall. 86 (U.S.

1781)

liberal recognition of lesser

51, 52.

8

1U3.

threats.

9

In the

in which

case

a

British army major was

charged with wartime co-operation with the Japanese,
defence of duress based
.

was

.

accepted.

on

threats of punishment or death

*10

In Blacks tone* s Commentaries,

the criteria

strict and it is stated that the threats must be
and

which induce

menaces

harm'.

11

a

a

fear of death

The broader standard

or

are

not

so

'threats

other bodily

accepted by Blackstone is

followed in the later decisions in which the defence was

raised and

was

embodied in the criminal code of the common
12

law

In Attorney General v. Whelan

systems.

Murnaghan J. states the requirements of the

,

for example,

defence in the

following terms:
'It seems to us that threats of immediate
death or serious personal violence so

great as to overbear the ordinary power
of human resistance should be accepted as
a

justification for acts which would

otherwise be

The

criminal.'"

requirement of death or serious

repeated in virtually every case

9)

personal violence is

in which the question of

Note, "Coercion: a defense to misconduct while a
prisoner of prisoner of war", 29 Indiana Law Journal

(19&), 603.
10) The Boon Case. The Times, Sept.
11) Commentaries, IV, 30.

12) op.cit.
13) at

p.

£26.

21, 19U6, p.2.

1U*.

duress is raised.

The

terminology

may

differ ('serious

injury', 'serious bodily harm', 'grave assault' etc.), but
the

is

consensus

which

attempts

apparent.

a summary

The Corpus Iuris, Secundum,

of the decisions of American

courts, states that duress must be

•present, imminent and impending, and of
a nature as to induce a
well-grounded
apprehension of death or serious bodily
such

harm if the act is not done. • 1U

Perkins
of

a

points out that the

threat of death

or

serious

reason

for the requirement

bodily injury is to be

found in the nature of the

cases

defence

The earlier cases

was

developed.

and it is

cases,

resistance is

case

are

treason

to understand why a high standard of

expected and why the threat must be of a very

serious nature.
treason

easy

in which the duress

This

can

be

seen even

of Iva Ikuko D'Aquino v.

in the modern American

U.S.

16
,

where the court

stated:

owing allegiance
manifest a
determination to resist commands and orders
until such time as he is faced with the
alternative of immediate injury or death.
Were any other rule to be applied, traitors
'We think that the citizen

to the United States must

in the enemy country would
alone be shielded from any

by that fact
requirement of

resistance.'

1U)

Sec.

15)

Criminal Law,

16)

192 F. 2d.

1*1*.

(New York, 1957),

338 at p.359.

p.81*6.

1U5.

The fact that treason was and still is considered
offence of

particular enormity thus provides

explanation for the traditional exclusion

a

an

possible

of lesser

threats from the scope of the defence.
In

spite of the insistence in most decisions

existence of
have been

threat of death

a

cases

or

of serious

on

the

injury, there

in which lesser threats have been admitted.
17

In Perryman v. State

the defendant

committing sodomy with three inmates of
institution in which he

question

arose as

was

employed

charged with

was

a

as a

juvenile reform

supervisor.

The

to whether one of the youths involved,

a

boy of seventeen, could be considered an accomplice to the
offence.
had

The

only done

youth had consented to the act of sodomy, but
so as a

result of threats from the defendant.

According to the youth's evidence, the defendant had proposed
the act to him and had said 'If you

it hard for youj...

you.'18
over

me

evidence of

a

my

habits.'

19

defendants

accepted that the threat

17)

12 S.E. 2d.,

18)

at

19)

ibid.

389.

388.

going to make

time I see

'He was

Although there was no

direct threat of serious

court

p.

am

I will slap you down every

The youth also said of the
directing

don't I

bodily injury, the

nonetheless made the youth an

1li6.

unwilling participant.

In his judgement in this case,

Gardner J., seemed swayed

by the general authority which the

defendant exercised and the effect that this would have had
on

the

youth under his controls
"The principal witness in this case was a
17 year old boy who was in the charge and
under the supervision of the defendant.
The defendant

might enforce his orders by

compulsion, and his control

was more
absolute than in ordinary relationships.
Fear and force were powerful factors in
the supervision and control of the witness

by the defendant.
to find from his

The jury was authorised
testimony that he submitted

to the advances of the defendant because of

their

There

are

made.*20

other United States cases in which the youth of the

alleging duress has been taken into account by the

person

In People v. Miller

courts.

rely

relationship and the threats

on

21
a

boy of thirteen was able to

the duress defence where the

threats had been of only
22

a

general nature, and in People v.

duress was twelve years

face of
were

no

Conklin

old and submitted to sodomy in the

specific threat of bodily injury.

similar in the later case

the victim of the threats was a

"consented* to sexual acts

20)

at p. 391.

21)

6 Pac. 99.

22)

10 P. 2d.

23 )

70 Cal. Rptr.

98.

231.

the victim of

The facts

of People v. Anderson

23
.

Here

fifteen year old boy who had

with the accused after

the latter

1U7.

had threatened to beat

him, have him committed to

institution, and to inject him with
The victim of the duress had
and the threats

time.
was

In

was

poisonous substance.

frequent opportunities to

over

a

considerable

escape,

period of

accomplice in the acts concerned, the

an

clearly influenced by his inability to question the

accused's assertions

or

ability to implement the threat, and

by the fact that he was 'much
In

mental

deciding that the youth had acted under duress and

therefore not

court

issued

were

a

a

dominated'.2^

spite of these decisions, caution must be expressed

about the value of the decision in Perryman v. State where
the

judgement appears to treat the criteria of duress in

contract and succession law as
ation in the criminal

law,

an

being of analogical applic¬

approach which is not generally

accepted.2"^
A threat of sexual

courts

as

a

recognisable threat for the purposes of the
Prior to the

duress defence.

Harmon26,

attack has been accepted by some

197k decision in People

United States courts were

that fear of sexual

2U)

at p.

23h»

25)

at p.

391.

26)

220 N.W.

unwilling to recognise

assault could be claimed as a

2d., 212.

v.

defence to

1U8.

prison

In the earlier

escape.

the matter tended to be decided

arose

courts

these

on

policy grounds, the

feeling that the entire prison service would be

compromised if such

to

in which the issue

cases

a

defence

were

policy considerations, there

available.
was

also

Alongside

an

unwillingness

accept that sexual assault satisfied the criteria

normally demanded of duress threats.
case

of

In the Californian

27

People

v.

Richards

grounds upon which duress

the court stated the general
can

!In order for duress
threats
excuse

or

for

be pleaded:
or

to be

menace

fear produced
a valid legal

by

doing anything, which otherwise

would be criminal, the act
done under such threats or

must have been
menaces

as

show

that the life of the person threatened or
menaced was in danger, or that there was
reasonable

to believe and actual

cause

belief that there was such

In the circumstances the view was
to

danger...128

expressed that 'submission

sodomy, abhorrent as it may be, falls

short of loss of

life.'

A similar reluctance

assault

as

to consider threat of sexual

sufficiently serious to found a duress

shown in the decision of the
v.

Green.^

In this case,

27)

75 Cal. Rptr., 597.

28)

at p. 602.

29)

U70 S.W. 2d., 565-

defence is

Missouri Supreme Court in State

however, there was a strong

11*9.

dissent expressed which illuminates the
apparent
of

denying the defence in the
two

inmates,

one

harshness

in question:

case

white,

one

black,

picked the lock of defendant's cell
door.
At knife point, defendant was
homo sexually ravaged by both inmates.
Two weeks later, three
inmates, black
and white, invaded defendant's cell,
knocked him unconscious

as

he tried to

flee, and raped him...*
It is doubtful whether any court
consider such

a

situation

if the events took

The

as one

place in

a

would refuse to

in which duress operates

setting other than prison.

specific policy considerations which these prison

cases

have raised make

of their

suspect

any

generalised inference

significance for the criteria of the defence.

Where the threat is not one of

death but

property

are

or

one

personal injury

of harm to another interest, such as

reputation, it is clear that the defence will

not be available.

In McGrowther's case, the

which faced the accused was that

the rebels they

threat

if he refused to join

would proceed 'to burn his house to the

ground, to destroy all his cattle and
lay waste all that belonged to
Lee L.C.J,

or

observed that:

him.'

stock of corn and to
In his judgement,

150.

'The only force that doth excuse is a
force upon the
person, and present fear
of death j
and this force and fear must
continue all the time the party remains
with the rebels.
It is incumbent on
every man who makes force his
to shew an actual

force,

...

joined "pro tiroore mortis et
quam cito potuerunt.".'30
This is echoed in East's

defence,
that they
recesserunt

'Crown Law' where it is stated

that

'An apprehension, though ever so well
founded, of having property destroyed,
or of suffering any other mischief not
endangering the person of the party, will
be no excuse.*31
Lord Goddard's

responsible for
respect of the

some

judgement in R.

v.

confusion in this

mens rea

question.

Steane has been
area,

as

well

as

in

'Duress*, he stated,

'is

a matter of defence where a prisoner
is forced by fear of violence or imprison¬
ment to do an act which itself is

criminal.

If the act is a criminal

act,

prisoner may be able to show that he
forced into doing it by violence,
actual or threatened, and to save himself
from the consequence of that violence.'32
the

was

This passage

presents two difficulties.

'violence' is not

The word

qualified in any way, although it would be

30)

Fost. Rep. 13.

31)

Crown Law, i, 70,71.

32)

19U7 1 All E.R. 813, at

p.817.

151.

reasonable to
normal grave

injury which is required in duress

The introduction of
with the

imprisonment is

exception of

featured in the
it may

that in its context it refers to the

assume

common

be regarded

more

problematical

mention of it by

a

Hale,"^

as as

serious

a

threat

as

admit it

as

a

long term imprisonment

threat for the purposes

might require the admission of
threats which at

a

may

as,

it has not

law discussion of duress.
grave

injury, particularly in respect of the adverse
for health that

cases.

In

effect,

physical

consequences

entail.

Yet to

of the duress defence

wide variety of other

present do not fall within the category of
•5)

admissible threats for the purpose

Glanville Williams is
nition of other threats.

more

of the defence.

sympathetic to the recog¬

Discussing Lord Goddard's

opinion that a threat of imprisonment may constitute duress,
he argues

that

on a

balance of evils principle such a view

is reasonable:

33)

Hale, i, 51.

3k)

Lord Goddard's dicta in Steane should be contrasted with
the view of Oliver, J. in R. v. Purdy (10 J.Cr.L. 182)
that treason could not be excused by a prisoner of war's

imprisonment.
Edwards,(op.cit., at
that Lord Goddard's remarks are obiter in
any case and should be 'treated with reserve" in the light
of the existing authorities'.
desire to escape

p

30k)

argues

152.

'If, to imagine a case, a person were
illegally detained with little hope of
and were offered his freedom only
condition of committing some quite
minor offence, duress should be a
defence to a prosecution for that
rescue
on

offence.
For on utilitarian principles
it is better that this minor offence
should be committed than that an
innocent citizen should be incarcerated
for life... Contrariwise a grave crime
could not be committed In order to avoid

temporary

detention.'35

The admission of this
to

accept that

principle leads Glanville Williams

'sufficiently serious threat to property'

a

OA

should

excuse

of his

proposition he refers to

a

'sufficiently minor crime'.
a passage

In support

in Hale, who

suggests that the destruction of certain forms of property
in the face of

an

enemy

justified

on

could, in

any case,

useful

threat to other property would be

the grounds of the 'extreme necessity* and

be the better course in that it may deny

property to the

The introduction of

37
enemy.

a

rule of proportion, as suggested

by Glanville Williams, has been the subject of some
qO

discussion.

In the Australian case R, v. Smyth,

alludes to such

R.

v.

a

rule when dealing

with the decision in

Steane:

35)

Glanville Williams, op.cit.,

36)

Ibid., 757.

37)

Hale, i, 56.

38)

(1963) V.R. 737.

Scholl J.

756.

153.

'The Court of Criminal
Appeal cannot
have meant that any
violence, however

slight,

or

justify

any

with the
and

some

the fear of it, could
crime, however serious,
exception of treason, murder,

other felonies.

It cannot

have

meant, for instance, that the
threat of a slap or a punch would
justify the commission of any mis¬
demeanour.

'39

Howard argues

strongly against the introduction of

of

on

proportion

a

rule

the grounds that it would be difficult

to define its content with any

degree of precision, and

because it would 'distract attention from the true

problem'.^

According to Howard, the real question in

duress is whether the accused acted under the influence
of threats which had been sufficient to 'overbear the

ordinary

power

of human resistance'.

The relationship

between the offence and the threat becomes relevant
as

a

means

borne.

of

determining whether the resistance was over¬

If the accused

threatened with serious

was

injury unless he committed
other

only

a

minor crime then, along with

factors, the relationship between the threatened

consequences

and the crime would probably mean that a

court would be

willing to regard his power of resistance as

being overborne.

If the threat is minor and the crime

738.

39)

At

UO)

Howard, op.cit.,

p.

1SU.

major, the proportion between the threat and the criminal
act would be among
was

the factors assessing whether resistance

overcome.

The

problem of the proportion rule illustrates the

necessity of maintaining the distinction between justific¬
ation and excuse.

In

a

case

of

justification, proportion

is

clearly

an

objective assessment of the rightness or wrongness of

a

relevant consideration;

the accused's act is

in

a case

of excuse,

inappropriate, although questions of

proportion may assist us to determine the subjective state
of the accused's mind at the time of the commission of the

act.

Howard also

suggests that threats other than those of

physical violence should be accepted as establishing duress.
Citing the case of a person who is faced
steals to pay
reason

the blackmailer, he argues that there is no

why duress should be inapplicable

The harm with which the victim

In many

accepted.

victim's total

respects such a result may seem as

unpalatable as the prospect of
It is

in such a case.

of duress is faced may be

exceptionally serious and may involve the
ruin.

with blackmail and

unlikely that such a

The essence of the

serious bodily injury.
suggestion would be widely

defence of duress is a

155.

recognition of

an

immediate plight in which the fundamental

human instinct to avoid

this

that the rule of

reason

and is

this

so

reason

be

immediate

It may

into play.

an

It is for

at the earliest

The dilemma faced by the victim of

agonizing one, but he is not subjected

inescapable threat to his bodily integrity.

be in his interests to commit

unpleasant

It is for

immediacy has been developed

too that the rule of escape

blackmail may
an

comes

frequently stressed in the decisions.

opportunity exists.

to

injury

consequences

to his

a

crime to avoid

career or

reputation, but

the admission of the defence in these circumstances would

compromise the fundamental structure of the criminal law.
In criminal

law, there

are

circumstances in which the loss

must be left to lie where it falls.

Protection of

reputation and property are matters of convenience as
opposed to matters of dire necessity.
The

problem of threats to property or to interests

other than those of

bodily integrity may be ovecome by

rigorously excluding such cases from the scope of duress,
and

by dealing with them in the context of the

In this way an assessment

necessity.

be made without

defence

as

an

defence of

of justification may

compromising the concept of the duress

excuse.

156.

The direction of the threat

The second

uncertain is the

aspect of the threat which is at present
question of the

threat must be directed.
the threat must have been
in many

of the

more

similar terms.
has

that

against the accused himself and

This does not

the law is stated in
that in

mean

necessarily been felt that only

so

against whom the

Older authorities suggest

modern decisions

accused himself will
is

person

a

principle it

threat to the

suffice, it is more likely that this

because most of the acts which have resulted in

criminal charges

have been the result of threats to the

accused himself.

Modern writers

support the notion of recognising as

constituting duress certain threats made to others.
Glanville Williams takes the view that threats
of others should have the same effect as

the accused
reason

threats made to

himself, and argues further that there is no

why the other persons need be

kindred.Edwards does not go so
threats to persons

lj.1)

in respect

the accused's
far as to admit

other than the 'immediate

Glanville Williams, op.cit.,

757.

kindred*:

157.

'Many a man who regards his own personal
safety as of little consequence will be
subjected to the most extreme stress of
mind if confronted with
or

threat to kill

a

seriously injure his wife

or

child.

If faced with such a dreadful eventuality,
the accused commits a crime is he to be

precluded from pleading duress
defence?»h2
Howard

supports the extension of the concept

threats to

others,

person under

even

if they

are

The

to involve

so as

not related to the

duress, but accepts that at present the courts
)

have yet to

establish such

a

"3

principle.

question of threats to others has arisen in

small number of decisions.
R.I. Recretation Center
an

as a

insurance

case

In the American

case

of

Aetna Casualty and Surety

v.

in which the court was

a

Co.^.

required to decide

plaintiff's employee had stolen money under

whether the

coercion, it was alleged that the employee had acted out of
fear for the

The court

abducted.
effect of

safety of a brother he believed to have been

a

was

cautious

threat to the brother's

reluctant to exclude duress in such

'Perhaps

a

on

the question of the

safety, but was clearly
circumstances:

well-grounded apprehension of

another,
particularly a close relation, may
death

or

serious bodily injury to

constitute coercion.

We are not

prepared to hold otherwise.'

30lj..

h2)

Edwards, op.cit.,

1:3)

Howard, op.cit.,

bh)

177 F. 2d.

1*5)

Per Woodbury, J, at p.

UlU.

603.

606.

^5

158.

♦As to fear for the bodily
safety of a
third person, even a close
relative,
there is surprising dearth of
authority;
but if the question were ever

presented

under

sufficiently strong, dramatic and
convincing circumstances, I am fairly
sure the courts would, sanction the
defence of coercion.*^

In the Australian
the

of R.

case

v.

Hurley.**7

Supreme Court of Victoria, the court

that threats to others than

duress.

In this

of the

woman

prison

escapees.

case

the

with whom he

family

may

a quo

an

appeal to

had accepted

be accepted

as

appellant alleged that the life

was

living

was

threatened by

The judgement in the court

a quo

accepted that this might be duress:
♦If

a man

is

compelled to do criminal

acts because he is under the influence of
a

genuine fear aroused by the threat of
or grave physical violence

imminent death

to himself or to his wife or to a woman

with whom he is
his

living as if she were
wife, he is entitled to claim that his

actions

The

were

the result of

duress...«h8

majority in the Supreme Court did not commit themselves

to this

view, but in a dissenting judgement, it is supported

strongly.
in the

Pointing out that statements of the defence had

past been confined to instances

U6)

Per Magruder, C.J., at

hi)

(1967) V.R., 526.

U8)

At p.

529.

606, 607.

where threats have

1

been made

59.

against the accused

Smith J. argued

that

or

his immediate family,

once one goes

beyond threats directed

against the accused himself, there is
1 either

a

in

logic

or

justification

in convenience1 for the laying down of

'list of relationships or attachments which will define

the limits of the doctrine'.

1,9

against whom the threat

person
a

no

list of

The fact that the
was

made fell within such

relationships would not provide

indication' of the pressure

any

'safe

to which the accused was

subjected, and any threat of death or serious injury to
'any human being' should be sufficient to constitute the
defence.

The

only limit which would be necessary to

application of the

control the defence would be in the
test

as

to what the person

This view is enthusiastically

expected to resist.
endorsed

of ordinary firmness could be

by Howard, who expresses a hope that

Smith J. 8s

opinion will be generally accepted.
In two recent

important cases

,

implicitly recognised that threats to
accused's family

it has been

members of the

will be accepted as duress.

Lowry C.J.'s judgement

in the Northern Ireland

51*3.

1*9)

At p.

50)

Howard, op.cit.,

1*11*.

In

Appeal Court

160.

decision in Lynch, the relevant threats must
accused to

'fear for himself

Privy Council

of Abbott

case

made to kill the

discussion in this

ibility of such
of the

a

defence to

judgement
purposes

may

a

case

v.

R.^2

family'.
a

In the

threat had been

Black Power leader.
of the

There is

question of the admiss¬

threat, the issue being the admissibility
a

charge of murder, but Lord Salmon's

be read

accepting such

as

of the defence.

threat to another

Code of Queensland

a

threat for the

53

Certain criminal codes
a

his

the

appellant's mother unless he complied

with the instructions of
no

or

cause

embody the proposition that

might constitute duress.

The Criminal

states in Sec. 3:

'A person is not criminally responsible
for an act or omission, if he does or
omits to do the act under the

following

circumstances

(3) When the act is reasonably necessary
actual and unlawful

in order to resist

violence threatened to him, or to
another person in his presencej

5*0

at

52)

(1976) 3 W.L.R., U62.

53)

This is revealed in Lord

p.52.

Salmon's rhetorical question
number of people you may
and that of your family?'.

'Is there any limit to the
kill to save your own life

161.

(Ij.) When he does or ommits to do the
act in order to save himself from
immediate death or grievous bodily
harm threatened to be inflicted
upon

him....*

Although sub-section 3 clearly

covers cases of

it could also

as

apply to duress,

self-defence,

the section heading

suggests.
The Texas Criminal Code states at

'It is

s.8.03(a):

affirmative defense to

an

prosecution that the actor engaged in
the prescribed conduct because he was
compelled to do so by the threat of
imminent death or serious bodily injury
to himself

another.*

or

What has been said above
other than threats of death
the

on

or

the admission of threats

injury applies equally to

question of the direction of the threats.

duress defence is treated
there is

no

reason

as

a

If the

species of necessity, then

why the threats need be directed

against the accused himself.

If

a

threat of serious

injury is made against A unless B commits a minor criminal

offence, then
to be

on

justified.

utilitarian principles B*s act can be said
It

has examined the two
of

can

be argued that in this case B

possibilities and has decided in favour

what, from an objective view, is the lesser evil.

the threat had been made

that,

as

If

against B himself, it is possible

discussed above, he would not spend much time

162.

assessing the relative attractiveness
and would act in order to avoid
are

then, in which

cases,

threat

of the two courses,

injury

on

death.

an act committed

being made to another should be

justification

or

as

treated

a

There
result of

as

cases

a

of

the grounds of necessity.

Different considerations may apply where the
threatened person
shown in
to

of his

number of

a

expect

is related to the accused.

a person

judgements, it would be unrealistic not

to respond to

family in much the

made to himself.

As is

a

threat made to

a

member

he would to

a

threat

same way as

In many cases

he

may even

be less

inclined in such circumstances to resist pressure
the threat had been made to

state of the accused is
is made

he

cases

than if

himself, although the psychological

probably the

same

whether the threat

against him or another who is close to him.

In such

clearly acts under duress and the defence should be

available to him.

The

problem of defining the class of persons against

whom the threat must be made is one

The

only apparent justification for

members of the accused*s

such

a

case

of considerable difficulty.

limiting the class to

family is the presumption that in

the normal power

of resistance will be overcome.

Yet this exclusion would mean, as

Smith J. points out in

163.

Hurley, that other

cases

are

be to non-relatives but may

anomaly

can

excluded where the threat may

have the

effect.

same

only be dealt with by treating such

This

cases as

problems of necessity and justification, thus allowing

a

proportion rule to be applied.

The immediacy of the threat

In order for
as

a

threat to constitute

duress,

as

well

satisfying criteria of seriousness and direction, it

must be shown to be

a

definite threat of

an

immediate

nature from which the accused could not have

This

means

future

that the threat must be

harm;

threatener is

it must be

a

more

than

escaped.
a mere

hint of

threat of harm which the

capable of putting into effect and which the

accused is unable to avoid.

This is frequently inter¬

preted as requiring the threatener to be in the presence
of the accused at the time of commission of the act.

requirement of immediacy has been defined with varying
degrees of preciseness.

In some cases, all that is

required is that the threat be
more

'immediate'j

specific requirements are detailed.

Criminal

Code, for example, states in sec.

in others,

The Canadian

17s

The

16U.

'A person who commits an offence under
compulsion by threats of immediate
death or grievous bodily harm from a
person who is present when the offence
is committed is excused for
committing
the offence if he believes thsfcthe

threats will be carried out....5

Similarly, the Queensland Code provides that the threats
must be issued
a

by 'some person actually present and in

position to execute the threats5 and that

the accused

must believe himself 'unable otherwise to escape

carrying of the threats into execution'.
Code

5ii

the

The Tasmanian

requires that the threatener be 'actually present at

the commission of the
of the Crimes Act

offence'^

and in New Zealand

S.6I4.

1961 states that:

rA person

who commits

an

offence under

compulsion by threats of immediate
death or grievous bodily harm from a
person who is present when the offence
is committed is protected from criminal

responsibility if he believes that the
threats will be carried out....'

An

opportunity to escape the person issuing the

threats will in the traditonal view be fatal to the establ¬

ishing of
an

a

Hale writes that if there is

duress defence.

opportunity in a case of treason to

such rebels'

duress cannot be

pleaded.

s.31.

5U)

Queensland Criminal Code,

55)

Tasmania, Criminal Code Act

56)

Pleas of the Crown, i,

51 •

'avoid the power of
56

In McGrowther a

Justification and excuse.

(1921:) s.20.

165.

similar

point is made by Lee C.J.s
'The only force that doth excuse is a
force upon the person, and present fear
of death;
and this force and fear must
continue all the time the party remains
with the rebels.
It is incumbent on
every man, who makes force his defence,
to show an actual force, and that he

quitted the sendee
On the

same

as

soon as

^

he could.'

matter East writes that:

•It is incumbent....

the

party setting
this defence to give satsifactory
proof that the compulsion continued
during all the time that he stayed with
the rebels.
It may be sufficient to
excuse him if he can prove an original
force upon him, that he in earnest
attempted to escape and was prevented, or
that he was so narrowly watched, or the
passes so guarded, that an attempt to
escape or refuse his assistance would
have been attended with great difficulty
and danger
*58
on

up

In the modern cases,
do not stress the

the

the statements of this principle

requirement of the phyical presence of

threatener, but they do stress immediacy,

amount to the

threat
crime.

was

same

(which

can

thing), and they do require that the

operative at the time of the commission of the

Murnagham J. makes this clear in

57)

Fost., lit..

58)

Pleas of the Crown,

2.15-

Whelan:

166.

'Where the

excuse

of duress is

applicable it must further be clearly
shown that the overpowering of the will
was operative at the time the crime was
actually committed, and if there were
reasonable opportunity for the will to
reassert itself, no justication can be
found in antecedent

An

there

analysis of the modern

are

strict

two broad

threats.'59
cases

on

duress shows that

approaches to the question.

view, the requirements of physical

In the

presence may

be

mentioned, and the threat must be specifically stated and
defined.
in this

Indirect threats

view, be admitted.

or

inferred threats will

An alternative, more liberal

approach has been adopted in certain other
an

implied threat

may

not,

cases.

Here

be enough to constitute duress and

the threatener need not be

physically present at the time

of the commission of the coerced act.

In this

approach

there is less

tendency to assume that the victim of the

threat

given realistic protection by the

can

be

authorities,

an

stricter view is

Three

cases

option which is often stressed where the
adopted.
illustrate the requirement

presence

of the threatener in the strict

59)

p.526.

at,

of physical

approach.

In

167.

R.

v.

of

Queensland, Pickard alleged that against his will he

Pickard,

a

decision of the Court of Criminal

accompanied Johnson in
vehicle, Johnson drew
called out

knife.

or

a
a

motor vehicle to

sought the police, he would stab him with the

theatre, and stole

pleaded, the question

arose as

entitled to the benefit of

Code,

a

In the

theatre.

knife and threatened that if he

Johnson left Pickard to

entered the

a

Appeal

a

keep watch in the
safe.

car,

Duress having been

to whether Pickard

was

s.l* of the Queensland Criminal

provision which requires that the threatener be

'actually present and in a position to execute the threats'.
In his
words

judgement in this case, Stanley J. argued that the
'actually present and in a position to

execute the

threats' must be read strictly:

speaks of being actually
present, a person cannot be both present
and absent when absence is the opposite
'When

of

one

presence.'61

While Johnson was in the
was

a

theatre stealing the safe,

period of ten minutes during

physically present with Pickard
to carry

out his threat.

60)

Q.L.R.

61)

at p.

1959, 1*75.
1*77.

there

which he was not

and was not in a position

The judge raised but did not

168.

discuss the

problem of whether

he is within range

performing

a

of

a person

he has coerced into

Falkenberg

v.

Attempting to establish

of the Canadian Criminal

been

rifleman is present when

criminal act.

The accused in R.

perjury.

a

a

was

charged with

defence under s.1?

Code, he alleged that he had

subjected to threats from people actually present in

court at the time at which the false evidence

was

The court

were

rejected his claim that the threats

of serious

available,
It

was

The availability of help at the

perjury meant that an alternative was
even

had the threats been of a serious nature.

the courtfs

intended to

threats

bodily injury, but it also dealt with the

question of immediacy.
time of the

given.

opinion that the defence of duress was

apply to circumstances where an accused person

'honestly believes that he has no other alternative but to
commit the offence

or

suffer immediate death or grievous

bodily harm without the opportunity of
proposed

attack.'^

In the present case, the accused was

in the court itself at the
committed and had the

13 C.C.C.

63)

at

p.367.

time when the offence was

opportunity of appealing for official

help if it were necessary.

62)

relief from such a

(2d) 362.

169.

In R.

victed of

v.

Carker

^

the appellant had been con¬

damaging public property during the

prison riot.
the

(No.2)

Although the

course

of

a

involved discussion of

case

meaning of the term 'wilfully' in the Canadian Criminal

Code, the issue of the immediacy of the threat
debated.

was

also

According to the accused, he had been threatened

during the riot that if he did not damage the fixtures in
his cell he would be stabbed.

organised the riot

gave

shouted out from his
their cells that

own

One of the

prisoners who

evidence to the effect that he had
cell to the other prisoners in

they should destroy the fixtures.

A

specific threat was shouted to the accused that if he did
not

comply, he would be stabbed.

in the British Columbia Court of
threat should have gone

The majority judgement
Appeal indicated that the

to the jury in the court a quo.

In the view of Norris J.A.:

question as to whether or not the
prisoner threatening was present goes to
the question of the grounds for the fear
which the appellant might have.
In my
opinion a person could be present making
a threat although separated by the bars
of a cell...(the jury) might well consider
that the threat was immediate as being
continuous, as it was in this case, that
'The

it would be all the more frightening
uncertainty as to when it

because of

actually might happen,
did.

him to act as he

6U)

(1966]h C.C.C.212.

65)

at

p.22l|.

and therefore force

170.

In his

dissenting judgement, Maclean J.A. argued that

the threat in

question

was

not of such

nature

a

as

to be

considered duress:

'Here it is clear that the threat was
not of "immediate death" but of death
at some future and indefinite time
"when the opportunity presents itself".
All the appellant had to do was to

notify the guards of the threat, and
his future safety could have been
assured by various means.
Furthermore it

seems clear to me that
the appellants proferred defence must
fail because the alleged threat did not
come "from a person who was present
when the offence is committed."
The

who made the threat was no doubt
present in the prison at the time the
offence was committed but he certainly
was not present with the accused in the
person

latter's locked cell where the offence
was

When this
the court

Court of

the

committed.'66
case

came

rejected the majority view of the British Columbia

Appeal and decided on

a narrower

interpretation of

distinguished the case from the decision

Ritchie J.

in Subramanian

v.

been relied upon

Public Prosecutor

at p.227,

,

a

decision which had

by Morris J. in the provincial appeal court.

The difference between

67)

of Canada,

immediacy and presence requirements of the Criminal

Code.

66)

before the Supreme Court

228.

(1956)1 W.L.R. 965.

Subramanian's position

(he had been

171.

threatened with death

by terrorists) and Carker's position

lay in the fact that in the former

case

it

was

conceivable

that the threateners may return at
any moment and be in a

position to

carry

out their threat, in the latter it

'virtually inconceivable' that immediate

death

or

was

grievous

Z.O

bodily harm could have

come

to Carker.

Moreover, the

wording of the relevant statutory provision
in each

case.

It is evident that the
vieii to the

Supreme Court took

prison conditions.

'being locked

a

threat

being carried out in

Ritchie J. talks of the prisoners

on

relevant in

previous stabbings in the prison would be
deciding whether the fear was

reasonable.

requirement that the

threat be

specific and not be of a vague or

nature.

There

[1967]

Norris, J .A,,

hand, argues that the evidence of other

In the strict view there is a

68)

as

offence, implying the physical

impossibility of the threat being executed.

prisoners

different

in separate cells' at the time of the

up

commission of the

the other

a

majority in the Appeal Court on the question of

the likelihood of such

on

different

was

are

indirect

similarities between Carker and the

2 C.C.C. 190,

at p. 193.

172.

United States

case

defendant

a

of

was

knife.

a

of People

v.

Robertson.69

prisoner convicted of being in possession

According to his evidence

knife under his mattress

he had found the

and; having placed it in his

clothing, had left his cell to
being serched, the weapon

was

throw the knife away.

discovered and he

subsequently convicted of introducing
into the

a

was

contraband item

defence, the accused argued that he had not

surrendered the knife to the authorities
because of his fear that he would be

fellow inmates

as

a

immediately

regarded by his

collaborator with the authorities and

consequently be in peril of his life.

the court

On

prison.

In his

would

Here the

70

Although

accepted that the circumstances in People v.

69)

5I;3 P 2d. 533.

70)

statutory defence
18-1-702, which is a combination of the
necessity and duress: "conduct which would otherwise
constitute an offense in justifiable and not criminal
when it is necessary as an emergency measure to avoid
an imminent public or private injury which is about to
occur be reason of a situation occasioned or developed
through no conduct of the actor, and which is of
sufficient gravity that, according to ordinary standards
of intelligence and morality, the desirability and
urgency of avoiding the injury clearly outweigh the
desirability of avoiding the injury sought to be
prevented by the statute defining the offense in issue".
The defendant relied on the Colorado

C.R.S. 1973

173.

Lover camp
was

allowed the defence in prison surroundings, it

stressed that in Lovercamp there had been

threat of attack in the immediate future.
in the

present

case seemed to be

relying

a

specific

The defendant
on a

'generalised

fear of retaliation8 which would not be sufficient to
found the defence.

'Put

simply,' Sternbag J, said, 'the

threat to defendant's person
and imminent

as

to rise

The threat uttered

must be

beyond

mere

so

definite, specific

speculation.'

72

against the insurance company

employee in R.I. Recreation Center v. Aetna Casualty &
73

consisted

statement by criminals that if

of

a

their victim did not do

as

directed they would 'take care

of' his brother and his

wife, would 'not forget him later on',

Surety Co.

and would also

in this case,

'take care' of his

Woodbury J.

child.^

considered the question of the

immediacy of the threats and although he was

threats, he did not accept that a

'veiled threat of future

unspecified harm' is the equivalent

118 Cal. Rptr, 110.

72)

at

73)

177 F.2d,

7b)

at

p.33$.

p.60lj.

603.

prepared to

in the face of such

recognise that real fear may exist

71)

In his judgement

of an immediate threat of

m.

death
on

or

the

bodily injury.

Observations, however,

were made

possible harshness of the law;
'But

perhaps, the law of coercion
developed in a tougher-minded age, and
nowadays its severity should be relaxed.
Although we are not aware of any
supporting authority, may be we ought to
hold that under the circumstances it
could be found that the vague menance
of future injury of some unspecified
sort

enough to induce a well founded
present fear of future death or serious
physical harm.
But however this may be,
was

the fact remains that
take the money out of

(the thief) did not
the plaintiff's safe,

under the muzzles of the bandit's

In this case,

the employee had removed

safe in the absence of the criminals
have raised the alarm.

guns.' 7e>
money

from

a

coercing him and could

The fact that he did not do so,

coupled with the fact that there was no indication that the
local
any

police would not be able to offer protection

against

violence contemplated by the 'gangsters', was also, in

Woodbury J.'s mind, an important factor in
defence of duress.

excluding the

77

Vague threats were also at issue

in the case of Iva

17O

Ikuko Toquri D'Aquino v.

7?)

at

76)

ibid.

77)

at

78)

192 F 2d. 338.

p.605.

p.606.

U.S.

,

an

appeal against

175.

conviction for treason.
citizen of
on

the outbreak of

behalf of

an

period of time.
she

appellant

was an

war

enemy,

with the United States.
was

charged

was that of

something she did for

In order to establish

a

a

79

were.

direct threat of

considerable

was

to 'take

She

was

not subjected to

as

implying

a

threat of treatment

similar to that which she knew had been meted

appellant also alleged that her home was

The

orders.
searched

by the police and that she had been

under

was

evidence

was

police surveillance.

A considerable body of

time punishment of prisoners,

but the court held that this did
or

interrogated

introduced to establish the brutality and

viciousness of Japanese war

at

out to

prisoners of the Japanese who had disobeyed military

certain

duress

any

physical harm, but interpreted the veiled

comments made to her

79)

broadcasting

orders' and that if she did not, she knew what the

'consequences'

and

The

duress defence

argued that she had been informed that she

army

American

Japanese extraction who found herself in Japan

offence with which she
on

The

coercion'

p.359.

not prove any 'direct

against the appellant:

176.

'We know of no rule that would commit
who is under the protection of an

one

enemy to claim immunity from prosecution
for treason merely by
setting up a claim
of mental fear of possible future action

the part of the enemy.
We think
that the citizen owing allegiance to the
United States must manifest a determin¬
on

ation to resist commands and orders until
such time as he is faced with the alter¬
native of immediate injury or death....

The person claiming the defence of
coercion and duress must be a person
whose resistance has brought him to the
last ditch.'80

The
case

approach taken in Iva Ikuko

of U.S. v. Olson

collaboration with

81

an

which

enemy.

charge of writing articles

on

was

was

followed in the

similarly concerned with

The accused's defence to

a

behalf of his captors and

delivering pro-Communist political lectures to his fellow
prisoners

was

first case,

that he had done

so

under duress.

In the

he wrote his first article after being told

that he should 'write

or

else', and in the case of the

lectures, these were delivered because his captors told
him that

'it would be better for your

The court

so.

accepted that the overall conditions in which

prisoners of

war were

'indescribable

brutality.

health' if he did

kept involved malnutrition,

filth', and in some cases physical

It was accepted that this

80)

at

81)

7 U.S.C.M.A.

p.359.
1*60.

background indicated

177.

that there
needs

was

a

be, but it

evidence in this

preparedness to
was
case

carry out threats if

decided nonetheless that there
of threats

was

no

amounting to duress;

'Certainly there is

no evidence to
indicate that any overt act was taken
to execute the threat, or that he (the

accused) was ever subjected to any
physical mistreatment other than that
suffered by the prisoners as a group.
He was never singled out for intensive
individualised pressure, nor was he ever
threatened with immediate harm.

We do

not believe such veiled threats of
future

possible mistreatment

accused
regarded as

as

recounted at his trial

can

sufficient to induce

reasonable and

a

be

well grounded fear of imminent
serious bodily injury to him.

It

was

later

or

pointed out that to accept such general

threats would amount to the
a

death

acceptance by military law of

lower standard of resistance than the law of duress

required of civilians, something which the court was not
prepared to

do.^

The liberal interpretation

Cases in which a more liberal
the

view has been taken of

requirements for the threat have

with the

tended to be concerned

question of the physical presence

82)

at

p.l±68.

83)

at

p.U69.

of the threatener.

178.

In

relatively early American case, Paris

a

the accused had been coerced into
gas

pipe.

not

present at the actual

The coercer, who

several hundred feet away,
return from his task.
instructed that the
of the

killing another with

was armed with a

scene

of the

pistol,

attack, but

a

was

was

waiting for the accused to

In the trial

coercer

must be

court, the jury

present at the

was

scene

crime, and the accused felt that this might have

led them to believe that this excluded
in

State.8**

v.

some

otner way have

his control.

The

cases

where he

mignt

the victims of the coercion under

Appeal court agreed with this line of

argument and expressed the opinion that there may be
circumstances in which
of the crime

scene

an

armed

man

some

distance from the

might still have the means of controlling

the accused.

The decision of the

Public
this

Prosecutor^

case

Privy Council in Subramanian v.

takes the matter much further.

Subramanian had been convicted in

assisting terrorists during the insurgency.
approached by the terrorists, the

8U)

31 S.W. 835.

85) (195$ 1 WLR 965.

In

Malaya of

Having been

appellant agreed to harbour
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ammunition, responding to their threats that he should
killed if he did not

comply.

be

This ammunition continued to

be harboured after the terrorists had left and Subramanian

made

no

attempt to contact the authorities.

traditional

grounds that the threat must be continuing and

immediate, Subramanian

was

denied the opportunity of

putting the defence of duress to the jury.

Council, however, took
and

On the

a more

The Privy

liberal view of the threat

recognised that in such circumstances, although the

terrorists

not

were

could constitute

a

physically present, they nonetheless
continuing threat to the accused:

1... threats

previously made could have
continuing menace at the moment
the appellant was captured, and this
possibility was at least a matter for
consideration by a jury or by a judge
been

a

The terrorists or some

and assessors.
of them may

The next

have come back at any

v.

case

Hurley and Murray
has already

reveals

a

gg

significant judicial pronouncement on the

matter is to be found in Smith
R.

moment.'

'.

J's dissenting judgement in

The majority opinion in this

been discussed, but

greater willingness to

86)

at p.972.

87)

Supra, p. 1^8.

the dissenting opinion

take into account the fact

180.

that

physical

factor in

presence may not be the sole

assessing whether

through fear.

determining

victim of coercion acts

a

As the judgement expresses it:

*... where armed men, who appear to be
fully prepared to kill to gain their
ends, have taken possession of a house
at gunpoint, and they have sent the
accused out to execute

them

a

commission for

retaining

a hostage to ensure
obedience to their commands, the threat
to the

hostage's life, whether it is

formulated in words or left unsaid, may
be held to be, during the execution of
the

commission, sufficiently present and
continuing, imminent and impending to

found the defence of

duress...'88

This view should be contrasted with the attitude

adopted by the courts in the Iva Ikuko and Olson cases.
In each of those cases,

circumstances
an

enemy

very
was

much

was

the coercive nature of the

broadly similar

(indeed the position of

subject and a prisoner of war are essentially
more

coercive) but nonetheless

a

specific threat

required in Iva Ikuko and Olson.
R.v. Hudson, R. v. Taylor

89

is

a

particularly inter¬

esting decision which has occasioned academic debate.
The accuseds in this case had been

convicted of perjury and

appealed to the Court of Appeal.

Their defence was one of

88)

at

89)

1971 2 All E.R.

p.5U3.

2bk.
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duress, essentially that they had been

people, including,in Hudson's

warned

by

of

a group

case, by one who had

a

reputation for violence, that they would be 'cut up' if they
gave

evidence against the accused in

the court

a

quo,

a

criminal trial.

In

the recorder had directed the jury that:

'(the appellants)

may very

well have

thought that if they did not tell lies
something very unpleasant might happen to
them in the future, but that is not a
present immediate threat capable of being
then and there carried out because when

they told lies they

were

in

a

court of law

with the recorder of Salford there for

protection and with the police there in
court and... that does not amount to

duress.'90
In the Court of

Appeal, Widgery L.J, illustrated the

principle of continuing fear in the absence of the
by referring to Subramanian's case.
threats faced by

coercer

In his view, the

the accused were likely to be 'no less

compelling, because their execution could not be effected
in the court room,

if they could be carried out in the

streets of Salford the

same

night.'

91

The question of

potential police protection was also raised and on

point Lord Widgery broke with the notion that
opportunity of seeking the protection
would automatically mean

90)

at

p.2l±6.

91)

at

p.2U7.

this

the

of the authorities

that the defence was not available.
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In response

to the Crown's argument that public policy

demanded the

upholding of the traditonal view, Lord Widgery

pointed out that this rule did not distinguish
which the

police would be able to provide effective

tection from those in which
this distinction
severe

they would not.

would, in his view, be

restriction

on

depended

the risks which this
have been

unacceptably

his

Whether

steps to render
age

a

an

threat

and circumstances and

might involve for him.

92

Doubts

expressed as to the wisdom of this judgement.

Professor J.C.
cases

upon

pro¬

To exclude

the defence of duress.

accused has taken sufficient
ineffective

an

in

cases

Smith points out

where the

that 'there must be few

police can offer really effective and

indefinite

protection against threats of physical injury',

but argues

that the right decision was reached by the

Court of

A
and

Appeal

case

on

other grounds.

in which no verbal threat

yet which gave rise to a

only

a

County Court decision

92)

ibid.

93)

1971 C.L.R.

9k)

38 C.R.N.S. bO.

337, 339.

at all was made

successful duress defence

is the recent Canadian case of R. v.
is

93

Wilcox.

9b

Although it

and is consequently of
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comparatively little authority, it is worth noting
example of the liberal approach.
accused

was

In this

case

as an

the

charged with trafficking in marijuana.

testified that he had been visited
asked him to sell the

by three people who

drug and that he had done

because he felt that the

He

'visitation

was

so

not in the

spirit of friendship but boded trouble'.

In order to

put off the fight which he felt his visitors would be
happy to start, the accused agreed to sell the marijuana.
It is unlikely that the
in many

accused's plea would succeed

criminal courts, but in

a

curious and unimpressive

judgement O'Hearn, Co. Ct. J. showed willing to accept
'It is

quite clear on the jurisprudence

that

threat does not have to be

a

conveyed in words or in any

formal sense.

You don't have to go through any kind of
routine... or anything like that.
Its

things that we meet all the
law, the question of communication
in a situation such as Mr. Wilcox
encountered on that night, I as a jury
have to try and put myself in his place
one

of these

time in
...

and determine whether there was a real,
substantial, present threat, by people
actually there, of grievous bodily harm
to me, unless I complied with their
suggestions, and I think there was.
I
don't think there was anything irrational
or unreasonable in his conclusion, that
he had to play it cool and be as agreeable
as possible and take the chances as they

came.'95

95)

at

p.Ul;.

it:

18U.

Two final

the

requirements of the threat.

R.

v.

of

a

his

illustrate the liberal approach to

cases

Williamson
murder

96

the accused had

In the Australian

case

disposed of the body

victim, allegedly under threat.

According to

evidence, the murderer threatened to kill him if he

did not

comply, the murder having occurred

and the burial

on

a

Sunday.

on a

Wednesday

Over this period, the man

who had committed the murder visited the accused each

day,

although the final drive to the burial spot and the

disposal of the body
The accused

threat

was

was

done by the accused himself.

argued that although the person making the

not

constantly present, he 'came and went'

sufficiently frequently to show that the threat of death
was

a

continuing

97
one.

In the trial court this

argument was rejected on the

grounds that what threats of death there
antecedent

ones

and that these did not

accepted the body, the accused drove
As the trial judge

spot.

96) (1972)2 NSWLR 281.
97)

at

p.283.

had been were

apply when, having

alone to the burial

pointed out:

185.

'Antecedent threats are no defence
to the commission of a crime because
once the will has a chance to reassert

itself, as where a man gets away on
his own, then the threat of immediate
death or violence is gone and duress
with

goes

it.'98

The decision of the
followed the Court of

R.

Taylor.

v.

Appeal decision in R.

taken away not

performing

was

only through fear of immediate death

or

as

clear in this

a

result of fear that this

a

an

case

threat could have contacted the
the threat

certain act

be

injury will result from

Although it

Hudson,

can

serious violence but also
or

v.

In his judgement, Lee J. accepts that free

choice to refrain from

death

Supreme Court of New South Wales

antecedent threat.

that the victim of the

police in order to render

ineffective, following Hudson and Taylor it was

held that any

decision

as

to whether or not it was

reasonable for this to be done would be affected by the

circumstances of the

case

and should be left for a jury

to decide.

The final case in this
another of the American

p.28U.

98)

at

99)

338 N.E. 2d. hh2.

section, People v. Unger

99

is

prison escape cases, post-dating

186.

the

important

was

a

cases

twenty-two

prison farm.
was

Harmon100

of

year

and

old inmate of

Lovercamp.101

a

minimum

Shortly after his arrival

beaten and

sexually assaulted by

on

a gang

Unger

security

the

farm, he

of prisoners.

He did not inform the authorities of this incident and

when,

days later, he received

some

be killed for
the

having informed

prison farm.

the accused

on

As defence to

a message

that he would

his assaillants, he left
a

charge of prison

escape,

argued that his act was committed under duress,

in that he had

reason

to

expect the threat to be carried out.

Following the lead provided by the Lovercamp decision, the
Illinois

Appellate Court was prepared in this case to

recognise that the authorities were not in a position to
guarantee complete security to the inmates of the prison
and that the

grounds.

defence should not therefore be barred on

As far as immediacy was concerned,

the essentials of this

they felt that

requirement were present:

'We do not believe that a"gun to the head
immediacy" is essential to establish either

compulsion or necessity.
To require that
a prisoner be immediately pursued by armed
inmates is unrealistic if this is made a
condition to justify escape to save a

prisoner's life.'

100)

220 NW 2d. 212.

101)

118 Cal.Rptr.110.

102)

At

p.14*6.

102

these
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From this discussion of

the liberal

approaches to the defence have

it will be clear that

by

no means

the law

were

in which the strict and

cases

current consensus

a

be inferred.
to be

If any view

as

been
on

illustrated,

the matter

can

to the drift of

attempted, it would probably be that the

traditionally restrictive nature of the defence has been
seriously breached by

line of decisions dating back to the

a

Privy Council decision in Subramanian.
decision of the Court of

The authority of the

Appeal in Hudson and Taylor is

considerable, but it is questionable whether the approach it
reveals has been

sufficiently consolidated to constitute a

While being cautious as

reasonably strong legal principle.
to the
as

possibility of future courts accepting a general fear

coercion, particularly in cases where police

might be inadequate, it is significant

protection

nonetheless that the

ability of the authorities to protect the victims of coercion
is

now

questioned in the courts.

It is interesting to

observe that in the decision in Lynch
Court of

implied
the

Appeal, Lowry C.J, accepted that a
as

well

as

nor

threat can be

expressed, and that although

major issue in the case,

Court

in the Northern Ireland

the House of Lords

establishing whether or

this was not

neither the Northern Ireland
seemed much concerned with

not a threat

qualifying as coercion

188.

had been made.

Northern
the

103

In the particular circumstances of

Ireland, this does not

amount to

an

acceptance of

principle that the law must accept countervailing force,

but it does amount to

a

realistic assessment of the

atmosphere of general fear in which people
live.

In the American

prison

In the

more recent cases the

accepted that the authorities cannot offer

complete protection against assault and that
consequence

sometimes

escape cases a similar

judicial trend has appeared.
courts have

may

continuing fear

may

threat which the victim is in

as a

result, fear based

on a

practice unable to render

ineffective.

This
criminal

policy in that it raises the dilemma foreseen by

Sir James
other

development has significant implications for

sources

force.

In Stephen8s view, law must contest with

Stephen.

of coercion in what amounts to a rivalry of

The defence of duress

provides an exception to the

rigorous application of the law in certain
but to extend its

circumstances,

application to include continuing fear of

private retaliation,even in the presence

of state organs

designed to afford protection, places the two sources

coercion, legitimate and illegitimate in

103)

See Lynch
on

On the

making duress a
(1963) 1 W.L.R.

stark conflict.

In

Of course, any observations
proof of coercion would have been
question of the onus on the accused of^
'live issue' for the jury, see R., v. Gill

(N.I.) at p.^1.

the standard of

obiter.

of

8U1.
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some

it is

cases

able to

possible that the authorities will

not be

protect the victim of coercion from violence

perpetrated by terrorists

or

defence in such

be harsh, but to allow it would

cases

may

criminals.

To refuse the

undoubtedly give rise to spurious and unacceptable claims
as

foreseen

by Lord Kilbrandon in his judgement in Lynch.

Moreover, to admit the defence in cases in which there is
no

immediate threat

emanating from

someone

present at the

place in which the offence is committed, could possibly
encourage

the

more

widespread use of proxies in the
At this

stage, important issues of

policy must be faced.

Reluctance by the courts

commission of crime.
criminal
to

accept the possibly adverse consequences of any

extension of the defence

will, it is submitted, lead to

extreme caution in the endorsement of the

approach.

wide

Hudson and Taylor

190.

CHAPTER

9

The innocence of the

accused

191.

The Innocence of the Accused

An obvious

objection to the defence of duress is that

in certain circumstances the accused may

responsible for placing himself in
If

a

man

joins

a

have been

vulnerable position.

criminal organisation and then finds

a

himself coerced by other members of the organisation into

committing

an

offence, it

can

be argued that he is

responsible for the outcome of the coercion in
which he would not be

with the

a way

in

he not to have become involved

were

organisation in the first place.

There

are

no

English

cases

in which the point is

Tyler and Price involved participation

directly decided.
in the activities of

a

gang

and duress was pleaded by the

accused, but the availability of the defence in the
circumstances in

question was not directly discussed.

Glanville Williams, however,

is of the opinion that the

defence could have been excluded in this case on

grounds that the accused had
gang.

1)

voluntarily joined the armed

Some writers assume that the

Glanville Williams, op.cit.,
and Criminal

the

defence will not be

759, 760?

0'Regan, Duress
Review, 35,36.

Conspiracies, 1971 Criminal Law

192.

available to
criminal

accused who has

an

conspiracy,

these statements.

but little authority is given for

Indeed, in his judgement in Lynch,

Lord Kilbrandon argues
such

a

voluntarily entered into

2

that English law does not embody

rule:

'It would

probably be necessary, too
lay down that coercion would not
avail one who, e.g. took orders from
the head of the gang of which he was
a voluntary member.
Such a provision
features in the codes;
I do not see
to

how it could become
law save by

part of English

legislation.'3

The first appearance
with the Draft Code of
duress will be

that he
or

a

of the rule in English law is

1879, sec.23 of which states that

defence to certain offences

(the accused)

was

not

a

'provided...

party to any association

conspiracy the being party to which rendered him

subject to compulsion.'
The Commonwealth Codes
but there is

an

broadly follow this provision

important difference between them

respect of the definition of the

form of conspiracy or

organisation in which the accused

2)

Edwards, op.cit.,

3)

Lynch,

p.9k%-

p.306.

in

has become involved.

a
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The Criminal Codes of Western Australia and Queensland

both

specifically exclude the defence

entered into

an

unlawful association.

Criminal Code Act

1899

(Queensland)

if the accused has

Sec.31 of the

states:

*A person is not criminally responsible
for an act or omission if he does or

omits to do the act under any of the

following circumstances....

(h)

When he does

or

act in order to

save

immediate death

or

ommits to do the
himself from

grievous bodily
protection does not
extend... to a person who has by
entering into an unlawful association
or conspiracy rendered himself liable

harm... But this

to have such threats made to him.!

A different

approach is adopted in the Criminal Codes of

Canada, Tasmania and New Zealand.

Sec.17 of the Canadian

Criminal Code states:

who commits an offence under
compulsion by threats of immediate
death or grievous bodily harm from a
person who is present when the offence
is committed is excused for committing
the offence if he believes that the
threats will be carried out and if he
is not a party to a conspiracy or
association whereby he is subject to
compulsion...1
'A person

In

Tasmania, the Criminal

Sec.20 that:

Code Act,

192U provides in

19U.

*...Compulsion by threats
death

of immediate

grievous bodily harm... shall be
an excuse for the
commission, by a person
subject to such threats, and who believes
or

that such threats will be

executed, and
party to any association or
conspiracy the being a party to which
rendered him subject to
compulsion...'

who is not

In New

a

Zealand, sec.2U of the Crimes Act, 1961 adopts

essentially the

same

wording

as

'... and if he is not

the Canadian provisions

part to any
conspiracy whereby he is
subject to compulsion.'
association

a

or

The American Model Penal Code

provides

defined exclusion of the defence.

Article

narrowly

a more

2.09(2) of Draft

10 states that:

'(2) the defence provided... is unavailable
recklessly placed himself in a

if the actor

situation in which it
would be subjected to
is also

probable that he
duress.
The defence
unavailable if he was negligent in
was

placing himself in such a situation,
whenever negligence suffices to establish
culpability.'
The

approach.

proposed new Federal Criminal Code adopts a

Sec.610 of this Code provides:
»... The defence defined in this section
not available to a person who, by

is

voluntarily entering into a criminal enter¬
prise, or otherwise, willfully placed
himself in a situation in which it was
forseeable that he would be

The defence is

duress.
if he
such

was
a

negligent in placing himself in

situation, whenever

suffices to establish
offence

subjected to

also unavailable

charged.'

negligence

culpability for the

similar

195.

The dearth of

extent made up
S.

v.

a

on

the

v.

Hurley and Murray."'

Bradbury

was an

appeal against

as an accessory

appeal
The

a

to murder.

death sentence passed
The accused had
a

criminal

While in South Africa he had been involved

in London.

in their activities there

mercenary,

an

case.

gradually become involved in the activities of
gang

certain

alluded to in Lynch, but did not receive

was

acting

a

Supreme Court of Victoria in 1967.

extensive consideration in that

for

question is to

decision of the South African Appellate

1966, and R.

heard before the

question

law

for by two comparatively recent decisions,

Bradbury,^

Division in

case

and, after a brief spell as a

had re-established contact with them.

The gang's

reputation for violence and its use of murder to further its
ends

was

known to the accused.

After

a

period during which he had contact
the accused was summoned by one

criminal gang,

members and told that the leader

him to murder

a

former business

that if he did not

with the
of its

of the organisation wanted

associate.

comply with this

He was told

instruction his family

Ij.)

1967 S.A.(1) 387. On this case see a note by Milton,
'Compulsion and the gangster', 8U S.A.L.J.(1967), 1h5.

5)

1967 V.R. 526.
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would be attacked.

which he

was

Although he

was aware of the

placing both himself and

his

family, the

accused fired shots at the intended victim's
he

home, although

allegedly did not attempt to kill the victim.

further

prevarication

on

the

car

in which

In the court

defence to

was

a

to the victim's home, driving

they travelled there.
a

quo,

it

was

assumed that duress

murder, but the issue

arose as

was

not

to whether it

mitigating factor which would enable the judge to

exercise his discretion not to
The two

assessors

be treated

as

impose the death penalty.

who sat with the

judge felt that it should

such, but the judge decided nonetheless to

impose the death sentence.
the

After

his part, he finally accompanied

another member of the gang

a

danger in

The question that arose before

Appellate Division was whether this discretion had been

properly exercised.

Although this decision does not deal

directly with the admissibility of the defence itself in
cases

where the accused has been

party to a conspiracy,

important observations are made both in the

Division

quo

and in the judgement

on

the

question of the effect

conspiracy
the major

of the Appellate

a

the court

on

blameworthiness of the

issue became that

opposition to the murder in

judgement of

of participation in a

accused.

of the reality of

In the event,

Bradbury's

question, and his apparent failure

197.

to take every

available opportunity to

the threat to which he
adamant in its

was

was

subjected.

illegal organisation.

some

himself from

The court

rejection of compulsion

extenuating circumstance where the
an

remove

a

as an

accused is

a

member of

In his judgement, quoted at

length in the Appellate Division judgement of

Blerk J.A., the

quo

van

judge observed:

'.. In

organised society, no government,
police force, no court of law can allow
a position to develop in the state whereby
private gangs, private individuals,usurp
functions of the State, of the police force
and of the courts.
The authority of the
an

no

State to maintain and enforce law and order
must be supreme

and unchallenged.

Not

only must its citizens look to it, and it

alone, for protection but they must have a
greater fear for the sanctions of the State
than for the unlawful threats and deeds of
wrongdoers in society.
A State lacking in
these respects is heading for anarchy, for
the breakdown of

organised

If, in his view, the State
who committed

a

society.16

recognised that a person

crime had done so because

'discipline imposed upon him by a gang
and allowed that
an

as

a

6)

at p.399.

7)

ibid.

of wrongdoers'

defence, then this

acceptance by the State of

of the
7

would amount to

the usurping of its functions.

198.

It

pointed out, moreover, that if the defence

was

admitted in such

cases

were

it would also be available to other

members of the gang, even to those who were less reluctant
than the accused

might have been to

carry out the criminal

activities of the gang:

'these results

are

unreal and

a

court of

law, in

my view,
cannot therefore

cannot allow it.
It
accept such facts as
making the conduct of the accused less

reprehensible.'8
There is

After he has
defence
the

on

judge

apparent contradiction in this judgement.

an

appeared to reject the availability of the

the

grounds of public policy described above,

goes on

to

say:

'if indeed you had been under such
compulsion that for the nonce you could
not escape, I would have been prepared
to accept the extenuating circumstances
to be of such a nature as to warrant a
lesser sentence.
But you had at least
the two days... to escape.
You chose
not to do it J
you chose to accept the
dictates of a gang of criminals of
whom you were

The

afraid.

majority judgement in the

less opaque on

this point.

felt that the voluntary

It is clear that Steyn C.J,

submission of the accused to the

discipline of the gang excludes
compulsion

as an

8)

at p.399.

9)

at

p.UOO.

Appellate Division is

him from pleading

extenuating circumstance:

199.

'However much he may, at the initial

stages in London, have been inveigled
by degrees into the criminal activities
of this gang, he knew full well at this
stage, when he had been rid of them for
some
months, what they were about and
the measures to which they resorted in
order to enforce compliance with their
bequests.
In spite of all this he did
not demur.
When he could have refused
to do so, he exposed himself to renewei

submission to this gangster reg:
In his

dissenting judgement, Holmes J.A. showed himself

prepared to take

a more

lenient view of the accused's

position.

Although he accepted that 'as

proposition

a man

a

member of

a

general

who voluntarily and deliberately becomes

criminal gang

disciplinary code of
defence

a

with knowledge of its
cannot rely on compulsion

vengence

extenuation'

11

as

or

fear

as

treat each

case

according to its individual circumstances.

In this case,
pawn and was

an

he

was

prepared to

he accepted the accused's status as a mere
prepared to believe that he acted with a real

reluctance.

Holmes J.A. also seemed to

accused's evidence that he was

into the gang,

at p.393.

11)

at

p.2i06.

'gradually drawn and coerced'

and this would seem to alter the

and deliberate' nature of his

10)

accept the

'voluntary

involvement with the criminal
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organisation.
the

As the facts related in this judgement show,

original involvement with

minor

one

-

the accused

the

opening of

an

a

member of the gang was a

illegal social club.

When

attempted to withdraw from the venture, he

physically assaulted.

was

This pattern of physical intimidation

continued, although presumably it would have been possible
to escape

from the

the gang's clutches by absenting himself entirely
scene

of its

operations.

12

For Holmes J.A. this

provided sufficient grounds for mitigation of sentence,
though not for
R.
a

v.

a

complete defence of compulsion.

Hurley and Murray concerned a prison escape and

charge of being accessories after the felony of escape.

In this case,

two prisoners, Ryan and Walker, arrived at

Hurley's house after they had killed a warder and
from

Applying coercion to Hurley, they

prison.

that unless he assisted them in
suffer

unpleasant consequences.

also detained
whom he
of the

was

as

a

12)

at

p.ij.06 et

told Murray

Murray

the house, having been

there of the two escapees.

seq.

the woman with

prisoners had made.

agreed to accompany Hurley to
of the presence

According to Hurley, they

Hurley left the house and

request that the two

warned him

obtaining a car, he would

hostage Edna O'Reilly,

living.

escaped

told

Once in the

201

.

house, Murray agreed to assist Ryan and Walker, later
arguing that he had only done
himself and Edna

As well

threats in

as

in order to protect

O'Reilly.
considering the question of whether the

question satisfied the criteria of duress, the

court in this

case

so

case

debated whether the defence

available to Murray,

was

in view of his voluntary

involvement in the affair.

Murray admitted

examination

on

that he went voluntarily to the house when first

Hurley to
he

was

obtaining

in his

On this point the

a car.

court reached the decision that
an

asked by

there, and that he went in the knowledge that

go

to assist in

ation at

in any

Murray's voluntary particip¬

early stage in the affair excluded the defence

case:

'..

we

are

persuaded that it is both

good law and good sense, and

that a

person who without threat of death or
serious violence excuse his criminal
conduct in

participating in that

enterprise by showing that
had embraced the cause

subjected to threats of

after he

he was

violence at

parties to
ensure that he did not resile from
the bargain he had voluntarily entered
into. '13
the hands of the other

The dissenting
view of Murray's

13)

at

p.533.

judgement of Smith J.

position.

takes a different

While the majority

judgement

202.

denied that the threat to the
an

hostage's life constituted

admissible threat from the point of view of the

establishing of the fact that Hurley and Murray acted
under

duress, Smith J.

decided otherwise.

Since he

accepted that the threat to the hostage caused Murray to
act under

duress, then in his opinion Murray

under duress from the time that he

fact that the

hostage

threatened.

was

involvement in the affair
While

duress.

was

was

was

acting

informed of the

His original

therefore the result of

accepting the existence of authorities
voluntary involvement will exclude

to the effect that

a

the

are

defence, these

said by Smith J, to be of no
•j

application in this case.
Two American decisions also

must raise the defence

Patterson,

1 ^
a

embezzlement.

had

hold that the accused

'with clean hands'.

State

v.

1925 Oregon decision, involved a charge of
The

defendant, while employed by a

given to another money

belonging to the bank.

bank,

Having

to make up the

shortcoming, he then took

employment with another bank.

Under pressure from the

borrowed money

110

at

15)

2lfl p.977;

p.5bk.
also State v. Clay,

261* N.W. 77.
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lender, who threatened to expose his original embezzlement,
the defendant then
from his

employers.

new

The defendant
but the court

exposure

repaid the loan out of funds embezzled

attempted to raise

a

defence of duress

rejected the argument that the fear of

and prosecution constituted duress.

This

was

clearly expressed by the court:
'The situation had its origin in the
defendant's own voluntary shortcoming.
He himself

the

controlling and
indispensable factor in the matter. He
himself began the digression from the
path of rectritude.
Without his act,
was

the situation which he claims

was

compulsory would not have occurred.
There

are

the accused is

obvious merits in
a

member of

a

excluding the defence when

criminal conspiracy.

Problems, however, arise in determining what form of
Initially, the

involvement will lead to this result.
criterion of

knowledge may be used to identify cases in

which exclusion is

joined
may

an

appropriate.

If the accused has

organisation knowing that it is

later be subjected to duress by

virtue of his involvement,

then it is reasonable that he should be

consequences of

16)

at

p.978.

possible that he

his involvement, even

responsible for the

if he is unwilling to

201;.

commit the criminal act with which he is

charged.

eventually

Should this rule apply, though,

which the accused commits under

were

subsequent duress is of

nature

substantially different to that which

normal

practice of the organisation to commit?

example of this might be where A joins
isation which has in the

violent crimes against

the offence

a

it is the

If,

as a

should he be denied the defence of duress?

This

possible injustice of such a solution:

pick-pocket

may

organ¬
non¬

member of the

organisation he is later coerced into performing

shows the

An

criminal

past confined itself to

property.

a

murder,

a

example

the

not have contemplated being coerced to

murder.

The codes do not make any
As

they

are

provision for this situation.

worded, the member of the non-violent gang

would be denied the defence if later
crime of violence.

charged with

17

potentially harsh implications.

pointing to its

The only way of

justifying its retention in its present form
on

policy grounds members of

should be held

17)

is by arguing

criminal organisations

responsible for whatever consequences

O'Regan, op.cit., at
law of New York*

serious

Several academic commentators have

criticised the harshness of this rule,

that

a

6U

flow

p.38; Krte, 'The P™P°yd penal
Col.L.Rev.(l96U) 1 U69 at p.1f>07.
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from their

acts,

even

if they

were unable to foresee that

such consequences would emerge.

0sRegan suggests the following rule to deal with
of the

objections to the law in its

some

current form:

!The defence of duress is not available
if the accused intentionally or recklessly

places himself in a situation in which he
reasonably ought to have foreseen (a) that
he would be subjected to the degree of
duress to which he was actually subjected;
and

(b) that he would

be forced to commit

offence at least as serious as the
offence which was actually committed.*18
an

This formulation
of unforeseen

provides

an answer

to the difficulty

duress, (at present the codes and the

judicial dicta ignore the question of whether duress would
have been

foreseen), and it also avoids the injustice of

holding the member of
for crimes which it

a

was

criminal organisation responsible
not the normal

practice of the

organisation to commit.

18)

0'Regan, op.cit. at p.39.
Cf. provisions on attributing
to a party to an offence the offence of another party not
strictly within the original common intention - Canadian
Criminal Code S 21(2).
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CHAPTER

Duress and

6

murder

207.

Duress and Murder

Perhaps
the

aspect of the problem of duress has been

no

subject of

much discussion

as

as

that of the avail¬

ability of the duress defence to

a

The question is not a novel one,

although earlier

discussion did not

distinguish between the problem of

duress in relation to
and duress

charge of murder.

general necessity of circumstances

'per minas'.

In fact, in respect of this

aspect of the defence, some of the problems involved in
the distinction between the defence of

necessity and the

defence of duress

clearly illustrated.

strictly defined

are

The element of value which would be excluded if the defence
of duress

were

to be

regarded

as a

true excuse is prominent

in relation to duress and murder.

The
in the

question of whether necessity should be a defence

talcing of life is essentially a moral one which has

attracted

as

The familiar
a

much

philosophical attention as it has legal.

example of the trapped cave explorers provides

typical instance of the problem's

expression in ethical

•i

discussion.

1)

Several

cave

explorers decide that the only

the dilemma of the
context, perhaps the best
known is that described by Fuller, 'The Case of the
Speluncean Explorers' 62 Harvard Law Review (19h9), 616.
There

are

explorers.

a

number of variations on

In the legal
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in which

they

can

survive is by killing and consuming one

of their number.

This they

lives will be saved and

plank problem provides
This

problem, which

well

as

one

lost.

for

men

life.

debated by the natural lawyers

other of the

The

a

as

struggle by two ship¬

plank which will be capable of saving only

a

Will

The well-known

similar example of the dilemma.

a

by philosophers, postulates

wrecked
one

was

only

do, thus ensuring that several

one

of them be

plank in order to

justified in depriving the
save

his

own

life?

explorer and the plank problem provide slightly

different variations of the

same

question.

In the

explorer instance, the problem of calculating the value of
one

life

against several is revealed.

number of lives
We may

justifies

our

The saving of what

intervening by taking life?

find it difficult to argue against taking one life

in order to preserve

several hundreds, although we may not

accept the utilitarian argument in other contexts.
the assessment to be

What role does the
taken

purely one of calculating numbers?

guilt or otherwise of the life or lives

play in the calculation?

will be

or

Few would argue

acceptability of killing a man on
bomb in

a

in order to protect

others, and will tend to see

by the victim's 'guilt'.

a

In most circumstances we

ready to take a 'guilty life'

ourselves

crowded

But is

building.

this as justified

against the

the point of his detonating
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The

plank problem gives rise to rather

issues.

Here the number of lives is

calculus which is used to
other

case

approaches
most

provides

severely, it

justify the taking of life in the

no cover for our decision.

may

to

wrong.
self

push

precious than one's

own

man

off

Alternatively it

may

be argued that the doctrine of

so

a

plank is, in these terms,

strong that it justifies the

use

of

against others, even if this involves the taking of

life.

In extreme

for food

can

further his
based

Firstly, and

drowning

a

preservation is

force

Two

be argued that the life of another

should always be considered more
life:

difficult

equal and the

be adopted to this question.

may

more

on

the

circumstances, the starving man struggling

therefore kill his
own

competitor in order to

chance of survival.

This form of justification

theoiyof self preservation is approved of by a

number of writers.

In

'Leviathan', Hobbes writes:

'When a man is destitute of food, or other
thing necessary for his life, and cannot
preserve himself any other way, but by some
fact against the lawj
as if in a great
famine he take the food by force, or stealth,
which he cannot obtain for money or charity
he is totally excused.'2
...

Hobbes does not

specifically say that the taking

justified by self preservation,

is, of

2)

course,

though the self-preservation

capable of being used

'Leviathan', cap.27.

of life is

in such circumstances.
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The theme of
in the

self-preservation is

"Philosophy of

Law*.3

also discussed by Kant

Kant argues that what he

terms the

'right of necessity' must involve

a

tion when

applied to the taking of life for

reasons

self-preservation.

right of self defence against

who has lauched

'violent self

of

This results from his distinguishing

this write from the
aggressor

contradic¬

an

unjust assault.

preservation* in

cases

such

as

an

An act of
the plank

example, in Kant's view, is not altogether beyond
condemnation, but should be exempt from punishment.
is because it is not
a

law would

objectively in accordance with what

prescribe, but is 'subjectively' based

assumption of how

a

this

a man

A

'an

penal law which threatened to

in such circumstances would, according to

argument, fail in its purpose 'for the threat of an

evil which is still uncertain

judicial sentence
evil which is

condition of

-

-

such

as

death by a

could not overcome the fear of an

certain,

circumstances'.^
the

on

sentence would be pronounced by a

court in the case*.

punish

This

as

drowning is in such

Kant concludes that

this 'subjective

impunity* has been confused by jurists as

equivalent of objective lawfulness, an

argument which

embodies the essential

excuse/justification problem in duress.

3)

'The Philosophy of

Law' (Hastie ed., London,

il)

at

p.52.

1887)
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Justice Holmes discusses the

terms.^

vation in not dissimilar

Kant, he focusses his attention
of the

right of self-preser¬
As is the

on

case

with

the punishment aspect

defence, pointing out that this is evidence of

situation where law * exceeds the limits of

a

retribution,

and subordinates consideration of the individual to that
of the

public well being*.

The principle that the

deliberate taking of life will not be

punished when it is

the

can

only

way

he argues,

*

of saving one*s own life

on one

be justified,

of two grounds:

either that self

preservation is proper
supposed, or that, even if it
is improper, the law cannot prevent it by
punishment, because a threat of death at
in the

some

case

future time

can never

be

a

sufficiently powerful motive to make a man
choose death now in order to avoid the
threat.*°
The

that

a

implications of choosing the first ground

single person may sacrifice

survival and *a fortiori* this

people to do so.
a

favour of the

another for his own

applies to the right of a

The effect of the

retributive theory

of the criminal

second ground is that
law is abandoned in

preventative theory.

Of the two

alternatives,

self-sacrifice or self-

preservation, the second seems more
accord with what we know

5)

*The Common Law*

6)

at

p.U7.

is

realistically in

of human nature.

(London, 1881),

k7.

The first,
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however, is given recognition in the law and,
shown, provides the corner-stone of
hostility to the duress defence in

as

will be

the law's traditional
cases

of murder.

Self-preservation, of course, is not totally ignored by
the criminal law.
defence to

The

criminal

a

taken, constitutes
moral

an

recognition of self defence

charge,

even

as

a

where life has been

acknowledgement of the notion's

acceptability.
Taking innocent life in circumstances of necessity

was

discussed

and

eighteenth centuries.

by the natural lawyers of the seventeenth

necessity could be

a

Grotius accepted that

defence in law, but qualified this

acceptance by applying certain restraints on actions
performed through necessity.
alternative

secondly, the
action
same

of

means

person

Firstly, there must be no

protecting threatened rights;

whose rights are infringed by an

performed through necessity must not be

position

as

the person who performs the

in the

act;

finally, compensation should be paid to the person
suffers

as

a

result of the act.

7)

'De lure Belli

ac

who

Grotius excluded

killing in circumstances of necessity,
rejects the taking of life in the

and

and specifically

plank example.

Pacis' 2.2.7.

7
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Puffendorf*s
of

'De lure Naturae* deals with the
question

necessity and acknowledges that in

may

circumstances it

be permissible to take another's life.

being the

case

an

decide who is to be thrown

overboard;

shuts

a

doing

so

where

a

pushed

closes off

a

swimmer

away

this

as

overloaded boat draw lots to

gate behind him in order to

poor

As well

with the plank example, it would also be

allowed where those aboard

is

some

a

fugitive

escape an enemy

but in

fellow fugitive's escape route;

and

encounters

and

by the latter.

One of the

where

a

good swimmer at

sea

g

qualifications which Puffendorf makes to

the exercise of this

right is that the right which is

compromised in the evading of the threat to the agent's

right must be

no more

valuable than the right protected

In two of the instances he cites

by the agent.

where it

is

permissible to kill through necessity, a single life

is

protected at the cost of another single

other case,

life.

(the boat example), several lives are protected

at the cost of

a

smaller number.

Where a single life is

weighed against another single life, we may assume
criterion of

equal value is satisfied.

position where, in order to save
take the life of several

8)

In the

De iure naturae,

others?

2.6.

that the

What would be the

his own life, a man has to
Puffendorf does not

21b.

discuss this

possibility, though it might be argued that he

would regard

this

as

unjustified

on

the grounds that the

right invaded is greater than the right protected.
In his

•Maxims' Lord Bacon also recognises the
right

to take life in circumstances of

necessity:

'..
If a man steal viands to satisfy his
present hunger, this is no felony nor
larceny. So if divers be in danger of
drowning by the casting away of some boat
or barge, and one of them get to some
plank, or on the boat's side to keep
himself above water, and another to save
his life thrust him from it whereby he is

drowned; this is neither "se defendendo"
by misadventure, but justifiable. • 9

nor

In
the

English law there is

a

long line of authority on

question of duress and murder, the major part of

which is hostile to the admission of the defence in these

circumstances.

In his

'Pleas of the Crown', Hale

distinguishes between threats made in time of peace and
those made in times of war,

rebellion.

In the former

public insurrection, or
circumstances, Hale argues

that the defence of duress will not be

available in cases

of murder:

9)

Maxims, (1636) p«2f? reg.S>.

Quoted in Lynch, at p.93f>«

21$.

•If

a man be
desperately assaulted and
peril of death, and cannot otherwise
escape unless, to satisfy his assailants
fury, he will kill an innocent person
then present, the fear and actual force
will not acquit him of the crime and
punishment of murder, if he commit the
fact, for he ought rather to die himself

in

than kill

In times of war,

an

Hale feels different rules

because the person

threatened has

redress in the courts.

that in such

innocent.'10

11

no

may

apply

opportunity of seeking

Hale does not

specifically

say

circumstances, the taking of life may be

justified, though he does raise the problem of the man who
is coerced into
case

the offence of murder may

of treason.
same

joining rebels.

Presumably in such a
be involved as well as that

In his 'Pleas of the Crown1 East makes

points as Hale does on treason and rebellion,

agrees on

the question of killing under

the

but dis¬

threats

•Yet, according to Lord Hale, a man
even excuse the killing of another
who is innocent, under a threat, however
urgent, of loosing his own life unless he
comply. But if the commission of treason
may be extenuated by the fear of present
death and while the party is under actual
compulsion, there seems no reason why this
offence may not also be mitigated upon
like consideration of human infirmity.'
cannot

10)
11)

P.C.i.51.
This unrealistic view
Vol.

12)

is criticised by

II, 107.

Pleas of the Crown,

$.61.

Stephen, 'History',

216.

East

qualifies this acceptance of the duress plea in such
by stating that it will not be acceptable if there

cases

is,

as

Hale mentions, possible

In his

recourse to the authorities.

'Commentaries', Blackstone makes clear his

opposition to the defence's admissibility where there has
been the

taking of life.

Blackstone contrasts physical

force

(vis absoluta) with 'moral force'.

case,

the coerced agent might successfully plead duress;

In the former

in the latter the defence would not be available:

principle which excuses those
mental will in the perpet¬
ration of an offence protects from
punishment of the law those who commit
crimes in subjection to the power of
others, and not as a result of an un¬
controlled free action proceeding from
themselves.
Thus, if A by force takes
the hand of B in which is a weapon, and
therewith kills C, A is guilty of
murder, but B is excused; but if a
merely moral force is used, as threats,
duress of imprisonment, or even an
assault to the peril of his life, in
order to compel him to kill
it is no
legal excuse.'13
'The

same

who have

no

Blackstone states that

this, however,

applies only to

positive crimes, those which he says are
law of

society', and which may
It does not

society.
'natural

13)

therefore be excused by

apply, he says, to what

offences', since in these cases

Comm.

U, 27.

'created by the
he terms

'human magistrates
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are

only the executioners of divine punishment'.
The attitude of

general

was

Stephen to the defence

hostile, and the strictness

of duress in

of his approach is

particularly evident in respect of murder committed under
duress.

Criminal

law,

argues

Stephen, is:

!a system of compulsion on the widest
It is a collection of threats
of injury to life, liberty and property

scale.

if

people do commit crimes.

threats to be withdrawn

Are such

they are
encountered by opposing threats?
The
law says to a man intending to commit
murder, If you do it I will hang you.
as

Is the law to withdraw its threat if
someone

else says,

I will shoot

Modern writers

are

If

you

do not do it,

you.'15
cautious when

dealing with this

question though they tend to present the exclusion of the
defence to

charges of murder as an accepted rule.

Hall

states that the rule that duress is not a defence to a

charge of murder 'would
in such

cases',

"1 6

seem

but goes on to point out that

the matter the courts have

grounds

16)

as

well:

Hall, p.U38.

to call for summary disposition

in deciding

usually made use of other

218.

•Wot a single case of conviction for
murder has been found where the decision
rests squarely on facts

signifying a.
plain choice between self-sacrifice and
the killing of an innocent
person, with
a ruling that the former is
required by
law, even though in some of the cases
there was
death. '17

In

a

reasonable fear of iirminent

discussing the general question of which offences

duress is not

a

that the proper
offences

defence

to, Glanville Williams suggests

approach should not be to exclude specific

by name, but to look in each case at what the

accused has done and what he has been threatened with.

Thus

a

major assault would require very serious duress and

would also
as

duress

require strenuous efforts to escape.
as

a

defence to murder is

18

As far

concerned, Glanville

that a convincing explanation of the

Williams suggests

exclusion is to be found in Laws of Hawaii

justify himself
charge of his doing an injury to
another by showing the threat of an
imminent danger of an equal or less danger
•No

one

against

shall be able to
a

to himself.1

He also refers to the

concluding:

17)

ibid.

18)

at

p.601.

'pointlesness of punishment1

theory,

219.

'Whatever solution is adopted
by legal

theory, one knows that if a man were
placed in the agonising situation of
having to choosing between his own life
and somebody
else's, and preferred his
own, no capital sentence would be
carried out.
Commutation to a short
sentence might satisfy legal

ethics,

but could still not be squared with a
deterrent theory.'19
Gordon states for Scots law

a

general principle of

proportionality, which requires for the admission
defence that the harm

brought about by the accused

should not have exceeded the harm
say
more

of the

threatened, going

on

that where forbearance from the crime is regarded

to

as

important than the prevention of the threatened harm,

coercion should

apply

as

mitigation.

20

He rejects the

idea, however, that the possibility of the accused's
exculpation should be ruled out 'a priori' by excluding
murder from the scope

of the defence.

The views of these writers

21

represent what has until

recently been the traditional approach of the common law to
this

question.

matter

19)

at

There

are

relatively few decisions on the

prior to the twentieth century, but

p.600.

Smith and Hogan suggest

in those that

that a 'better approach'
factor, reducing

would be to regard duress as a mitigating
murder to manslaughter'.
(Criminal Law,

20)

'Criminal Law' at p.390.

21)

at

p.388.

p.166).
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there are,

there is much obiter exclusion

where the offence is
not

of murder.

one

particularly helpful.

mentioned

Axtell*s

of the defence

The earlier

case^

cases

are

is occasionally

today, though it provides little useful authority.

Axtell, the soldier who commanded the guard at the trial of
Charles

II,was tried

as

claim that he had acted

party to the king's murder,his
on

the orders of

a

superior

rejected, though it is not clear whether this
grounds that
murder
as

a

or

was

was on

the

could not plead compulsion to a charge of

one

because

a

plea of superior orders was not accepted

defence.

R.

McGrowther

v.

involving

one

23

is

a

famous decision of

of the participants in the

17U6

17U5 uprising.

McGrowther, like many of the other Scottish accuseds in the
trials that followed upon
that he had been
was

was

the decision is

charge.

provides

some

authority for the

It might be

8U E.R. 1060.

23)

18 St. Tr. 391.

such

with treason, and

defence's availability to

argued, moreover, that it

authority for the

22)

Although it

established the

regarded as being available in
McGrowther was charged

circumstances.

a

compelled to join the rebels.

accepted on the facts that he had

not

defence, it

such

the unsuccessful rebellion, pleaded

admxssion of the defence in

221

of murder

cases

.

McGrowther*s

as

most cases must involve

Two nineteenth
and R. v. Dudley and

offence, joining rebels, in

taking life.

century

R.

cases

Stephens

25

v.

Tyler and

have both provided some

authority for the proposition that duress
defence to

charge of murder.

a

House of Lords in

Price2*1

can never

be

a

Since the decision of the

Lynch, the dictum of Lord Denman in

Tyler and Price is of little value, but it has been used to

justify the argument that duress cannot apply in murder
Tyler and Price were members of a riotous group

charges.

gathered by
to the

a

mentally unbalanced man, Thorn.

In defence

charge of murder which they faced after Thorn had

murdered

a

constable, Lord Denman C.J. stated:

the argument you have
heard, that these prisoners were
induced to join Thorn, and to continue
»With regard to

with him from the fear of
violence to

tell you,
reason

are

personal

themselves, I am bound to

that where parties for such
induced to join a mischievous

violence

man, it is not their fear of
to themselves which can excuse their
conduct to others... yet that circumstance
has never been
excuse

received by the law as an
and the law is, that

for his crime

no man, from a fear of consequence to
himself, has a right to make himself a
?6
party to committing mischief on mankind.'

This decision is of

dubious value because

2U)

173 E.R. 6h3.

25)

(188U) lU Q.B.D. 273.

26)

at

p.614.5.

there was no
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satisfactory evidence of duress
for purposes

such

would be

as

of founding the defence.

There

evidence that the accused could not have
and it also

that

seems

no

escaped the threat

Tyler had joined the

voluntarily, knowing of its

was

accepted

gang

As Glanville Williams

purpose.

points out, the defence would also not have been available
to

Tyler

on

these grounds.

27

These reservations must be

borne in mind in

dealing with

Denman's dictum

on

constitutes
one

a

the

any

suggestion that Lord

committing of

on

mankind®

rejection of the defence where the offence is

of murder.

R.v. Dudley and Stephens, one
cases

per

'mischief

a

in

of the most widely known

English Criminal Law, is concerned not with duress

minas, but with necessity, though it is clear from the

discussion in the

killing to

save

must also be

case

itself that the general issue of

one's own life was what was at

analysed in any discussion

authority in many of the subsequent

as

duress decisions.

The facts of the case

boat with

a

Dudley and Stephens were
cabin boy.

It

of duress because

it has been invoked

repetition.

stake.

hardly need

sailors adrift in a

After considerable

they decided to kill the cabin boy

privations,

and live of his flesh.
/

They realised that this was

27)

at p.759.

their only chance of survival
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and

they justified choosing the cabin boy

that he
much

on

the grounds

weaker and could not be expected to have lived

was

longer.

When charged with murder, they

and sentenced to

were convicted

death, although their sentences

were

subsequently commuted to six months' imprisonment.
The

judgement of Lord Coleridge C.J. in this

been described

as

the

case

has

'high water mark* of the reaction

against the doctrine of necessity in English law.

20

Dismissing the proposition that killing under circumstances
of

necessity could not be murder, Lord Coleridge described

such

a

suggestion

as

'at

once

dangerous and immoral, and

opposed to all legal principle and analogy.'
of the decision
the

were

a

29

The grounds

recognition of the danger of allowing

principle and the difficulties that would be encountered

in any

attempt to apply it:
'It is

quite plain that such a

admitted might be made
cloak for unbridled passion
atrocious crime...' 3
once

principle

the legal
and

and:

*.. Who is to be the judge
of

necessity?

of this sort

Ety" what measure

is the

comparative value of lives to be
measured?
Is it to be strength, or
intellect, or what?'31

28)

Paley, 'Compulsion fear and
Acta Juridica, 20f>, 216.

29)

at

p.281.

30)

at

p.288.

31)

at

p.287.

the doctrine of

necessity' 1972,

22U.

Dudley and Stephens provides authority for the prop¬
osition that the

necessity defence (and thus, to

a

certain

extent, by implication the duress defence) cannot be
involved where life is taken.
whether future

courts, when faced with

would be inclined to the
the criminal law

'We

It is

are

often

a

similar problem,

stern view of the function of

same

that which

as

questionable, however,

was

adopted by Lord Coleridge:

compelled to set

standards which

we

up
could not ourselves

satisfy.
But a man has no right... to
allow compassion for the criminal to
change or weaken in any manner the legal
definition of the crime.'32
The modern decisions

The vast
of the

majority of the decisions on the availability

duress defence to

charges of murder are of

comparatively recent vintage, the more important cases having
occurred in the late nineteenth-sixties and

There has been
of Lords

one

early seventies.

extremely important decision of the House

(on appeal from Northern Ireland),

Privy Council decision, Abbott v. R.,

Trinidad), several Australian cases from

33

at

33)

op.cit.

3k)

(1976) 3 W.L.R. 1|62.

p.288.

important

(an appeal from
1968 onwards, and

significant decision of the Appellate Division

32)

one

a

in South Africa,

225.

v*

Goliath.

35

Apart from these decisions, there

number of dicta from various
have been made

the

implications of duress for

murder

largely in chronological order, detailed analysis,

being made of the ratio of the
and

in which observations

In the following section, these decisions will be

charges.
examined

on

sources

are a

more

important

cases

(Brown

Morley) (Australia), Goliath (South Africa), Lynch

(Northern Ireland), and Abbott (Trinidad).)
Dicta excluding duress as a
There

are

a

defence to murder.

considerable numb

er

of

cases

in which duress

has been discussed and it has been declared obiter that it is
no

defence to

a

charge of murder.

In A.G. v. Whelan,

Murnaghan J. excludes murder from the scope of the offences
to which duress may

'It

seems

death

or

be

a

defence:

to us that threats of immediate
serious personal violence so

great as to overpower the ordinary power
of human resistance should be accepted as

justification for acts which would other¬
The application of this
general rule must, however, be subject to
certain limitations.
The commission of
murder is a crime so heinous that murder
should not be committed even for the price
of life and in such a case the strongest
a

wise be criminal.

duress would not

35)

1972(3) S.A.1.

36)

op.cit., at

p.526.

be any

justification.'
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AA

07

Sirn.ils.T1 dicta

occur

in.

StsaiiQ9

Bouttiq$

and 3.n

Widgcry

oo

L.J.

judgement in Hudson and Taylor

s

it is

where he states that

'clearly established that duress provides

all offences
murder

as

a

(except possibly

including perjury

principal).

defence in

treason

or

In the United States, dicta

excluding the defence in murder
number of cases,

a

cases are

to be found in

a

including the important decision R.I.

Recreation Centre:

5It appears

to be established, however,

that

although coercion or necessity will
never excuse taking the life of an
innocent person
crimes.

it will excuse lesser

In South Africa the first
cases

rejection of the defence in

of murder is to be found in Waterneyer

judgement in R.
question

can

failed to

v.

Werner.^

Although the remarks in

only be considered as obiter

provide satisfactory evidence

threats constituting duress,

because the accused

of the existence of

it is clear that the Chief

sympathetic to the admission of

was

not

37)

R.

v.

Steane

(19U7) 1 All E.R. 813.

38)

R.

v.

Bourne

(1952) 36 Cr. App. R.

39)

R.

v.

Hudson. R. v.

hO)

at

p.2I4.6o

i|1)

op.cit. at

ii2)

192+7(2) S A 828.

p.605.

L.J.'s

Taylor

Justice

the defence in these

125.

(1971) 2 All E.R. 2hh.
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circumstances

(Dadley

and Stephens

and Hale

were

both

quoted with approval in this case):
•I shall not attempt to define the
limits within which the plea of

compulsion

or

necessity will excuse
It is enough to

criminal conduct.
say

that I

am

inclined to the view

that the

killing of an innocent
is never really justifiable,
by compulsion or necessity... *^3

person

There had been

an

earlier

discussed in the context of
Wessels J.P. in R.

meaning.

v.

case

in which duress

was

murder, but the dictum of

Mtetwa and

Another^

is not clear in

Mtetwa involved the offence of stock theft and

raised issues of marital coercion.

In the

course

of his

judgement, Wessels J.P. remarked obiter:
'The law will not readily

accept that
murder,

coercion existed in the case of

because this is a crime which even
uncivilised natives abhor and from which
a woman should shrink unless the

compulsion of her husband is so over¬
whelming that she could offer no
resistance to

It could be

him.,h$

argued that this admits of the

marital coercion

applying as a defence to murder where

compulsion is sufficient to overwhelm
dictum is not unambiguous

U3)

at

bh)

1921

h$)

at

p.837.
T.P.D. 227.

p.230.

possibility of

enough

the

the wife, but the

to justify such an inference.
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Codes

Many criminal codes in the

common

specifically exclude the defence where
murder.

law jurisdictions
the offence is

Section 23 of the Draft Criminal Code of

1879

provides:

'Compulsion by threats of immediate
death

or

shall be
of any

grievous bodily harm...
an

excuse

for the commission

offence other than high

treason.,

murder, piracy, attempting
murder, assisting in rape, forcible
abduction, robbery, causing grievous
bodily harm and arson..'
to

The

wording of the Canadian Criminal Code is substan¬

tially the

same

of this Code

in respect of the excluded offences.

Sec. 17

provides:

'A person

who commits an offence under
compulsion... is excused for committing

the offence... but this section does

apply where the offence that is
treason, murder, piracy,
attempted murder, assisting in murder,
forcible abduction, robbery, causing
bodily harm or arson.'
not

committed is

Similar exclusions

apply in the other Commonwealth

codes which derived their

inspiration from the 1879 draft,

(for example, Tasmania, S.20;

Queensland, S.31(U)), and in

certain United States Codes.

The Model Penal Code of the

American Law Institute,

however, excludes no offences

availability of the defence.

from the

In the proposed new Federal Code

229.

drafted by the National Commission
Federal Criminal
will be

an

Laws, Sec.610

on

affirmative defence in

on

the Reform of the

Duress states that duress
a

prosecution 'for

offence'The Commission does not explain at any
its decision to make the defence available for all

though it does discuss the matter briefly in

a

any

length

offences,

working

paper

Stating that the proposed article would make the defence
available

even

in

cases

of treason and

homicide, it further

points out that the position requiring of the accused
'reasonable firmness to resist commission of a crime' would
vary

this by reference to treason,
such

Illustrating

according to the nature <f the crime.

the Commission argues that

serious offence should be resisted by

a

except where

use

the accused

if made of extreme forms of physical

torture, psychological 'brainwashing', or threats of
immediate
commit

death.^

murder, therefore, the intention

is that

a

high degree of reluctance

the instruction is

U6)
1*7)

Where the accused is

compelled to

of the Commission

must be evinced before

obeyed.

Final Report of the

Commission, (Washington,

National Commission on

Working Papers, Vol.1,

Reform of Federal

p.276.

1971) p.53

Criminal Law,
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The decisions

Several United States

cases

of the late nineteenth

century deal directly with the availability of the defence
in murder

charges.

In Arp

v.

Stated

a

decision of the

Supreme Court of Alabama, the appellant alleged that he had

performed

a

murder with

an axe

in the presence of two armed

men

who, according to his evidence, were prepared to take

his

own

life if he did not carry out the

appeal against conviction for murder
grounds that duress is
life of
his

an

case

of

of escape - was
men

His

rejected

on

the

defence to the taking of the

innocent person,

one

two armed

no

was

killing.

and also on the grounds that in

requirements of the defence

not fulfilled

-

no

possibility

(the appellant had left the

to fetch the murder weapon

from a separate

location).
After

a

thorough review of the authorities,

held that the defence is not available in

•The authorities seem to be
that at common law no man

himself, under the plea of
compulsion, for taking the
innocent

In

an

person.*!*?

interesting afterthought to

1+8)

12 So. 301.

U9)

at p.303.

the court

these circumstances:

conclusive

could excuse

necessity or
life of an

his review of the authorities,
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Coleman J.
'he

expresses the view that Blackstone's

ought rather to die..' is unlikely to

in many cases,

seem

principle
attractive

and also suggests the argument that the

exclusionary rule has deterrent values is unlikely to be
much taken into account:

'That persons have exposed themselves
to imminent peril and death for their
fellow man, and that there are
instances where innocent persons
submitted to murderous assaults,
suffered death, rather than take

have
and
life,
but such self-

is well established?
sacrifices emanated from other motives
than the fear of legal punishment.
That the fear of legal punishment by
imprisonment or death at some future
day by due process of law can operate
with greater force to restrain or deter
from its violation than the fear of

death, unlawfully inflicted,
reconcilable with our
knowledge and experience with that class
of mankind who are controlled by no other
or higher principle than fear of law.'50
immediate

is hardly

In Leach

while

was

State^1

the

lying in wait for him.

that he had

into

v.

a

In his defence he alleged

'very near backing

out' (he had entered

conspiracy) but that he had not done so because 'it

kill

of the

come

appellant had shot his victim

or

be

killed'.^2

It is not clear from

Supreme Court of Tennessee as

50)

at

51)

b.2 S.W. 195.

52)

at p.197.

pp.303-U.

the judgement

to whether the defence of
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duress

not available to the

was

member of

a

whether it

he was

conspiracy (to which special rules apply)
because the offence

was

with Arp v.

appellant because

State,

no

authorities

was

are

murder.

quoted

on

a

or

In contrast

this

point,

but the rule does emerge that:
'in such

a

it

case.,

(the victim)

spare

his duty to
and at the same time
was

protect himself by turning his weapon
upon his threatening confederate.
He
could not with any degree of legal
palliation elect a course absolutely
safe to himself, and slay an innocent
man, rather than take some risk to
himself in an equal combat with a
relentless

Before the

R.

v.

Brown and

companion.'33

1968 decision in the Australian

case

Morley,^

cases

the only Commonwealth

directly with the question
Faduto

33

decision

and Dunbar
on

an

The King,

two Canadian
36

cases

R.

v.

Faduto

was

dealing
v.

and the Privy Council

appeal from Basutoland, Sephakela v. R.

The accused in R.

33)

v.

were

of

37

threatened that if he did

Glanville Williams regards it as noteworthy that the American
decisions which have dealt with the question have all
excluded the defence on other grounds, principally that the
accused had the chance of escape.
(Criminal Law, p.760).
This in

reluctance of courts to
ruling that a man compelled
unequivocally guilty of murder.

general conforms with the
the unpleasant task of

face up to
to kill is

3U)

(1968) S.A.S.R. 2J.67-

33)

(1912) 10 D.L.R. 669.

36)

(1936) U D.L.R. 737.

37)

(193U) Crim. Law Rev. 723.
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not hand his
as

over

murder weapon,

a

to

a roan

who

subsequently used it

he would be shot.

Because the matter

regulated by s.17 of the Canadian Criminal Code, he had

was

no

razor

defence.

The decision in Dunbar

harsher, making irrelevant,
compulsion in

where

cases

as

a

common

Sephakela

availability in
court in this
and

so

a

decided

many

case

on

been

an

it did, the question of

murder and is deemed to have

as

did not feel that duress had been proved
other

Moreover, the decision is

grounds.

lawyers because it was intended

largely ignored in the South African

because it does not deal with the

matter is
common

cases

are

(it has, however,
cases) and also

question in any depth.

also of limited interest

clearly regulated by Canadian

law rule is therefore

the matter

58

authority for the defence*s

interpretation of Roman Dutch law

The Canadian

even

of the subsequent decisions, but the

of limited interest to common
to be

seems

intention for the criminal purpose.

R. has been cited

v.

The King

accused is forced to play some

an

part in the preparations for
formed

v.

Criminal Code and the

not discussed.

being settled by the

in that the

As a result of

Code, policy questions are

not debated in the Canadian cases.

58)

See Beaumont,

'Duress as a

Dalhousie Law

Jnl.,

defence to murder',

580 at p.586.

1976

23k.

Brown and Morley

(l968)

The Queen v. Brown and Morley is the first of the

recent

cases

in which the issue of duress in murder is

reasonably fully considered.
the

majority

was

Although the judgement of

that the defence of duress could not be

available where the accused is

charged with 'minor

participation* in murder,

principal in the second

as a

degree, the dissenting judgement of Bray C.J. has attracted
much

subsequent attention.
The facts in Brown and Morley were that the two

accused were
in
out

a

charged with the murder of an elderly woman

boarding house.

The act of killing itself was carried

by Morley, but Brown was alleged to have played a part

by coughing loudly as his companion approached the
This

room.

intended to disguise the noise

of the

According to Brown, this participation was

approach.
achieved

was

victim's

only under threats to himself and

Morley, who

was

considered the

armed with a knife.

Brown's defence of duress.
the issue of the availability

and also the issue

The majority judgement

alleged.

upheld the conviction achieved in the

court a quo, rejecting

Bray C.J., however,

dissented on

of the defence, arguing that

defence of duress

certain

cases

accused

charged with murder as a

a

On appeal, the court

question of Morley's sanity

of the duress which Brown

his family from

in

should be available to an

principal in the second degree.
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There

are

two strands of

reasoning behind the majority

decision in this

cases

circumstances

the grounds of the authorities

on

the defence is

rejected in such

against its

availability, and policy

reasons are also said to dictate

against it.

no

Initially,

degrees of participation.

distinction is made between
As the judgement points out:

*A majority of us are not
hold that duress can ever

prepared to
excuse

a

person who performs an act which he
intends to be in furtherance of a

proposed murder.
In this context an
entry into an agreement with the actual
killer to perform an act intended to be
in furtherance of the proposed crime
may itself be an act inexcusable by

duress.!^9

The

only two authorities canvassed are the decisions in

Sephakela andj Rossides, both of which are held by the court

According to this judgement

to exclude the defence.

Sephakela does not imply that the defence
of

cases

murder, and issue is taken on

Glanville Williams, who argues

was.60

defence

was

open.

is available in

this point with

that the court assumes that it

The fact that the Privy

evidence of duress does

Council considered the

not, it was argued, mean

The final words

at

60)

Criminal Law,

p.l|85.

p.753-

that the

of the judgement

('Whether the restraint used upon the appellant

59)

,

could have

236.

been relied

on

disassociating himself

as

from the murder if

exercised before the act of murder had been entered
upon
was

a

matter upon

to express an

which their Lordships found it unnecessary

opinion...*

61 /
are

court did not assent to the
their

opinion

on

it.

as

indicating that the

proposal but ejqsressly reserved

Similarly, in its interpretation of the

decision in Rossides, the
the

taken

majority judgement laid stress

wording of the Times Report that the 'courts below had

held that the

petitioner, acting under duress, was

vicariously responsible for the act of the
exercised duress upon

him.'

ment is revealed in its

62

or

silence.*

decline to cite and

of living writers on the

the discordant views

And:

that duress can never be

We respectfully

We do not, of course,

subject.

the earlier citations which

tend to support the view

defence to murder...
on

unwillingness to discuss the

*We need not repeat

authorities:

comment

who had

(The general laconic nature of the majority judge¬

brief.

support

men

policy rejection of the defence's availability is

The

a

on

expect any reciprocal

*We do not wish to

examine at length the

appropriate application in an

ideal system of criminal law of

Times Report, 1 i+th

19S>U» quoted in Brown and Morley,

61)

at

62)

Times Report, 3rd
at

July

p.1:87.

p.U88.

October

1957, quoted in Brown and Morley,
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an

of duress to acts intended to assist the

excuse

killer...f^)

According to this judgement, it would not be in the public
interest to

'propound the law relating to duress in
of murder in the form to which

some

questions (Bray C.J.) would lead it.

cases

of the

How

grave and imminent must the threat be before
it can be treated as sufficient duress? How

proximate to the killing must the acts be
before they are incapable of being excused?
Is there to be

a

relative standard between

sufficiency of threats and proximateness of

act?'6U
The

majority thus shows itself to be reluctant to accept

the notion
the

put forward in the dissenting judgement that one of

grounds for admitting the defence when the degree of

participation by the accused is slight is the possibility of

intervening developments between the act of assistance and the
act of murder itself.

Bray C.J. begins his dissenting

analysis of the authorities.

however, is based
describes

as

on

judgement with a brief

His first significant argument,

the analogy of treason,

'the most serious of

decisions establish that duress

is

crimes'.
a

Steane, Stratton.

63)

at

p.Ii89.

6U)

at

pp.1*89, lj-90.

65)

(I9ii6) 10 J.Cr.Law, 182.

66)

(1779) 21 St.Tr. 1062.

A number of

defence to treason
66

(McGrowther, Purdy,

whxch he

)

Duress should not

238.

be

defence to all acts of

a

and he

treason, in Bray C.J.'s view,

quotes with approval Glanville William's remark

'some instances of treason may be

that

duress could not be

available in certain

expected to

excuse'.^

If duress is

of treason then

cases

'conversely it

imagined which

be that authorities

may

which say or appear to say that duress
is not a defence to murder generally do
not necessarily prove that it is not a
defence to any conceivable type of

complicity in murder, however minor.'
Older authorities which state
be available to

a

gg

expressly that duress cannot

charge of murder

are,

opinion, too general to be supported.
blanket rejection of the defence

in Bray C.J.'s

Lord Denman's

in R.

v.

Tyler and Price

('the apprehension of personal danger does not furnish
for

excuse

cited

as

an

assiting in doing any act which is

any

illegal') is

example of an excessively general statement of

the law.

Dealing with the decisions which
directly with the question of the

purport to deal

admissibility of the

defence, the judgement largely concentrates on
Council decisions dwelt

on

in the majority

Rather than take the view that

67)

Criminal Law, 2 ed.,

68)

at

p.1*93.

at

the two Privy

judgement.

Sephakela excludes the defence

p.762.

239.

in

of

cases

for the

murder, Bray C.J. regards it

converse

proposition that duress

types of complicity in murder'.
Times

Report of the

case

('In

was

a

authority

may excuse

'some

The statement in The

their Lordships' opinion the

evidence fell far short of what
establish such

as an

necessary in law to

was

defence') could only

mean

considered to be available in this

that the defence

case:

'It would be futile to say
evidence fell far short of

that the
establishing
what was necessary to constitute the
defence in question if nothing could
establish

Rossides is

it.'^9

similarly disposed of as being of no

direct relevance to the matter in question.
accused in that case had

victim

(although it

operative

cause

not be taken

as

was

Since the

actually fired bullets into the

not certain whether this was the

of the victim's

death) the decision could

excluding the possibility of the

being available where the charge was of a lesser
participation in the murder 'not including any

killing

or

The
ment

attempted killing of the

crux

of this

that Blackstone's

proposition 'he ought

P.I4.96.

the argu¬

The Chief Justice accepts

participation.

at

actual

between the act of killing

itself and lesser

69)

act of

victim'.

dissenting judgement is

justifying the distinction

defence

rather to die..'

21*0.

should be

followed, but he

argues that it is of

force when the

charge in question involves

of assistance'

to those who

The

a

lesser

'some minor form

actually commit the murder.

hardship which could result from

a

denial of this is

emphasised:
'It would seem hard, for example, if an
innocent passer-by seized in the street
a gang of criminals visibly engaged
robbery and murder in a shop and
compelled at the point of a gun to issue
misleading comments to the public, or an

by
in

innocent driver
of

compelled at the point
murderer to the

gun to convey the
victim were to have no

What
person

a

distinguishes such a case from the case of a

who, under duress, performs the act of killing

itself is that in the latter
of any

defence.*70

case

there is no possibility

intervening event rendering the
It could be that even if

unlikely.
coercion

victim's death

the victim of the

complies with the threat, the

death of the

intended victim will not be a necessary consequence.

fortiori, if the connection between

justice

are

better served by

leaving the prisoner to the
mitigated punishment*.

70)

at

p.1*91*.

the act of the accused

is remote, the

and the death of the victim

A

'interests of

allowing the defence than by

uncertain possibility of a

2hU

There is much to be said for the distinction
which
this

judgement proposes.

the events

up

that the actor

mean

the

leading

victim,

as

to

The playing of
a

a

minor role in

murder does not necessarily

regards the end result, the death of

being completely inevitable.

There is

clearly less certainty in the result than if the
actor himself

performs the act of killing.

On the other

hand, it might be argued that this would be
which
the

coerced

a

distinction

might be difficult to apply in practice, this being

principal objection to its application in the majority

judgement.

Another objection which might be made to

Bray C.J.'s theory is that the distinction itself, in moral

terms, is unsatisfactory.
between

performing

an

What is the moral difference

act of assistance to an act and

performing the act itself if one accepts that in both cases
the final outcome is inevitable ?

provides

an

would not be
have

example of circumstances in which the distinction

particularly meaningful.

Would Morley really

contemplated something going wrong with Brown's plan to

kill the

victim, once they had reached the stage

it into effect?
there is

only

an

From the moral

of putting

point of view, in this case

aesthetic difference between the act of

assistance and the act of murder
to

Morley's case, in fact,

co-operate, he must have

itself.

Morley's decision

realised, would lead directly and

inevitably to the victim's death.

This might be distinguished

2h2.

from

a

case

where,

duress hands

over

in R.

as

Faduto. the victim of the

v.

weapon to the killer.

a

If the weapon

is

not

by its nature lethal, it is possible that the victim of

the

proposed attack will not die, but merely be seriously

injured.

In such

a

case,

the Bray rationale could be

more

appropriate.

R.

Kray

v.

(1969) £3

Kray is
one

a

decision in

of the accuseds in

carried

a

gun

intended to

to

use

life and the

a

a

case

murder

%9 (CA)
of

gangland murder. Barry,

charge,

was

it to commit murder there.
so

under

Barry argued

duress, fearing both for his

own

safety of his family if he refused to comply.

considering Barry's defence, the Court of Appeal held
available to

that the defence of duress

was

involved in

accessory,

accessory

a

murder

as

an

State

v.

Goliath.

of the most

case an

'principal».

distinguishing in this way

principals will be discussed below.

1972(3) SALR. 1.

This decision of the
one

was

apply to an accused in Morley's

The whole notion of

between accessories and

who

Barry was not present at the

before the fact.

The decision would not then,

position.

one

in this

time of the murder and was therefore not a

is

alleged to have

house with the knowledge that Kray

a

that he had done

In

Cr. App. Rt.

South African Appellate Division

important of the recent

decisions in this

2h3.

area,

the judgement of Rumpff J.A., (now Chief Justice)

being particularly useful for its broad summary of the law.
The facts turned

innocent passer-by.

companion and two

on

through stabbing of

an

The accused had been walking with a
The accused1 s companion stopped a

women.

passer-by to ask him for
When

the murder

a

cigarette and later for

money.

refused, he stabbed him several times, ordering the

accused,

on

pain of being stabbed himself, to hold the

victim*s hands behind his back while further stab wounds
were

inflicted.

accused

Acting out of fear for his life, the

complied with the order.

the accused*s

companion was found guilty of murder, the

accused himself was
acted under

In the trial court, while

acquitted

compulsion.

on

the grounds that he had

The State appealed to the

Appellate Division for a ruling on whether the defence of
compulsion was available in a case of murder.
In his

wide-ranging judgement, Rumpff J.A. deals

initially with the juridical basis of
he does not commit

it is clear that

approach in which

himself to saying which view is correct,

throughout the judgement he prefers

question of objective

This is in contrast

by Wessels J.A., in his
the

the

compulsion is treated not as a matter

affecting mens rea, but as a
justification.

Although

the defence.

to the approach adopted

judgement in this case.

objective justification

Adopting

approach means that this

2144-.

judgement faces squarely
which these

cases

to the conflict of values issue

up

inevitably entail.

Rumpff J.A.'s judgement
into four sections.
South African
second

conveniently be broken up

can

In the first section he

analyses the

authorities, both decisions and writers;

the

points to the basis of the current South African

practice, referring to Roman Dutch writers and the English
law

authorities;

of continental
a

in the third he traces the general drift

European Criminal law;

principled examination of the

admitting the defence in murder
The

more

reasons

and finally there is

for and against

cases.

important South African decisions dealt with
discussed elsewhere.

(Werner,

in the first section

are

Mtetwa, Hercules.)

The writers on criminal law examined in

this

judgement reveal unwillingness to accept the defence in

murder

De Wet and

cases.

Swanepoel, in 'Die Suid-Afrikaanse

Strafreg* state:
'We wish to endorse the

view that

homicide. A
regard his own life

necessity cannot justify
person may never
as

more

valuable than that of another.

would sooner expect a person to
sacrifice his own life to save another
than that he would save his life at

One

the expense

of

another.'71

Burchell and Hunt state

71)

the same proposition:

p.80 (trans, from S.A.L.R.

Translation (1972) (3) 471.)

2li5.

'These

cases show that our
law, like
English law, regards the inten¬
tional killing of an innocent victim
as a greater evil than the death
of
the person threatened - no man is

the

entitled to take the life of an
innocent person simply to preserve

own.'i2

his

In his article

'Defence, Necessity and Acts

Authority', published in 1Price adopts

a

of

similar view:

'But it is obviously going too far at
least for South African law, to say
that

killing is never justified by
necessity. Of course such a defence
will be most jealously and carefully
scrutinised, and it is clear that one
is not justified in deliberately
causing the death of another merely
to save one's own life.'73
The Roman Dutch

writers,

as

canvassed in this judge¬

ment, reject compulsion as an exculpating factor where the
person

acting under compulsion takes the life of another.

In the view of

if the person

Mattheus, compulsion will justify an offence

committing it finds himself stretched to the

limits of human endurance,

but it will not suffice to

exculpate the person who chooses to preserve his own life
by taking the life of another:

and Procedure,

72)

South African Criminal Law
1970) Vol.1, 209.

73)

Butterworth's S.A. Law Review,

19SU, 17.

(Cape Town,

2b6.

*He is innocent who must commit

an

improper act in averting that which
exceeds the endurance of human
for instance when he is

nature;

tortured by the enemy and overcome
by the agony, he reveals the secrets
of his side, or when
he, forced by

hunger eats food which
would otherwise eat.
no

praise

nor

no

person
He deserves

acquittal if he, in

the expectation of any benefit or in
the fear of any evil, commits an act
which is manifestly evil;
for

example, when

wishing to
tyrant, commits
adultery with his wife, or, in order
not to die himself, kills another
make

an

a

end to

person,

a

when ordered to do so or in order not
to be convicted himself, bribes the
bench with

A
are

money.»7u

variety of writers

on

Anglo-American and Scots law

cited to illustrate the second

leg

upon

which Rumpff

J.A. identifies the modern South African law

founded.

These include Glanville

Hogan, Hall, Gordon, and Silving.

as

Williams, Smith and
The rejection which he

notes in these writers of the absolutist rule

stated in

English law, has spread, Rumpff JA

courts with the decision in R.
In continental
seen

as

being

v.

being

traditionally
argues,

Hudson and R.

v.

Taylor.

European jurisprudence, this rejection is

more

complete.

Both the Netherlands and

the German Penal Codes are cited to illustrate the

accept¬

legal systems of the principle that duress can

ance

in these

be

defence to all

a

to the

charges, including murder.

7U)

Mattheus, De criminibus,

lb)

Netherlands Penal Code,

lb

quoted in the judgement at p.l£.

s.I;0;

German Penal Code, s.i>2.

2h7.

Having identified the historical
absolutist rule
the

completely excluding duress

taking of life, Rumpff J.A.

which the decision to admit
based.

context of the

The issue is

seen

assesses the

a

defence to

policy

upon

reject the defence should be

or

as

as

one

of

a

clash of interests:

•As far
seen

as our own law is
concerned,
in its historical perspective, it

must, in the first place, be stated
that the concept, necessity, in each
case implies a conflict in which the
opposing interests come into collision
and where one must decide whether
certain interests ought to yield to

others.'76
The process
taken

of weighing

up

of interests must be under¬

by the court and must be done according to the

requirements of the particular configuration of interests in
the

case

argues,

in

For this reason, the judgement

question.

'it is clearly undesirable to create a general and

comprehensive principle or formula which could be applicable
to

necessity

as a

ground for excluding punishment'.

of murder from the ambit of

The exclusion of the offence
the defence is

seen

as

irrational.

effectively deprives the accused
the

only ground then for denying

circumstances is that he

76)

at p.22.

77)

at p.22.

77

Given that compulsion

of his freedom of choice,

the defence in such

failed to live up to the 'highest

2U8.

ethical ideal.'

At

an

earlier

Rumpff J.A. had been critical of
minded defence of the

stage in the judgement,
Lord

Coleridge's high-

'Christian standard' in Dudley and

Stephens;
'... it is clear that Lord
relied on what the heathen

Coleridge
philosophers
called "the highest good", and which he
relates to the example of Christ.
This
approach is, of course, fraught with
danger.
Without a deep knowledge of
Christian ethics, a reliance on the New
Testament

also

can

cut both ways.

taught that when

Christ

strikes
should turn the
other.
Superficially one could infer
from this that self-defence ought never
to be applied, but this is not what
cheek

you on one

Christ

,

a person

you

intended.'78

Rumpff J.A. explicitly rejects the notion of the highest
ideal and its

application to the determination of criminal

responsibility in

cases

of compulsion.

There is no justif¬

ication, he argues, for the criminal law's expecting the
'ordinary person' to show heroism by offering his life for
another.

judgement cites with evident approval the

The

sentiments of

a

modern Dutch writer,

Hazelwinkel-Suringas

however, our own
included, the judge allows a plea of
compulsion where two lives collide.
Why?
Because otherwise one would
'In most countries,

what he cannot do.
Objectively, his life may not be more
valuable, subjectively it is.
It
would be expecting too much of the
demands of the law to insist on selfdemand of

a

sacrifice.'

78)

at

p.16.

person

2h9.

and:

'If life

limb, honour or freedom is
endangered then no ordinary, sensible
person need give further resistance.
or

Heroism may not be demanded.
is not the strongest of our

Heroism

psycholog¬
ical processes, but it is
intentionally
placed behind self-preservation at the
expense of the preservation of others.
That may be the demand of morality, it
is not, of the law.'79
This

judgement is attractively direct and faces

the fundamental issue of whether the law

can

person

to prefer the life of another to his

answer

it

gives is equally direct;

expect

up
a

The

own.

the antithesis of

sentiments expressed by Lord Coleridge in Dudley and
The

judgement also shows

attitude towards the

an

act

willingness to adopt

a

Stephens.

critical

precedents, seeing them in their

historical context and

While the

a

to

questioning their suppositions.

implication of Rumpff J.A.'s judgement is that

performed under compulsion is justified, and hence

lawful, Wessels J.A.'s judgement takes a different view.
Although he accepts that an accused in Goliath's position may
in certain circumstances be held to be
murder

nor

culpable homicide, he argues that there are at

present no grounds in South African
such

a

79)

at

guilty of neither

conclusion

p.19$.

on

the basis of

criminal law for reaching

justification.

His

250.

attitude towards the authorities reveals

a

more

conservative

approach than that adopted in the other judgement$
'This Court has no legislative
authority.
If it appears to be
necessary, as I think
it is, to recognise necessity (also where
occasioned by

compulsion)

as a

defence to

murder, it will have to be decided
whether this can be done within the frame¬
work of recognised principles and
practice,
even if it would be
necessary to expand
these principles in an authorised

way.*®®

To expose

murdering

an

the difficulty of holding that the act of

innocent victim

can

be justified under

positive law, Wessels employs, inter alia,
on

the

principle of self-defence.

ingenious

one:

justified.

question is compelled or not.

case

argument based

The argument is

self-defence against

This would be the

an

a

an

lawful act is not

whether the act in

In the

case

under consider¬

ation, the accused's victim would not therefore have been
allowed to
There is
should be

no

apply self-defence against the accused
reason,

(Goliath).

however, why the 'duty of self-sacrifice'

placed on the victim rather than the attacker.

This leads to the

apparent anomaly of the victim being unable

to defend himself

against his attacker, because the latter,

because he is

This
a

acting under compulsion, is acting

argument does expose an anomaly that

compelled act is held to be

80)

at

p.35.

lawfully.

could arise if

lawful but it could equally be

251.

said that it reveals
to

self-defence.

an

inconsistency in the law relating

Any statement of

such exclusive terms invites

this
not

it

case

a

a

counter

legal principle in

argument, and in

might be said that the proposition that it is

possible to defend oneself against lawful acts is

subject to this particular exception.
The effect of

compulsion, in the view of Wessels J.A.,

should be to alter the fault element in the act.
itself would continue to be
be held to have acted with

It may,

unlawful, but the accused should
a

mental state short of dolus.

in Hercules, be the

as

(between dolus and culpa)

or

it

so

called 'hybrid situation'

may

be totally without the

intent which leads to blame.In the
an

attractive solution in that it

work of the
Wessels J.A.

The act

judge's view, this is

allows, within the frame¬

existing law, for an exculpation of the accused.
eschews the absolutist view, as

does Rumpff J.A.:

where,
balancing the legal interests
involved in a killing under duress, the
sacrificed interest (e.g. the life of an
innocent person) is so unequal to the
interests saved by the killing, that the
act of the perpetrator would be regarded
by every right-thinking man, to be
morally blameless.
If this be the
considered opinion of a civilised
community why should the perpetrator
deserve punishment for his blameless act?'"''
'Circumstances can be conceived

e.g.

on

8°a)

In Hercules, 1951* (3) S.A. 826, the accused was forced to
participate in an armed robbery which resulted in murder.
It was held in this case that the offence could be considered
culpable homicide as it is a situation in which although there
is an intention to kill 'that intention is not entirely but to
some extent excusable'.

81)

at

p.3l*.

252.

Examining the accused's act, to determine whether
rea

is

the

perpetrator of

present,

This will

mean

can

lead to deciding in these terms, that
an

act of killing is totally excusable.

that there is neither dolus,

which would lead to

a

conviction for

According to this judgement, this is
of the

R.

nor

the culpa

culpable homicide.
'permisible extension'

a

principle applied in Hercules.

Williamson

v.

mens

(1972) 2.

The accused in this
accessory

NSWLR 281.

case

was

charged with being

after the fact to murder.

an

The major issue debated

in the New South Wales Court of Criminal

Appeal

was

the issue

of the

immediacy of the threat.

appear

to doubt that the defence of duress is available to an

accessory

At

no

point does the court

to murder, although the question is not specifically

discussed.

R.

v.

McCafferty and others
Of six accused

charged with a number of murders, four

claimed to have acted under duress
other accused.

In his

Supreme Court, Glass J.
defence's

and

emanating from one of the

judgement in the New South Wales

considered the question of the

availability in relation to a

participation in murder' and an
murder'.

NSWLR 89.

(191b) 1.

'act of major participation in

Agreeing with Bray C.J.'s

Morley, the judgement

'minor act of

states:

minority opinion in Brown

253.

'The law

provides that duress is
for the crime of
accessory
after the fact of murder.
Minor
participation in murder seems to me
an

now

excuse

indistinguishable in point of

principle.'82

The basis for this statement is not

Williamson is cited in

an

mentioned, but R.

v.

earlier paragraph of the judgement

in connection with the elements of the defence and it
may be
assumed that this

was

taken

as

(R.

authority.

v.

Kray

was

cited.)

not

An act of

'major participation in murder*, in Glass J.'s

opinion, if committed under duress, should be treated

manslaughter, though the judge accepts that there is
'clear and definite

this

question'.

judicial decision providing

as

no

to

an answer

As to what would be considered an act of

major participation, he cites as examples some of the acts
involved in the
victim of
to

a

were

a

person

case

under consideration

shot that missed and the

handing of

who then fires the fatal shot.

a

loaded rifle

If this principle

operate in the same way as the defence of

provocation and excessive retaliation in
latter
v.

the firing at the

applied, the judgement points out, the defence of duress

would then

R.

-

self-defence.

being the doctrine developed in the

Howe.

83 s

)

82)

at p.91.

83)

(1958) 100 CLR Ui8.

(The

Australian case of

2$b.

R.

Harding

v.

(1976)

In this case, a

VR 129.

197b decision

of the Supreme Court of

Victoria, the accused had participated in the preparations
for

a

murder

the crime

was

One of the

necessary

by driving the murderer to the hotel in which
committed and by

away

afterwards.

grounds of his appeal was that he did not have the

intent to found

that the murderer
of the

driving him

mens

rea, as

he had not believed

really intended to kill the victim.

Much

judgement is concerned with disposing of this point,

but the accused also

anyway,

argued that he had acted under duress

and this required the court to consider the

availability of the duress defence to

a

charge of murder.

All three

judges rejected the argument that the defence

should be

available, although

the effect of coercion upon

After

a

review of

one

dissented

on

the question of

the accused's intent.

authorities, both Commonwealth and

American, which he feels exclude duress as a defence to
murder, Gowans J. deals in his judgement with arguments based
on

principle for the application of the defence to murder

charges.

He distinguishes

in self-defence

on

the grounds

victim is not innocent.

similar basis.

killing under duress from killing

Provocation is dealt with on a

Insanity, Gowans J. argues,

different, although there may
act

that in the latter case the

is also

be some similarities between an

performed under the influence

of insanity and one performed
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under coercion.
influence is

In

insanity, however, 'the nature

different, the legal

onus

different, and the consequences in law

of the

of proof is
are

different from

that claimed for duress.

Gowans J. concludes that the decision reached

majority in Brown and Morley is correct

by the

and that there is

no

principle which justifies holding that 'conduct which other¬
wise amounts to murder

as

a

principal becomes less than

murder if there is duress'.
to

The argument that it is reduced

manslaughter is likewise rejected.
The

judgement in this

case

interest because it focuses
distinction between
and the

on

of Nelson J. is of particular
the

question of the

principals in the first and second degree,

position of accessories.

In other cases, much is made

of the fact that the older authorities did not
exclude the

specifically

application of the defence where the accused's

participation in murder is as a principal in the second degree.
Nelson J.

points out that Blackstone, when dealing with

matrimonial coercion,

makes it clear that the presumption of

matrimonial coercion will not
treason

or

murder.

The case

and here the conviction of

810

(1616) 1 St. Tr. 28.

apply when the crime is one of
8 li
of Arden and Somerville
is cited,

the wives was as principals in the
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second

degree.

the wife

was

Likewise in the Earl of Somerset

convicted of

murder, although she acted under

the coercion of her husband and

fact.

was

Nelson J. argues that the

crime * is
second

hardly

any

less in the

degree than it is in the

the fact.

If the

an

accessory before the

'heinousness of the
case

case

of

of

a

principal in the

an accessory

no

before

juristic basis of the defence of

matrimonial coercion and the defence of duress
same

case,85

(as Blackstone

says

they are), then there

are

the

appears

to be

strong reason why the defence of duress should be

available to the accessory

before the fact in murder.

Dealing with the judgement of Bray C.J. in Brown and
Morley, Nelson J. attacks the former's argument
treason

anology.

on

the

He disagrees with the Bray approach to

Hale, saying that the conclusion that some forms of treason
may

be excluded

with Hale's

on

statement

own

between times of
admitted

as

an

the grounds of duress is not inconsistent

war

on

the matter, as Hale distinguished

and times of peace.

excuse

in times of peace, but

admitted in times of war.

not

85)

would be

This, however, does not do

justice to Bray C.J.'s original
points out that Hale's

Duress would not be

argument.

He explicitly

distinction between war and peace has

prevailed in later law, as is

(1616) 2 St.Tr.951.

abundantly clear from the
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general admission of the defence

other than in times

On the distinction between 'minor* and

or war.

'major*

participation in murder made in Glass J.'s judgement in
McCafferty, Nelson J. states that he is unable to appreciate
the basis of the
the

same

as

distinction, which does not

appear

the distinctions between involvement

principal in the first and second degree and
after the fact.

murder,

even

He does not agree

if it

be described

can

that
as

a

an

as

as an accessory

act regarded as

minor act, is

indistinguishable from the crime of being
the fact.

an accessory

after

If, the judgement argues, the defence of duress

is excluded where the accused has committed murder

principal in the first degree, there is
why it should absolve
is

to be

even more

a

no

as

logical reason

principal in the second degree.

It

difficult, according to Nelson J., to see why

the defence should not be a defence to an accused who has

attempted to kill his victim when it would be
one

who assisted in the

that there may

killing of a victim.

be differences in the degree

principal in the first degree and the
degree

can

appear

In

of guilt of the

different result.

the principal in the first degree may

to be very much reduced

There is an

The argument

principal in the second

indeed be reversed to produce a

The blameworthiness of

available to

if he has acted under duress.

obvious objection to

arguing that there may

this latter argument.

be a difference in the degree of
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blameworthiness of
second

a

principal in the first and in the

degree, the argument

exculpatory factors.

If

assumes

the absence of special

exculpatory factor is intro¬

an

duced, factors other than the guilt of the parties in terms
of their first

or

second

degree status intervene.

example, the principal in the first degree
the

principal in the second degree
blameworthy.

more

the rule that

a

degree.

be

sane

be insane;
and therefore

This need not detract from the force of

principal in the second degree

circumstances be less
first

may

may

For

may

in normal

blameworthy than the principal in the

Both in the

case

of coercion and insanity,

special factors intervene which may constitute an exception
to

an

otherwise

For

acceptable rule.

Murphy J., the issue of whether duress can affect

intention is decided in a different way

the

to that adopted by

majority, but the same stand is to be taken on the

availability of the defence.

Like Nelson J., he sees

difficulty in allowing the defence to some
murder, but not to others.
judgement in Kray, he accepts

Discussing the effect of the
that it seems to make the

defence available to an accessory
but in his view it is

before the act of murder,

difficult to see why the defence

should be available to an accessory
to

an

aider and abettor

ment that if the

participants in

before the fact but not

present at the crime.

defence excused some

The argu¬

criminal acts, it
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should

excuse

all such acts

but had not been

Lynch

or

Director of Public Prosecutions 1975 NI 35 and,

v.

The

Lords, 1975 1 All ER 913.

problems which urban terrorism would eventually

for the defence of duress

Northern Ireland

of

case

Lynch

were

illustrated in the

D.P.P.

v.

Lynch

charged along with two others with the murder of
According to his
back

room

own

where he

was

was
a

policeman.

evidence, he had been summoned to

saw

a

well known I.R.A. gunman,

Meehan, who instructed him to hijack a car.
but

appealing'

accepted by the authorities.

before the House of

pose

might be 'logical

a

Sean

This he did,

allegedly ordered

later called back by Meehan who

him to drive him and two others to the scene of the crime.

Lynch
it

was

was

at

no

point directly threatened with his life, but

established that Meehan

enjoyed

reputation as a ruthless terrorist.
a

Northern Irish

does in this case,

accepting, as Lowry L.C.J,

allegations were true.

membership of the I.R.A. or

two

It is difficult to see

the reality of the threat which Lynch

would have faced if his

are

considerable

court, with its knowledge of the modus

operandi of Belfast terrorism, not

and this was not

a

of any other illegal organisation,

materially disputed during the

judgements in the report

Northern Ireland Court

Lynch denied

There

of the decision of the

of Criminal Appeal, the

judgement delivered by Lowry

trial.

majority

L.C.J., and a dissenting judge-
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merit delivered

by 0'Donnell J.

Under the

majority

judgement, Lynch's appeal against conviction

was

turned

down.

The Lowry

judgement deals with two distinct issues.

Firstly, whether the law recognises the defence
when the

charge is murder (this includes

whether it is available to
and

a

of duress

discussion of

principals in the second degree) 5

secondly, whether duress affects the intention which is

necessary

for the accused to be convicted of aiding and

abetting the commission of

an

offence.

The second point

forms the kernel of the 0'Donnell judgement.

The

judgement reaches its conclusion that the defence

is not available to murder

through

as

duress makes

analysis of the

What Lowry L.C.J,

juridical basis of the defence.
describes

an

'theory 1 ' is the theory that the victim of
a

intentionally.

conscious

though unwilling choice and acts

'Theory 2' states that the 'will' of the

accused is overborne

'with the result that he does not ever

reach the

point of forming the necessary

The first

theory leads to the

though

a

excluded from the ambit of

The second theory,

criminal intent has been
every

exculpation of the accused,

number of offences are

the defence.

offence, including

criminal intent'.

in that it denies that a

formed, makes duress a defence to

murder.
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The
can,

unavailability of the defence

cases

of murder

according to the judgement, be explained according

to the

principle that self-sacrifice

than the

taking of another's life.

criticised
on

in

the

on

the

is

expected rather

This

can

grounds that the pressure

may

family of the victim, thus introducing

factor'.

be

a

Secondly, the act itself which later

described

as

murder may

originally have been

an

be exerted

'new moral
comes

to be

act of

serious assault and the defence would not be available in
such

a

In the Chief Justice's

case.

view, the

more

practical explanation is that the sanctity of life
principle excludes the defence in
approach which
fixed

was

cases

of murder, an

consistent with the attribution of

a

penalty for murder.
'Theory 1» is discussed in this judgement on the basis

of the

'coactus volui'

Lowry L.C.J, points out that this theory also

Williams.

forms the basis of the

wording of the Commonwealth Criminal

Wordings such as that of the Canadian Code which

Codes.
refers to

a

person

who 'commits an offence under compulsion'

indicates that it is
after

argument favoured by Glanville

a

envisaged that a crime is committed

conscious choice has been

test of rational belief as

being carried out also
assumed.

The

made.

a

to the likelihood of the threats

indicates that a conscious choice is

argument that expressions

bearing of the will'

The fact that

such as the 'over¬

found in the judgement in Whelan must
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lead to the

acceptance of 'theory 2' is discussed by the

Chief Justice

on

the grounds that

have been committed.
an

A passage

a

crime is still said to

from Whelan is cited

as

example:
'Where the excuse of duress is applic¬
able it must further be clearly shown
that the overpowering of the will was

operative at the time the crime
actually committed.

was

The decision is Steane is also rejected as authority for

'theory 2* in that it is said to apply only to offences
in which

a

specific intent is required.

Other grounds for
ft 7

dealing with Steane with caution

are

mentioned.

The substance of the Chief Justice's

Lynch's defence

comes

the effects of duress

rejection of

after his detailed consideration of
on

aiding and abetting.

Rejecting

♦theory 2', accepting that if it were followed it would not
be

possible to exclude murder or any other offence from the

ambit of the

defence, the judgement concludes that duress is

not available to

second

a

person

accused of murder in the first or

degree

86)

at

p.5>26.

8?)

at

p.U9.

88)

Lowry L.C.J, alludes at an earlier stage in the judgement
to Bray C.J.'s judgement in Brown and Morley: 'We find it,

difficult to justify the distinction drawn by
apparently reflected in any other way,
between principals in the first and second degree in
murder...'.
at p. £1.
in any case,

Bray C.J. but not
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'Our view does not depend

on

adherence to theory 1, but it is
the more attractive if the
theory
is correct.
Our conclusion stems

directly from acceptance of the
view that on a charge of murder
the common law does not admit

duress as a defence to
in the first or second
The arguments to the

principal
degree.
contrary are
in conflict with the
existing
a

authorities and textbooks and with
the views which seem to underlie
criminal codes which in various
law countries have tried to
cover the point.
We appreciate
the force of counsel's appeals to
common

logic and morality but consider
that only Parliament can alter what
we

Lynch

came

before the House of Lords in November

judgement being delivered the following March.
were

divided

on

the

of

197U>

The judges

major issue in question, whether the

defence is available to
a

o„

conceive to be the relevant law.'

an

accused

charged with murder

as

principal in the second degree, the majority (Lord Morris
Borth-y-Gest, Lord Wilberforce, and Lord Edmund Davies)

deciding in favour of the defence's availability, Lord Simon
and Lord Kilbrandon

dissenting.

An examination of the

judgements reveals that there were six issues of importance
which

are

given consideration;

existing judicial precedents;
and stare

decisis;

exculpation;

89) at p.38.

(1) the question of the
(2) the problem of authority

(3) the alternatives of mitigation and

(U) arguments of justice and public policy;

261;.

(5>) the distinction
second

between

principals in the first and

(6) and, finally, the interest

degrees;

of the leg¬

islature in the determination of such
questions.

(1) If previous courts have

felt that judicial precedent

conclusively excluded the defence in
not the view of the

Wilberforce

cases

majority in Lynch.

of

murder, this is

Indeed, Lord

explicitly states that it is not 'open to

controversy...that there is

no

direct English judicial

authority against (the defence's) application to charges of
murder'.

Tyler and Price,

quoted in
in

many

Lynch.

much

decision which is extensively

other judgements, is not paid much attention

Lord Morris states that he does not find it of
the fact that those who had joined Thorn

assistance;

in this

a

case

had done

opportunity to

escape

so

voluntarily and would have had the

must form the backdrop against which

Lord Denman's remarks are to be read.

Referring to the

much

quoted remark of the judge in that case, 'that no man,

from

a

fear of consequences

himself

a

party to committing mischief on

Morris expresses
as

being

to himself, has a right to make

a

mankind', Lord

the opinion that this should not be viewed

comprehensive statement of principle without an

analysis being made of the
Wilberforce also draws

Lord

attention to the breadth of the

Denman remarks which are

expressed than was

precise expressions used.

couched 'in terms more widely

necessary' and he also points out that,
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on

the

facts, the defence in Tyler

properly regarded
Davies likewise is
view that
before

a

as

and Price could not be

amounting to duress.

Lord Edmund

unimpressed by the decision, taking the

'more clear-cut decision' would be

concluding that duress is in

no

preferable

circumstances

a

defence to murder.

Over the

implications for the

case

in question of the

decision in Dudley and Stephens, there is a difference of

opinion between Lord Morris and Lord Kilbrandon.
Morris' view,
accused

In Lord

if the defence of duress is allowed to an

charged with aiding and abetting a murder, the

authority of Dudley and Stephens will not be disturbed.
Lord Kilbrandon takes the

opposite view, observing:

'Counsel for the appellant was, in my
opinion, right to concede that if his
argument succeeded, R. v. Dudley and
Stephens must be held to have been
wrongly decided.
It seems clear
that, if the argument for the
appellant is sound, the judge in that
case ought to have directed the jury
that in law the defence of necessity
was available, and to have taken a
plain verdict of 'guilty' or not

guilty.'90
This view of the

implications of allowing the defence to

Lynch would be correct
the first degree.

90)

at

p.9iiU.

if Lynch were charged as

But assuming that a

principal in

distinction is made
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between

principals in the first

this is

a

distinction of

and second

degree and that

substance, then Lord Morris' view

that Dudley and Stephens would be unaffected

might be

preferred.
On the
the

question of the various obiter remarks made

unavailability of the defence to

charge of murder,

a

both Lord Morris and Lord Edmund Davies argue
not of

major significance for the

on

that these

in question.

case

are

Lord

Morris, referring to the obiter of Murnaghan J. in Whelan to
the effect that murder
not be considered

as

was

so

heinous

a

falling within the

crime that it could
scope

of the duress

defence, simply observes that nothing is said of the position
of

a

principal in the second degree.

discusses the

Lord Edmund Davies

'seemingly clear stream' presented by obiter in

Whelan, Hudson etc., bur says that it has now been made
opaque

by the decision in Kray.

Brown and Morley

is discussed in two of the judgements.

Although he does not examine in
judgement, the 'persuasive
him, Lord Morris approves
judgement that duress
accused is the

detail Bray C.J.'s dissenting

power' of which admits appeals to
of the point made in the Bray

could not provide a defence where the

principal in the first degree, but

available where another

role is played in murder.

approval is given by Lord
argument that it

that it is
Similar

Wilberforce, who quotes Bray C.J.'s

would be unjust to

convict of murder 'an
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innocent driver

compelled at the point of

the murderer to the

victim'.91

'have shown that the learned
were

a gun

to

convey

'Events', he observes,

judge's hypothetical remarks

not fanciful.'

(2) In the opinion of Lord Simon and Lord Kilbrandon,
who take the view that the

the

judicial

consensus

availability of the defence, there

are

is against

strong

reasons

militating against departure from the established rule. The
strongest expression of this is to be found in Lord Simon's
judgement.

Referring to the authorities, he remarks:
'My only misgiving is that such an
impressive muster should be sent
packing so ignominiously.
Poor
Hale, poor Blackstonej wretched
Russell and Kennyj
poor, poor Lord
Denman.
But at least they are in

good company.
There are all those
famous jurists, headed by Stephen,
who drew up the draft code of 1879
under the fond belief

that they were

codifying the common law. And all
those framers of the commonwealth
codes...
So, too, those great
lawyers are too eminent to go
altogether unacknowledged: they are
recognised with a courtly bow, but
their words are lost in the gale of
juristic change..'92
Lord Simon

acknowledges that judges have a

making, but makes it clear

91)

Brown and Morley,

92)

at p.939.

at

role in law

that the decision to admit the

p.l*9U.
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defence to

charge of murder is 'overturning the

a

of centuries'.

The proper agency of such

Parliament, which is better suited
of social

to

consensus

change is

examining the questions

policy involved.

Lord Kilbrandon likewise endorses the view that

change of this sort should be left to Parliament.
are,

legal
There

he points out, major issues of social policy at stake

and these should be determined

only after cosultation with

a

flv

broad range

of interests.

Law reform by lawyers for

lawyers (except in extremely technical matters), he stresses,
is not

socially acceptable.
contrasting view of the question of authorities

A

seen

cases

in the
such

The obiter

judgement of Lord Wilberforce.
as

the views of

writers, who in turn follow Hale.

available in times of peace

even

if this

Wilberforce suggests

argument were ever realistic, its re¬

consideration in troubled

argument is put forward by
there is an

should not be

made to the courts for a

precept de securitate pacis, Lord

that

Yet since

for offences of treason, murder,

robbery because recourse may be
or

in

legal progress has been made.

Referring to Hale's argument that the defence

writ

be

Whelan, Steane, and Bourne, he argues, follow

the time of Hale considerable

or

may

times is required.

Lord Edmund Davies0

A similar

In his view

'unquestionable tendency towards progressive

latitude' in relation to

the duress defence.
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(3) Differing views
the
or

expressed

are

possible role of the defence
as

a

means

laughter.

of

in

on

the question of

mitigation of sentence

reducing the offence from murder to

mans¬

In Lord Simon's view, analogy with civil law

suggests that duress should not negative criminal respon¬
sibility but should constitute mitigation of penalty:
'the actor under duress has

performed an act which is capable
of full legal effect;
if he is
to have relief it should be dis-

cretionery.'93
Lord Simon

accepts that

the

perogative of

can

nonetheless achieve

mercy

any

reliance on the exercise of

would be unacceptable, but the law
a

'sane and humane' result by

reducing the offence from murder to manslaughter:
judgement the English
capable of
accommodating duress under the
concept of diminished respon¬
sibility reducing murder to mans¬
laughter.
This was the way
duress was treated in the South
African case of State v. Hercules;
and it seems to me to be the
conception of duress in relation
'In my

common

law is well

to homicide which has

greatest

juridical cogency.
In his

judgement, Lord Kilbrandon

arguing that duress or

93)

at

p.938.

9U)

at

p.9h0.

takes a similar view,

necessity should be made grounds for
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declaring diminished responsibility leading to the
reduction of

A

a

charge of murder to

of manslaughter.

one

contrary view is expressed in the judgements of

Lord Morris and Lord Edmund Davies.

According to Lord

Morris, it is already 'much too late in the day' to take
such

an

approach, having regard to existing authorities.

Moreover, he

argues

that to do

so

would constitute

an

injustice in that the accused who has acted under compul¬
sion should not suffer from the

stigma of

The idea that conviction for

offence committed under

duress could be followed

likewise

conviction.

by the exercise of a pardon is

rejected.

Lord Edmund Davies
the

an

a

similarly argues strongly against

suggestion that duress should act in mitigation or

that reliance for
should be

excupation of the compelled accused

placed on the exercise of the prerogative

pardon:

'Apart from the obloquy involved in
conviction, in the
nature of things there can be no
assurance that even a completely
convincing plea of duress will lead
to an absolute discharge.
And even
the exercise of the Royal prerogative
involves the notion that there must
have been a degree of wrongdoing,
for were it otherwise no "pardon"
the mere fact of

would be called
as

the

for.

Furthermore,

appellant's counsel

cogently
at

submitted, if duress is excluded
the trial, it may well be that

(unlike in the present

case)

no

of

271

.

evidence on the point will be
given, and there would accordingly
be no satisfactory means of
deciding whether the plea had any
substance.»95

(U) Arguments based
considerations
of those

play

a

justice

on

or

public policy

prominent part in the judgements

judges supporting the availability of the

defence in

cases

of murder and in the

judgements of the

dissenting minority.
Lord Morris makes

those who have been
miserable

a

powerful plea for sympathy for

placed in what he describes as 'a

agonising plight':
'For the law to understand not only

stalwart
moment of crisis behave is
not to make the law weak but to make
it just.
In the calm of the court
room measures of fortitude or of
heroic behaviour are surely not to
be demanded when they could not in
moments for decision reasonably have
been expected even of the resolute
how the timid but also the

may

in

a

and the well

disposed'

and:

forced at gunpoint
inactive or to do some¬

'If someone is

either to be

thing positive

-

remember that the

must the law not
instinct and

perhaps the duty of self-preservation
is powerful and natural?
I think it
must.
A man who is attacked is

at

96)

p.9h9.

at p.917.
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allowed within

reason to take
necessary steps to defend himself.
The law would be censorious and
inhumane which did not recognise
the appalling plight of a
person
who perhaps suddenly finds his
life in jeopardy unless he submits

and

obeys.'97

Lord Wilberforce makes

a

similar point by

calling

attention to the consequences which would follow from the

rejection of the defence to

degree in
were

a case

principal in the second

a

of murder.

If the defence of duress

not available to such persons,

would

mean

that the

owner

of

a

car

he points out,
who at

obliged to drive armed terrorists to the
would be convicted of
other victims of
were

likewise

gunpoint is
scene

murder, as would be the

compulsion, such

as an

this

of
case

a

murder

where

innocent bystander,

conscripted and involved in some minor way in

the murder.

important policy objection to the defence, that is,

An

the

alleged difficulty of distinguishing between circumstances

in which

a

plea of duress is justified and those in which it

is not is discussed and

rejected by Lord Edmund Davies.

argument that the defence of duress is easy to
difficult to rebut can,

is to allow the defence to

at

p.918.

raise and

he points out, be applied to many other

pleas, such as alibi or drunkenness.

97)

The

The only proper course

be raised and then to rely on the
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courts®

exercising discretion

to which circumstances

as

justify the defence and which do

not.

Both Lord Simon and Lord Kilbrandon express

to the

doubt

possible policy implications of admitting the defence.

Lord Simon asks whether the defence would enable
leader of notorious violence to confer

terrorism

on

immunity from the criminal law®.

is not available to the subordinates of

a

his

'gang

a

organisation by
Such

a

defence

superior officer and

denying the defence to those who have become members of

would not solve the problem

gang

member of the
the

may

as

a

it arises in respect of

a

organisation who has been coerced into joining

organisation in the first place.

Simon

as

'In my opinion,® Lord

concludes, 'your Lordships should hesitate long lest you

be inscribing a charter for terrorists, gang-leaders and

kidnappers.®
Lord Kilbrandon voices a

similar anxiety over the policy

implications of allowing the defence to a
'...If the
will be
behest

charge of murder:

present law be altered, coercion

good defence to one who, at the
of a mafia or I.R.A. boss, places a
a

230 people are
It is more likely, too, that the
accused will have assisted by preparing and

bomb in an aircraft and
killed.

intended
the question would be,
defence to murder as a
principal in the second degree or as
delivering the bomb knowing its

usej
in that case
is coercion a good

accessory?... How many men may a man kill
in order to save his own life?
I pose
such question for the purpose of suggesting
that it cannot be answered in this place.'98

98)

at

p.9UU.

27U.

(5) On

the question of the difference between the

position of principals in the first and

second

degree,

Lord Simon and Lord Kilbrandon take the view that

distinction

can

Wilberforce

adopt

be

real

no

made, while Lord Morris and Lord
a

different approach.

Lord Morris' reference to the issue is

brief, but in

making it clear that his judgement is confined to the issue
of the

principal in the second degree, he states the

opinion that the law would not be irrational if it
deny the defence to
the second

an

actual killer.

to

were

The principal in

degree has not been confronted with 'the final

and fatal moment of decision'.

He

saves

his life 'at

time when the loss of another life is not a

a

certainty'.

Where the accused has to 'there and then take an innocent
life' in Lord Morris' view the law may have

Lord Wilberforce also espouses
be

a

moral difference between the

in the first

a

position of the principal

second degree,

different degrees of heinousness in

involvement in murder:

before the fact, or an aider
abettor, may (not necessarily must) bear
a less degree (of heinousness) than the
actual killer:
and even if the exclusion
(of the defence) is absolute, or nearly so
in relation to the latter, it need not be
'An accessory

or

so

99)

in lesser

at p.927.

cases.'99

halt.

the view that there may

degree and the principal in the

and that there are

to call
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K**ay is referred to, Lord Wilberforce pointing out
that there appears
a

carries

man

in

Kray) and

a

gun

a man

to be

no

to the

distinction between
scene

of

a

case

when

killing (as happened

who drives the killer to his crime.

By contrast, Lord Simon does not

grounds for distinguishing

on

see any

logical

the basis of degree of partic¬

ipation between those who play
1

a

a

part in the murder:

It

is, with all respect, irrational to
"The man who actually pulls the
trigger is in a class by himself: he
is outside the pale of any such defence
as I am prepared to countenance".
He
cannot on any sensible ground be put in
a class by himself:
the man who pulls
the trigger because his child will be
killed otherwise is deserving of exactly
say,

the

same

consideration

as

the

man

who

merely carries the gun because he is
frightened. !^0
Lord Simon endorses

the view of Smith and Hogan on this

matter, that the principal in the second degree may make a
contribution to the crime which is of even
icance than that made by

Abbott

The Queen

v.

What
in the

1976 3 W.L.R. U62.

undecided is debated at length

important case of Stanley

appeal to the Judicial

100)

the principal in the first degree.

Lynch left finally

the Court of

at

Abbott v. The Queen, an

Committee of the Privy Council from

Appeal of Trinidad and Tobago.

p.936.

greater signif¬
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Abbott' s conviction
the first

degree.

There

was

subjected to threats from
he

for murder

was

to the

jury.

be considered

accused

as

a

principal in

evidence that he had been

the leader of

lived, though the court below had

consider such threats

as

a

been

commune

in which

unwilling to

being sufficient to put the matter

This issue aside, however, the main point to
was

whether the defence

charged with murder

as

a

was

available to

an

principal in the first

degree.
The

majority judgement in the Privy Council (Lord

Wilberforce and Lord Edmund Davies

dissenting)

was

delivered

by Lord Salmon, who recommended the rejection of the appeal.
It is

a

judgement which has

come

under

some

criticism

101
on

the

grounds of its perpetration of the distinction between

the

position of principals in the first and second degree.

It

contains, however, valuable discussion on general questions

of

policy both in respect of the criminal law and judicial

development of the law.
Dealing with the authorities, Lord Salmon points out
that

Lynch is in accord with other decisions from the common

law world in which

although the defence has been allowed the

principal in the second degree, it has
denied the

101)

principal in the first.

consistently been

Lord Salmon accepts that

Comment by J.C. Smith, 1976 Criminal
Glazebroofc, 'Committing murder under
1976 Camb. Law Jnlo 206.

Law Review, 56Uj
duress - again.»
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this may lead to circumstances in which the
second

degree is acquitted

(although

he

may

principal in the
well be the

more

blameworthy party) while the principal in the first degree
is denied the

defence, but

not seem...to their

goes on to say

Lordships to afford

that 'this does

any

sound

reason

changing the law by ruling that duress should allow the
who does the actual

On the

killing to

arguments

the

superior orders analogy.

are

says,

such crimes

man

free.1

question of the issues of principle involved,

two

judgement

go

for

as

employed.

Firstly,

recourse

is had to

It has not been accepted, the

that fear of death justifies participation in
wartime

mass

killings

or

inhumane medical

In such circumstances, the defence has

experimentation.

always been universally rejected and 'Their Lordships would
indeed to see it accepted by the common law of

be sorry

England.1
The second

leg of the argument alludes to the difficult

moral dilemmas to which the admission of the defence in these
circumstances may
ment

give rise.

To what extremes, the judge¬

asks, would one be entitled to go to save

life:

'Is there any

kill to

save

The

your own

necessary.

own

limit to the number of people you may

life and that of your family?1

majority seems in no doubt

method of

one's

changing the law

For a court to

about the appropriate

should such a change be thought

allow the defence to a charge of
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murder would go

'far beyond adapting and developing the

principals of the

common

fundamental doctrine of

reaching and disasterous

law', and such 'destruction of

our

might well have far-

consequences

for public safety to

nothing of its important social, ethical and

say

political implications.'
Parliament could

The

be

For these reasons, only

bring about such

a

development.

questions the basis of the distinction

between the status of

degrees.

102

may

dissenting judgement of Lords Wilberforce and

Edmund Davies

principals in the first and second

Both from the point of view of law and ethics,

dissenting judgement finds it difficult to justify the

the

distinction and

exposed.

an

important anomaly in the present law is

If the accused, acting under duress, attempts to

kill the victim

but, although injuring him, fails, the

defence is available to him.
dies and the accused is
no

law

a

If, however, the victim later

charged with murder, the defence is

longer available:
♦It is not the mere lack of logic that
troubles one.
It is when one stops to
consider why duress is ever permitted
as a defence even to charges of great

gravity that the lack of any moral
reason justifying its automatic
exclusion in such cases as the present
becomes so baffling - and so important.'

102)

at

p.U70.

103)

at

p.U75>.

j
'

1
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On the

terrorists,

problem of the creation of the 'charter
gang

leaders and kidnappers' which it

for

was

thought might result from the allowing of the defence, the

dissenting judgement takes the view that judges and juries
will be able to deal with this

difficulty by placing
accused and

a

problem without too great

strong evidential burden

on

the

by requiring that the degree of duress needed

to establish the defence be considerable in those cases in

which life has been taken.

Apart from these policy grounds for admitting the

defence, the dissenting judgement looks at two technical
Cases before 1898, it is felt,

aspects of the precedents.
are

of little value in that

prior to that date the accused

give evidence on his own behalf and duress was

could not

therefore difficult to establish.

As for the balance of

authorities, Lords Wilberforce and Edmund Davies are not
convinced that there is
dicta

anything more weighty than obiter

excluding the defence;

excluded

on

grounds of the generality and unqualified

the

nature of Lord

R. v. Tyler is specifically

Denman's remarks.

Conclusion
The recent state
and Abbott, have
murder

notably Lynch

brought the issues involved in duress in

charges into

law, which, in

of cases on the matter,

sharp focus.

most of the

The current state of the

jurisdictions considered allows
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the defence

been the

only to principals in the second degree, has

subject of considerable criticism, and it is

possible that legislative action along the lines recommended
by the Law Commission will lead
England.

to

change, at least in

The effect of such change, however, would

probably be felt elsewhere in the Commonwealth.
To summarise

there

seem

briefly the juridical debate

to be three main arguments

the defence when the accused is
most

on

policy,

in favour of admitting

charged with murder.

The

potent of these is undoubtedly the argument that the act

committed by

the accused

was a

coerced act, and thus

comparable at least prima facie, to any other coerced act.
Consistency requires similar treatment.
fear which
same

-

In each case, the

compels the accused to act as he does will be the

the fear of

seriously bodily injury or death.

Arguably, when murder is involved, one should restrict the
availability of the defence to cases in which the accused
someone

close to

him)

was

(or

himself threatened with death, thus

excluding a threat of serious

injury as being sufficient

duress.

Following on from this
the law has no
human

argument is the proposition that

right to expect heroism.

The 'concession to

frailty' argument is a convincing one,

where the

degree of duress

the accused is

unless he

exerted has been extreme.

faced with the

comply with his

particularly

prospect of instant death

coercer's instructions, the

Where
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.

fundamental human instinct to survive must be
assert itself above any considerations of

It is

possible that in

many such cases

heroically, and history, of

woman

people will respond

a

higher ideal.

expect such self-sacrifice of the

there is in such

cases

of

average man or

of the

reasons

as

to what point

using the criminal law to punish

those who commit murder under duress.

acts;

They do not act for

which would normally accompany criminal

jealousy, avarice, calculating self-enrichment etc.

They act out of the simple desire to stay alive.
performs
or

no

others,

same

way

are

unlikely to be deterred from behaving in the

if they found themselves in similar circumstances.

arguments in favour of the defence's

availability, the arguments against it have been
canvassed in the recent cases.

paucity of unequivocal and
defence's

Punishment

rehabilitative role in this respect, and they,

Like these

are

For

is unrealistic.

Finally, the question should be posed

any

duty to others.

course, provides us with many

instances of heroic self-sacrifice to
the law to

expected to

widely

In view of the comparative

authoritative dicta excluding the

application to murder

(most of which, at any rate,

obiter) it would seem that there has been a powerful

principled reluctance on the
that the

taking of life in

completely excused.
references in the

part of the judiciary to accept

these circumstances can be

Although there may be no direct

recent judgements to a

sanctity of life
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principle it is likely that such
basis of

judicial anxiety

over

principle forms the

a

endorsing the taking of life

in circumstances of duress.

even

of course,

In Dudley and Stephens»

Lord Coleridge expresses

an

unambivalent

rejection of the taking of life, but his uncompromising
refusal to accommodate to the
harsh

today.

of such

a

plight of the sailors rings

Contemporary judicial discomfort in the face

problem has tended

to take the form of

more

pointing to the profound difficulty of deciding exactly
where the boundaries of

justification will lie, and of

expressing embarrassment at the prospect of having to
determine such

a

question judicially.

which the accused was

charged as

a

In those

cases

in

principal in the second

degree, the relief felt at not having to decide the position
of

a

principal in the first degree is often evident in the

judgements.
no

Finally, in Abbott, where such an issue could

longer be avoided, a strong element in the ratio of the

decision is the insistence on the

change being brought about
decision.

The

common

inappropriateness of any

through the agency of judicial

law denial of the defence to a

principal in the first degree is seen as
ocal;

change must be

consideration of the

clear and unequiv¬

brought about by Parliament after due
legal, social and political issues

involved.

Looking over the more

recent cases in which the issue
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has

arisen, it will be

seen

that in comparatively few cases

have the difficult moral dilemmas been
The notable

fully confronted.

judgements from the point of view of their

analysis of the moral issues have been Bray C.J.'s
judgement in Brown and Morley, Rumpff J.A.*s judgement
in Goliath,

and the judgements in Lynch and Abbott.

in Goliath and Abbott have the courts gone

the moral
save

question:

Only

to the kernel of

take the life of another to

can one

one*s own?

It is

interesting to observe that there is

judicial dictum to the effect that

principle (rather than

on

on

no

modern

the grounds of

grounds of legal precedent) the

accused who has committed murder under duress should be
denied any

form of relief from the full rigour of a convic¬

tion for murder.

Short of

duress defence,

a

which would

provide complete exculpation, a number of options suggest
themselves

including that of a full pardon after conviction,

the reduction of the

charge from murder to one of mans¬

laughter, along the lines of the provocation
acceptance of duress as a plea
Each of these may

in mitigation in sentencing.

be seen as a means of

plight of the victim of duress without
acceptance of the
be

a

plea, or the

acknowledging the

entailing any

proposition that killing under duress can

morally blameless and

legally justified act.

Killing under duress can

be rejected either because it
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is

seen

morally unacceptable in itself,

as

or

consequences

which it

ments is not

widely expressed, largely because

who stress the

accept

the

or

entail.

The first of these argu¬
even

those

principle of the sanctity of human life will

justification for talcing life, such

some

defence

may

because of the

just

as

self-

Today few adherents of this

war.

viewpoint would demand heroic self-sacrifice of
with the stark alternative of death

or

one

faced

compliance with

an

order.

Yet,

on a

number of occasions, the law has adopted this

The defence of duress

stance.

was

not

accepted in the

majority of the post-war trials of those accused of various
atrocities committed

during the Second World War, and were

such trials to be held

attitude would
the fear of

again it is unlikely that

death, justified participation in the brutalities

In

which is easy and tempting

people from taking part in such atrocities.

nobody agreed to commit war
The

occur.

the

Individual acts of heroic resistance

part of soldiers or

criminal acts may serve

given human

isolated.

crimes, such crimes would not

argument is simple, but, one suspects,

impossibly idealistic.

but

one

theory, only by such moral absolutism can anything

be done to deter

on

is

hold, but which can appear harsh when applied in individual

cases.

If

different

The view that nothing, not even

prevail.

of the concentration camps,
to

a

others unwilling to perform

to save life or diminish suffering,

malleability, such gestures will inevitably be
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In
one

is

spite of this depressing assessment of human nature,

by

drawn to the conclusion that any
attempt

no means

by the law to outlaw such acts

serves

no

*

a

very

real difficulty in seeing how

fortiori

a

judge,

justified.
where is

As

a

can

was

There is

legislator, and

said in Lynch and repeated in Abbott,

line to be drawn?
a

Once the

principle is

complete defence in such

performed to

placing of
be

one

a

with

one's

save

bomb in

own

one

life?

is

The example of the

aircraft is pertinent here.

an

justified in doing this to

natively, would

save

oneself?

be justified in poisoning

a

Would

Alter¬

water supply,

potential catastrophic loss of life, merely to

one's

save

life?

own

Although it is not difficult to understand the

the

cases,

possible then to countenance the commission of outrageous

acts

of

a

accept that killing under duress is

admitted that duress is
it

a

point.

someone

agony

placed in such a position, is it totally out of

question to hold him responsible for what he has done and

to visit him with

some

form of

punishment?

arguable that the law here should be seen

seeks to protect, human life.

resulting harshness of

reduced from murder to

The

wish to do, even if the offence is

something less serious, may be

justified by the necessity

question.

emphasise the

convicting the victim of duress of

something that he had no

value in

to take a stand

resistance, even if only to

and demand heroic
value of what it

It is at least

of establishing and stating the
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Purely

on

policy grounds, it is clear that the

have been sensitive to the

courts

implications of admitting the

defence in the face of the terrorism which has threatened
liberal democracies
was

during the recent past.

evident in Lynch as it

in Abbott.

was

surrounding Lynch provide in fact
problems involved.

The

use

This caution
The circumstances

apt illustration of the

an

of proxies to carry out a wide

number of terrorist missions has been

a

feature of the

conflict in Ireland and the

problem of the coerced participant

in criminal activities is

very

established the

a

real

one.

Lynch conclusively

availability of the duress defence to

principals in the second degree, but Abbott excludes it for
principals in the first degree.
likely to have

on

What implications is this

the practice of coercing others to commit

crimes under duress?

As is the

is

no

means

case

with many

of establishing

such problems of policy, there

with

any

effect of the attitude of the law

on

certainty the possible
those who

subject others to duress for these ends.
that the terrorist
for

a

are

likely to

It is possible

proposing to use an innocent third party

criminal act will take into account the prospective

criminal conviction of his proxy,
this

happening with any frequency.

were

to know the

and the

but it is difficult to

see

Even if the terrorist

law, he is often indifferent to the humanity

suffering of others.

There is unlikely to be any
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fine moral calculation carried out before
made to force

sort.

some

the

somebody to perform
These doubts could

a

decision is

a

terrorist mission of

perhaps be voiced when

policy arguments expressed in Lynch and Abbott

are

considered.

A

possible solution might be to abolish the rule

denying the duress defence to principals in the first
degree but to provide
cases

where the accused's response was an

from those in

which, for policy

'unacceptable'.
decide whether
at

of distinguishing those

some means

reasons,

'acceptable'
the

Thus it might be left to
a man

a

one

response was

jury to

who, acting under duress, fires

another, clearly hoping to hit his victim in

a

a gun

non-fatal

spot, should be allowed the defence while it is denied to
somebody who performs an act with much more devastating
results
cinema

(the placing of
or

the

aeroplane).
when it is
one

way

blowing

up

a

fragmentation bomb in

of

a

heavily loaded

a

crowded

passenger

This sort of calculus may seem inappropriate
applied to human lives, but it at least affords

of overcoming the very real moral indecision we

feel when

we

are

faced with this problem.

Against such a solution, of course, there is the power¬
ful

argument of legal certainty.

the defence is left to

If the availability of

juries, there might be wide

discrepancies in its application.

This, however, is the
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case

with many defences where an element of discretion

is involved.

the

The requirements of the

provocation test affords just

difficulties

criminal law.

arising in

a

one

reasonable

man

example of such

less perplexing area of the

in
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Summary of conclusions
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This

prompts

study of the defence

of duress in criminal law

variety of general observations

a

of the defence and

on

on

the direction of its

the

operation

development.

Initially, in respect of the juridical basis of the
defence, it would

seem

that two broad approaches may be

adopted to the question.
as

based

upon a

The defence

can

either be viewed

considerations of expediency or justice,

on

full analysis of the coerced act in terms of

or
one

of

the constituent elements of the criminal act.

The

expediency and justice rationales

different in several
common

characteristic of not

who commits

considered

a

course,

relying

on

legal technicalities.

approach.

The

offence under duress is unlikely to be

long term threat to society, as he is unlikely

to find himself

into criminal

an

of

important respects, but share the

In their favour is their 'common sense'
person

are,

again in

action.

a

position where he will be forced

To those who accept

that one of the

principal purposes of the criminal justice system is one
of

deference, punishment in such circumstances
The

justice argument is even stronger.

innocence is

If moral

regarded as exculpatory of criminal guilt, then

the moral innocence of one
duress should

is pointless.

constitute

a

who performs a criminal act under

defence.

In this sense, it is
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seen

'unfair'

as

inappropriate that such

or

be visited with the
duress is treated

In

counter to

The

if

grounds for mitigation of sentence.

deeply held moral intuitions.

analysis of the defence in terms of 'will' and

'intention'

as

shown in

was

even

important way,to punish those who act under duress

an

runs

punishment of conviction,

as

should

persons

constituents of

chapter 3,

a

mens

rea

as

factor which affects

a

produced,

as

certain amount of controversy.

Although it is possible to construct
duress

has

mens

a case

rea,

for treating

there

are

strong grounds for taking the opposite view, which seems
more

is

attractive.

For these reasons,

perhaps to treat duress

as a

the preferable view

factor diminishing

or

completely negating moral blameworthiness and hence leading
to

a

defence based

technical
the

mens

on

moral considerations

independent of

analysis in terms of the existing constituents of

rea

concept.

The second

major question raised by this study was

concerned with the nature of the threat.
of the decisions examined in this

On the strength

section, it would

seem

appropriate to conclude that there is a discernible movement
restrictive, objective view of the threat to a

away

from

more

liberal, more subjectively-inclined

a

earlier cases and indeed

decisions, the view is

view.

In the

in many modern commentaries and

expressed that the accused raising
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duress

as

a

defence must establish

bodily harm posed to him in

such

a

a

threat of serious

to

way as

cause

him to

believe that the threat would be
put into effect

immediately.

Some of the decisions discussed in chapfca*

1;

illustrate the gradual and cautious
rejection of the
strict standard in favour of

a

fact that in many circumstances

greater recognition of the
a

person

subjected to

threat will be unable to claim that he had
to

seek the

protection of the authorities, but

have acted under

a

very

It is clear that in

proper

opportunity
may

yet

real fear for his bodily safety.
such

cases

Subramanian the court

securing

no

a

as

Hudson and Taylor and

sympathetic to the difficulties of

was

protection

on

the part of the authorities,

especially in circumstances in which public order is under
attack.
a

At the

same

time, the difficulties inherent in such-

recognition lead to the conclusion that any judicial

movement in this direction will face severe

problems of

policy.
In

respect of the previous innocence of the accused

claiming the defence, a similarly
encountered by
a

the courts.

given criminal act it

acted under duress,
that had it not been
on

his

difficult problem is

While in terms of the status of

might be quite clear that the accused

it might nonetheless be incontestable
for an earlier reckless or criminal act

part in becoming a

member of a gang or a conspiracy, he
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would not have been

required to act under duress.

criminal law here has to resolve the

The

difficulty of balancing

sympathy with the plight of the accused with the objective
of

holding him responsible for

avoided had he not

an

act which could have been

initially behaved in

an

unwise

or

criminal

manner.

The current
rather
such

as

harsh, particularly
Bradbury.

as

that

This

legal position would

some

it is demonstrated in

to be
cases

An attractive solution might be one such

solution, xfhich would hold

his

to

proposed by 0'Regan and discussed in chapter 3.

such circumstances
on

as

seem

an

accused responsible in

provided there is

an

element of knowledge

part of the risk of being subjected to duress and in

particular of the risk of being forced to commit crimes as
serious

as

the

one

which he eventually commits, seems to

satisfy requirements of fairness, while at the same time not

appearing to be too lenient.
Finally, the vexed question of duress and murder raises
awkward moral dilemmas connected with the

in stark form

defence.

Here, without doubt,

system is swinging towards an
charges of murder,
of

the pendulum in the common law

acceptance of the defence in

although there is still a significant body

opposition to such a development.

the effect of

In England, however,

Lynch and Abbott must be to

close the door on

29b.

the

possibility of allowing the admission of the defence in

cases

of murder other than

Several of the

through legislative enactment.

judgements allude to the necessity of

public debate

on

in the law.

While this is attractive in

difficult to

this question before

change is made

any

imagine legislative debate

principle, it is

on

this question

resulting in anything other than the recital of the
unanswerable
in

Lynch.

questions posed, for example, by Lord Kilbrandon
How

many

lives

may one

Such discussion tends to be

reason,
as

one

might wish

much openness

at least

some

any

take to

save

one's own?

unprofitable, and for this

legal rule on this point to allow

and room for manoeuvre as is compatible with

degree of certainty.
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